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ABStRACT
"Migrations" is a multi-ethnic, interdisciplinary

approach,to the of ethnic heritage. Designed by the
Teacher Center, Inc20-New Haven, Connecticut), the project is
conceived'Ontle principle that ethnic heritage can be a source of
p ide and unity for all members of a community. It provides an,active
ink bettmen the ethnicity of the community and that of feits schools.

A 'primary focus,OfItMcgrationsu is on celebrating,,through fclk arts
and oral history, those attitudes and experiences 'which Are basic and
vital to the livw of all people. All 'aspects Of the project revolve
around a museum housing a collection of folk art objects and
photographs And reTlecting the major ethnic compo$ition of the
community. A traveling mini-museum is an active teaching toc2 that is

'taken into classrooms and occasionally on road trips.:7Eis handbook
containe'photographs of the contents of the museum as well as
descriptiohs of the activities of the center in whichsthe project is
based.,-These activities inolti4e providing advisory services tc
neighborhood schools, offering help tc teachers in developing arts
and crafts, projects and bringing older adults into the/classroop as,
visiting lecturert. These visitors are of different ethnic
backgrounds and are a source of folklore and oral history. Included
in the handbook is a bibliography'cfbooks, films, slide/tapes and
records, and other resources. (JD)
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About The Teacher Center, Inc.

The Teacher Center, Inc., a non-profit, glass roots organization,'
founded and run by teachers and parents; is both a place and a con-
cept. Celebrating its 10tWannik7ersary thls year, it is still a
place of human scale and energetic activity--a place for teachers,

0
parents and the community to refresh themselves. Any9ne can drop in
for, advisory services, workshops, library and media resources, found
materials, conversation and coffee. The Teacher Center is also a
concept of professional growth which values th'e integrity of every
teacher's work. As we begin our second decade of service we dedicate
this Resource book to the children--our hope for the future.

Corinne Levin, Coordinator Jan Murray, Project Director
The Teacher Center, Inc. Migrations
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Jan Murray - Project Director
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Sharyn Esdaile - Project Advisor
Barbara Henry - Project Advisqc
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Elizabeth Mannion
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Corinne Levin - Director
Marie Acqua,:;ita - Administrative

Assistant

Karen Belinky - Program Developer
Jesse Smith - Materials Advisor
Judy Kostick - Typist

Jimbakbcloe Moore
Josephine Poellnitz
Helelp Sapadin
Nancy Thompson

, Lula White
Andrey Young

o
The basic text of this book is IBM Prestige Elite.
Headings were typeset in Syntax on,a MerganthaPer Linotbrm.
Throughout the book parts of the text are reductions of the actual
docdments--exhibititexts and panels, questionnaires, catalogues;

,_articles and students' work genefated during the grant year. We

hope to provide a more meanivgful glimpse at the Migrations Ethnic
Heritage Project through these primary documents.

,Copyright 0 1981 The/Teacher Center, Inc.
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,The Oak Street Connector

William Feriis

Some years- back, within the4embry_oethose who lived there, a New
Haven Neighborhood called Oak Street was destroyed. ,Italian, Jew-
ish and blacklesidents saw their homes levelled, and in their
place a four lane highway built to move traffic from interstate 95
into their city. Rising over railroad tracks and local streets,,
the highway suddenly ends for no apparent reason amidst oil drums
and sighs which signal a final exit.

New Havenites call this part of their city thekOak Street annector.
But the visitor looks in vain for, a plaque explaining the highway's
association with Oak Street and what it connects. The unfinished
highway'is clearly not a monument for the city. Yet each year
from scattered parts of New Haven and beyond, former Oak Street
residents gather for a dinner to share memories of their neigh-
borhood before the"connector was built.

Understanding theNajtachmenttofr people to neighborhoods is part of
an ambitious, imagiAstive plan, to broaden the traditional class-
room curriculum in New Haven. The project, appropriately called
Migrations, links local and national educationaiprograms with
public school teachers throughout the city. The suit is a re-.
source of people and institutions which offers uni resources
to New Haven.

116

In the midst of rapid change such" as the loss of the Oak Street
neighborhood, Migrations point to traditions which remain stable.
People may move, but their sense of community remains, and New
Haven offers a dramatic mix of old and new world. Her earlier
migrants created their New England, and recent European, Puerto
Rican and southern black settlers have shaped'vital new neighbor-
hoods within the city. To understand these neighborhoods, Migra-
tions exploret old world roots, new world ways, and how they help

,people cope with the city.

Afrp-American, Puerto Rican, and Eurd-American children play games
4 with voices and rhythms born of different neighborhoods and cul-

tures. Migrations helps us appreciate childhood on Oak Street,
Dixwell Avenue, and Wooster Square. Within such neighborhood
frames teachers develop, an educational program which addresses the
specific needs and differences of students.

Through voices of children, their families and their community
Migrations Is created a teaching program which uses the familiar,
immediate world of New Haven as its reference. Educators and stu-
dents owe. a great debt to Migrations for showing us how to cele-
brate neighborhoods and their culture through the Oak Street Con-
nection.

William Ferris
University of Mississippi,

U
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The Concept of Migrations

Migrations is a multi-ethnic, interdisciplinary approach to thekbtx-

& plOration of ethnic heritage. Designed by the Teacher Center Inc.,
a non-profit educational resource center, located in New Haven,
Conneckut, and funded by the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare. The Project provides an active linkage between the
ethnicity of the community and that of its schools. A primary

focus of Migrations is one of celebrating through folk arts and
oral history those attitudes and experiences, which are basic and
vital to the lives of all people.

The Project is conceived on the principle that ethnic heritage can
be a source of pride and unity for all members of a comuunity;
ethnicity makes each person unigte, and it is through the acceptahce
of the unique that each is able to be interested in, curious about,
and knowledgeable of another: The migrating. paths of many peOple

are intersected by lines/points of origins, traditions, language,
and history. In a world growing even smaller, the action of people
in one place and culture drastically affects the lives of people
they may never meet; isolated and.remote take on new meanings.
Thus, a by-pro ct of ethnic heritage study has to do with skill in

co-existing. e problem is universal, and is especially well pro-

nounced in a cro roads such as New Haven.

In operation, in downtown fin+ since 1971, the ather Center

has been extensively involved in ethnic studies, part ularly

demonstrated in four years of' work in a Title VII Rrog am for the,

development of human resources. The Teacher Center supports teachers
and parents in providing ways to create alternative learning, al-
ways paying attention to the importance of fostering positive self-
image and the individual as a living history.

All aspects of the Project revolve around a :45seum hou ing a newly
acquired collection of folk art objects, photographs, an
materials particular to and reflecting the major ethnic composition
of the New Haven community. The streams of Migration are the ori-

gins in the South, the Caribbean, Europe., and Africa.

In tate March, 1980, the mainstay of the Museum officially opens at
the Teacher Center and remains there open-to-the-Public through the
month of May. Segments of the Museum will trav ?l to schools and

classrooms of a designated group of teachers, grades K-12, and to
several other locations within the community. In this way, the

museum continually expands as it isuse0 and acquires additions
from school-children, teachers, parents, and comrwity. Incor-

porating these alntions, as elaborations in the kluseum, exemplifies
a positive attitude toward acculturation changes within our ever- ,

changing community. Furthkrmore, it is believed that hands-on

contact with real folk art objects will extend the communication
and self-awareness of those who are in any way part of the Museum.

The Mini-Museums ip the classroom will be accompanied by
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Teacher Center advilors. Each a member of the major ethnic group
of the New Haven schools; the Teacher Center advisors work with the
teachers and their students-regularly in setting the direction of
their own classroom projects by planAR6g and executing curriculum.
Advis s serve as facilitators in the use of the Mini - Museum as
well as in bringing the classrooms in contact with community re-

ces eople.,

With t el f the advisors, each teacher-ltd classroom under-
takes an o al history project, which encouragei the collaborative
explorati of/each student's own ethnic background. The teachers
selected o participate VA Migrations-are highly motivBted, com-
petent, and moreover, are open to new ideas. ,They, themselves,
representa variety of ethnic backgrounds, teaching styles, situ-
ations, and grade levels. Thus, the Migration- Proje will pro-
vide teachers with primary experiences using folk art and oral
histdky, with training and support in enriching the st cur-
riculum with ethnic heritage, multi-cultural materials.

Other activities of Migration, include:

1. the development of ankEthnic Heritage multizmedia,
(materials) library

2. a film festival for three months

The film series museum hour, at the Teacher Center, is
accompanied by folk arts demonstration and/or discussion

ti

3. a workshop Series for the project advisors, core
teachers, and invited community participants. Work-
shops take place at many sites, as well as at the
Teacher enter. Featured are Bill Ferris, Director
of the Center for Southern Folklore; Beryle Banfield;
Robert Thompson, History of Art at Yale University;
and Elliot Gorn, Folklorist.

4. A Source Book available'in the fall 1980, which will
document the proceedings 4f the Pr oi ect, and which will
be disseminated locally and nations ly.

The Teache enter drop-in advisory work for anyone
interest i ethnic heritage. 4---N,

)

The formation of an Ethnic Heritage Advisory Council
comprised of embers of the New,Haven schools and, civic
orgatizations. The EHAC provides advice on Migrations.
It is hoped t t the council will function as an ethnic
heritage advocacy group for study for,the New Haven
community.

The Teacher Center's, Migrations has anItxciting presence expanding

experienced-based learning activities,and through an inquiry ap-
proach'. Central to the Project is theuse of home, family, and
community resources through schoo,1 and community settings, which
supports communication and interaction.

1
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SOME QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS4ABOUT MIGRATIONS--The Teacher Center, .11ric
Ethnic Heritage Project

How does the grant relate to previous Teacher Center progrAmmine

Teacher Center programs have long reflected a deep involvement with
Ethnic Heritage Studies and h#1ping to foster positive self-iMage.'
Through the years ethnicity has provided important themes such as:

Culture, The Arts & Education *The Roots of Black English* Music
As Language *The Bilingual-Bicultural Option *African Crafts*
Children in China *Spoken Spanish and a long Title VII
contract providing workshops to hel teachers bridge the gap
between minority and majority.-

On a day-to day basis the theme of positive self-image is built into
every workshop and advisory session.- a resource center we have
always collected good Multi-Cdltural Resources. It has been necessary
to develop alternative resources because minorities still ave low
visibility in the Mass Media. In 1978 Teacher Center staff made a
major presentation on Multi-Cultural Resources at theNational Conference
of Urban Teacher Centers in New York City.

We have always hoped to bring more culturally significant objects
to the schools. We feel strongly that contact with real objects
stimulates creativity,,self-awareness and communication- -both oral
and written. We hope to celebrate through Folk Arts and Oral History
the attitudes and experiences that unite us and those that make us
unique.

Why the name MIGRATIONS?

Id-grate (m7.'grn)," L.19 s, pp. of 4irs4raile, to move from one
place to another, dhange. 1. to leave ondi's country and settle in
another. 2. to move from one region to another .

(mT greshon), n. 1. a migrating.

The time Oftmajor migrations may seem to be d thing of the past. Many
teachers will tell you that the migrations, especially from the South.
and Caribbean to-41Ya area are still vigorous .

iow will MIGRATIONS contribute to the classrod6=and the curriculum?

4IGRATIONS is multi-ethnic and inter-digsiplinary. It is designed to
support individual teachers in their classrooms and to dperlte
within the existing classroom structure to enrich the existing
curriculum. ,It will provide teachers with support in expariding
experience-based learning activities Projects will be developed
that are tailored to each classroom situation and which take into
account theethnic composition of the particular gourp.

Who will participate? '

Initially we will be working with a core group of 12 teachers from
public, parochial and independent schools in New Haven.THe group
will include teachers on the elementary, middle and high school levelS.

p
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Will the community benefit frond this proirt?

Many activities of the_MIGRATIONS project will be open\ for the entire
cammunitY to attend (free) ...A Folk Arts and Oral nstoryi Film
Festival Exhibitions, MIGRATIONS--a mini-museum, MIGRATIONS -- FACES/

'PLACES (0 ph tographic exhibit), LIVING HISTORY PROJECTS,
, Folk Artist> erformanges.

. 4.

Community, groups will be welcom to the sessions that our staff
sets up with technical adviosrs in such fi4ds as Folklore, Oral.
Traditions useum display, etc. (first session Nov. 15 with Bill Ferris

Briel ist t e Ma Com onents of MIGRATIONS.

MIGR Mini-Museum Living History Projects MIGRATIONS Advisory
Folk is al Hisoty FilmFestival MIGRATIONS Sourcebook

mix tions will be studi4d?
.

.

;4

The MIGRATIONS Mini-museum wil,be especially.concerned with three
streams of migrations ,

..

From the South, the Caribbean and Euro3e to this part ofthe Northeast

e -nt to show significant objects and institutions which migrating
peopl chose to keep, recreate or modify, in their new homes. .

,

These o jects and institutions provide continuity with the past.

What ha sN when the ant is over?
We hope 41.. pays can be found,foro..schools to continue using MIGRATIONS
even afte he grant, is over. Certdinly, the groundwork will have
been laid. With the support of the school system core group teachers
could serve as a resouroe to their colleagues throug inservice workshops.
In addition, the; Teacher Center will house the MIGRATIONS Mini-Museum
and could contract, advisory sec es which would insure MIGRATIONS
remaining an active enrichment to curricUlum.

c00rgrtt171panels ideas
gF
ervvCii500,1 resources
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Finding Craftspeoplet& Crafts

111
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Putting together a mini-mu eum about folk arts has been a dream of
ours for many years. All e needed, naturally, way7reney# With
the funding provided'by the Ethnic Heritage Grant we were able to
solve the budgetary dil The next task was finding the crafts-
people and then making transactions with them to buy their work.
These turned out to be one-to-one communications, mainly through
correspondence but sometimes over the telephone. Writing letters,
waiting for replies, secpna letters--these activities established
a rhythm of. working that was very eqferent from the helter-skelter
pace that'we usually set for ourselves. The patience that we even-
tually learned was rewarded by'delightful exchanges with some of
the most talented, detiped and individual-minded people In this,
land--craftspeople who' e continued to,practice the old ways.
The craftspeople were delighted thdt school children'would actually
be able to touch the objects, be they quilts or dulcimers. They

intrinsically* understood the concept of 4earning.by experiencing.

"Mrs. So-and-So suggested that I write you about making a dulci-
mer..." This type of personal endOrsement in the opening paragraph
of a letter smoothed the ways for quick responses. We have kept all
of the letters oq file. Some are particularly engaging and almost'
seem out of anotfitr era.

Some-Were so short and to the point that we had to re- examine our
own tendencies toward verbosity.

All the letters provi4e a delightful record of,the exploration to
find the people who are still prqducing various crafts todayt

, 104101P
Personal encounters with the arfists were even more gratifying than
the correspondence. We learned, early on, to shut our mouths and
listen. Often we (:)tind,buiselves quoting phrases that we had heard. I

...
'

.

Our frenzild northern and'urban pace was tempered somewhat by ehe
more Modulated rhythms of other regions. Replies came uite .

quickly--usually within a month. All of the'craftspeople that we
dealt with filled their orders within a reasonable time and most
things were shipped very carefully. There was very ittle breakage
in transit. Every day we lobked forward to openin e bo s as

they artived. Each ouc contained some Bert of tre 0ure.
.

Exhibition Planning - Getting Started - Carrying Cases

Planning the exhibition of the folk art objects called for inten-

sive research. We visited museums and galleriesto study their
installations. We had iv questions. How was this. exhibit put

together? How have the) addled typography fqr the text panels?

Portability and flexibility were critical factors in our planning.

We had proposed a mini-museum that could be used in its entirety

10
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or a single object at a time. This require4'a modular display con-
cept. Lightweight displai modules were designed to be made out of-
white foam-core boards. We also designed carrying cases and port-

.

folios fbr'the 'objects' and display panels. The whole ekhibition
could thus be boxed and carried in a station wagon. The eases and
portfolios are quite handsome. They are made of water,-maroon
awning canvas with the project logo silkscreened On the front.

Writing the Text

Creating text that would'eet the stage for the entire exhibition
seemed an awesome task at first. We started with an outline. We

/.seeded words that would help people understand how folk arts could
be an exciting way to enribh the school and community. We wanted
to talk about the individual creative procesill. We also wanted
people to understand something new abqut multi-ethnic Studies
through these objects. Along with introductory panels and photo-
graphs we organized the folk art objects into categories that
became separate display'modules. These were: Neialework and .
Quilting, Instrument Making, WorkineWood and Clay, Making Toys
and Playthings, Raletmaking, Quiltmaking and Rugmaking.

4
Exhibition Planning - Typography

Finding a way to enlarge type economically' proved to lie,an exercise
in imagination. We had certain educationally sound requirements .

like the necessity of being able to use both upper and lower case..
THIS KIND OF THING WOULD NOT DO. A certain IBM =Chine would have
been perfect but it had recently been discontinued and not one was
to be found in our area. Our final solution was to use a manual
primary (large Aype) typewriter. Forthe introductory panels we
needed very large type. We had our typewriter copy photostqted
and enlarged. For the smaller display panels the type was fine
right from the machine and photocopied. The type itself is rather
rustic and fit very well with our theme.. Photocopy reproduction
turned the gray typewritten copy to rich black.

Hanging the Show
.

As we prepared for the opening of he mini- museum the Teacher
Celiter bustled with activity late into each evening. Hanging the-
show was exciting and exhausting. The final result was a hand-
some environment fbr folk art objects and hotographs of extra-
ordinary beauty. The setting grouped rel ted objects so that they
invited careful investigation by all the4 eases. The gala opening
of the Migrations Folk Art Mini-Aaeum pr ented a festive oppor-
gunity for the community to gather, experience folk art and explore
the nature of human creativity. I

t
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Fates/Places Photography Exhibition-

The idea to put together an exhibition of photographic images came
early in the development of the Migrations Project. Pictures com-

municate instantky and are fascinating for all ages. They Pbmed
the perfect vehicle to show the range of human experience, both '
historicarlygand in a contemporary Context.

Finding the specific images involved extensive res rch. We sought

out understanding practitioners both professional and student. Ve

spent hours at local historical societies, and in libraries looking
up Farm Administwtion documentaries. and those code nuRbers:that
are absolutely nIkessary to order the photos frOm the Libtary of
Congress. Photos need to be ordered as early as possible as there
is alengthy period--Ours took more than 8 weeks--required to
process orders. When the photos arrived they were absolutely ex-
quisite and well worth waiting for.

We searched for photographers in town thi.ough posters and by word
of mouth. Many fine people shared their work with us. It was truly

a community-minded sharing because funds were only available to
cover printing and paper costs where that was necessary. Local New

Haveners, students living here temporarily and photographers from
other cities all contributed. The pictures were gifts that have
become a permanent part of the Migrations Ethnic Heritage Project.

Once the collection was established we set about designing the ex-
hibition itself. We wrote the text for an introduction. We learned

dry-mounting and trimming processes and mounted, more than 100 photos
on foam-core. This substance is light-weight and rigid but easy to

cut. Our display panels were constructed of two large sheets of
foam-core hinged together with fabric hinges. The hinges

tached.to the boards with a hot-glue gun.

The exhibit of It

and easily carr
The exhibit can
configurations,
could be hungf
on tables. .Pea

were at-

aces and places on large panels(20X40) is portable
ed in two specially designed Canvas portfolios.
be arranged and re-arranged into many different
p ding upon the space availsblet The panels'

om the wall with double-faced foam tape or stood up
le seemed most charmed by the historical photo-

graphs and the photos from family albums. They were amazed by the

contemporary photographers ability to capture exquisite moments in
time.

In Faces/Places is an excellent collection of images'that never
fails to draw animated responses from all those 46 view it.
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Migrations Fol. Arts. Film Festival

u'

4
One of the goals of the Migrations Project was to actively search
clor'print and non -print materials that could enliven and `illustrate
fdlk art in the classroom setting. We reviewed documentary films
and 'other presentation formats such as slide -taupe productions

...4andjecordings. By presenting a Folk Arts, Film Festival we were
:hble to review films and'at the same time present them to teachers
and the general community in a festive setting.

loere are many excellent folklore and folk life documentaries
available thaiiks to the work of many individual' film makers and
groups'like the Center for Southern Folklore and Appalshop. The/.
fithmedtum accurately records inflection and gesture and provides

with a highly sensitive tool for preserving and communicating
fiIVg( arts and folk lifestyles.

°

. Our budget for film and equipment rental was limited. Wd tried
to- stretch that budget as far as we could by a film cooperative

,(available through our local library) and using Smithsonian In-
stitute documentaries. University resources like the Media Design
'Studio at Yale were extremely helpful 'by loaning usfilms that

....they had helped to produce.
1

-

The festival-was four days spaced over a three month period. Each
day had a theme: Crafts, Music, Oral Traditions, Person & P ce.
Within each area we tried teselect filmsof excellence.a at the
same time show a variety of ethnic experiences. Sometim we were
previewing films that none of us had ever seen. There w e many
surprises --most of them good. The audience shared in these pre-

session'a and gave us their opiniOns about the value of the
,films they saw.

'wrIn setting up the programs we found that Careful attention had to
be paid to timi4. We learned.by experience that too much--even
of a good thing--was JUST TOO MUCH. A two hour time span for each

, program worked out betgt. This time period included time for short
discussions between films.

The equipment...we used was rented from the Yale 4dio Visual Center.
They also provided projectionists. Besides running the machine,
the projectionists demonstrated how td thread the equipment. We
ran that machine for afternoon previews, but the actual Festival
showings we ued a projectionist and two Staffers to handle set-up

-441itoductions, and discussions.

Films were rented from various distributors. The American Folk-
' lore Films 6 Videotapes: An Index was our Bible in tracking down
films. It presented a rather comprehensive overview of filmed
American folklore. Films had to be reserved early--at least 6-8
weeks in advince of ttie showing date to assure their aviilability.

Careful advanced planning turned out to be the key to the success
of the Folk'Arts and Oral History Film Festival...along with
balanced programs, good film selection and well versed discussion
leadersi The films themselves provided us all with windows to
look into out' rich and diverse heritaii ag'Americans.p

c
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Tools for Study & Presentation

To accurately record oral histories and to document our project we
needed good basic equipment. Heavy duty equipment that will hold
up under usage by many people is advisable. This means buying--or
renting--from a reputable audio-visual-supplier instead of the dis-
count houses. Although good equipment is expensive in the long tuzn
you will,save ,yourself much aggravation. Good suppliers know their
equipment and stand by, it...They want you to be happy. Recondi-

tioned equipment can be just as:gam/as new--and such less expensive.
Again a reputable supplier is the key. We found one by asking the
local university sudio=visual center which dealer they used.

Cassette Tape Recorder

An essential aid for interviewing, the cassette tape recorder is
simple to operate. Children in our classes all knew how to use
it, and, in fact they often instructedus. A good machine that can

use household current or batteries is, preferred. We found that we

had to carry adapter plugs with us for the recorderand all the
other heavy duty equipmentand extension cords.

We taped records so that they, could be used in classrooms and for
workshopi. .The tapes had the advantage of being easily portable
and non,brealable

Ir

Record Player

A record player was absolutely necessary for using the-very fine
folk music and oral history recordings available. Used in tandem
with a cassette recorder we easily transferred `sound from delicate
records to durable *apes. Our machine was heavy-duty, one-piece
no separate speakers--with a pause button. The pause button al-
lowed us to interrupt play without scratching the records.

. Camera

The camera was an essential tool. We used it in conjunction with
the cassette recorder, to fully *current our oral history activities.
We used the camera alone to document the entire year's activities.
Budget dictates whether a project uses a 35mm camera or an tinatama-
tic. Migrations staffers used their own cameras, so we actually
didn't buy new fines. Good cameras are available second-hand, but
if security is a problem' you may be better off with an instamatic.

Film

We shot either color slides or black end white (Tri-X) film. Al-
though it was rarely possible, the best situation was to.have two
cameras loaded at all times--one with color slide film and the
other with black and white print film. Our aim was to have an as-
sortment of both color slides and black and white prints'on each
phase of our plect, for publications and lectures.

/.1
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Carousel-Type Slide Projector

v,

v

A,carpusel.,type projector was an essential part or our Program.
The slide -tape presentations that we.usec came to us in carousel
trays and we found that easy focusing and quick slide changes were
necessary for a hmooth running show. With time we learned to put
together our own.audio-visual presentations. We found that the
additions of slides often made the difference between an adequate
presentation and a really exciting one.

Journals

Written entries enhanced our understanding of events and processes.
Some of us were especially suited to keeping good notes complete

'with diagrams and doodles. These journals were invaluable for
fleshingout.essays and reports with on the spot perceptions and,
observations.

STORAGE

Slides, Prints and. Negatives

As soon as the first few rolls of film were processed it was evi-
dent that a system was needed to keep themIll in order and acces-
sible. Our systems were SimPle.

Slides:

They, were identified and placet1n clear plastic slide holders
(20 slides per page). The slide holders fit into a three-ring
binder. Each slide was identified with the slide inverted. In
this way the slide was legible 'and in correct position to go into
the carousel tray.

Photographs:'

Prints were'stored in large envelopes by subject.

Cassette Tapes: I

Each tape was labelled,and dated and stored in its own holder.

RILING AND CATALOG/NC

We cataloged photographs, folk art objects and related resources
(books, records, etc.) as separate units. For the Faces/Places
Photography Exhibit we made photo-copies of each print and-put
identifying information on the back. Each article had a 3 x 1
card with identifying information such as title, artist, catalog
number, description, value, donor and address. There was room on
the cards for anecdotal comments where that was useful. Cards
prdved a useful beginning point for cataloging because they were
flexible and could be used to retrieve various kinds of informs-
tion-from geographic spread of the objects, to media used, to
personal information about the artists. Our card catalog was the
beginning point for analyzing our collection statistically and
keeping track of all the pieces all the time. 11
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Logo. Letterhead Posters . PR
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from the beginning it Oas impoitant to us to establish our
vifual identity. It was also important to establish the relation-
s ip of the project as part of the Teacher Center, a well-known
and respected educational resource center. The logo that was de-
veloped was a compelling and complex-series of graphic images
that vj.suallY described the the of migration. High contrast
phqtographic images were combined by collage technique, appropriate
type was added, and the whole thing printed offset in rich brown
and ivory. This logo was used on letterheads, press releases,
memos--in short on all appropriate written communications. In

that way people began to identify and recognize, not only our exist-
ence as a project but also the broad scope of our'activities. Our
posters were pladned to be more than simply announcementg of what,
when, why. 'We tried to make engaging graphic pieces which would
showcase the artists who illustrated them, document the project
for future reference, and raise the public consciousness about folk
arts and oral history (and good design). A good printer was an
important part of the design and execution of the various graphics
projects. He was sympathetic to us and proved very helpful about
explaining technical mftters that affected our designs. He found
that our, small jobs were very unusual and that the "creative stuff"
we were doing provided a-refreshing break from tl;le._ ong but routine,

runs that were his bread and butter. We experiment d with unusual
colors and papers; but we could not have done so thout the cooper-
ation of a good printer.

P.S. A good job printer turfed out to be much more economical than
local quick copy shops for the quality printing we needed.
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migrattons
folk art mini-museum

Opens Friday, March 21,1980 7-9pm
425 College St New Haven Ct

The Teacher Center Ethnic Heritage ProjeCt
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migrations
folkarts
film

festival
starts
.feb 26.
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JAMES 'SON' THOMAS
MISSISSIPPI DELTA
BLUESMAN

Mon 8pm
Apr 2.8

Free

Freepillinrcs at 3338 730 ;#it, I, The Teacher Center Ethnic HeritageVroject./- The Teacher Center Etfrx Montage Prolect 425 C011ege Street New Haven Ct 13x , 425 College & New Haven CT
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CENTER for
SOUTHERN
FOLKLORE

Magazine

Migrations, the Teacher Center Ethnic Heritage Project of
New Haven. has been funded 15y the Department of Health,
Education aiki Welfare for development of a traveling Mini.
Museum of folk art objects and media materials. Ethnic
groups of New Haven and their migrations to the area will be
the theme of the museum which aims to narrow the cultural
experience gap between teachers and students. Migrations is
devoted to providing teachers with first-hand folk art and oral
history experience for use in the classroom.

The Teacher Conte, Etrarc Hemage Proles( 425 Cortege Street New Haven CT 065 it
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'Gut Bucket
Blues

U you want to hear the Blues Eke they
was born to be played, direct from the
heart of the Minnow Delta, then
you're in luck. 'cause James "Son Fore
Thomu is coming to town

"Son," as he's affectionately ailed.
plays Delta gut bucket Blues" m the
tradition of Robert Johnson =if Elmore
lames Though the contanporary Blues
artist B.8 King is familiar to audiences
Juoughout the *odd, few people realize
thiffits music comes from people hke
"Son Ford".,Thonuts

Born and reared in Leland. Miss.. Son
expresses the richness,of Black
Mustsuppt Delta culture through his life
and his an Although be has started
travelling north to sing and talk the Blues
In schools and umversuier, he stal plays
his bottleneck styitgultar m loud
gook joints and hottk parties near his

'home in Leland A skilled Intl mspued

musician. "Son" takes ha audience on
an exciting journey into the soulful
experience of Blues at its roots, pausing
to share his bittersweet humor anti
phBosophical leaninp between songs.

The concert is being presented u pan
Of The Teacher Center's Migrations
project, fundectby an 'HEW Ethnic
Heritage Grant. The aim of Migrations is
to help students learn about their cultural
hentage through folk an and oral history
programs. Acconding4Jar Murray at
fhe Teacher Cadet, t major migration
patterns are now from the South In one
pubhc school class surveyed, an of the
chtidien were born m New Haven, but
most of their parents wine born In the

mouth. Ms. Maray
Don't miss a chance to hear the story

of life in the Souttwtold through "Son
Ford' Thomai 'Mad. The concert .s

!Monday, APri528, abll p.m., in The
Teacher Center, 425c.ollege St., and It's
absolutely free? The Coeur is located in
the basement of the tint Metlxidnt
-burch Sunlit is !United, to come
early

S

Teacher enter Sponsors
jieti6ge Protect
the help of h540,775 gift received

"'from the Department 0f Health, Education and
Welfare in October, the Teacher Center at 425
College Street is conducting a multi-ethnic and
inter-disdplinary project called "Migrations".
The project is designed to provide teachers with
primary experiences using folk arts and oral
history, in order to enrich the curriculum within
the existing classroom structure. "Migrations" is
based on a Teacher Center approach to learning
through experience and helping to foster positive
self-image.

Initially, the project will involve a core
group of 12'City teachers from elementary
through secondary levels, in public, parochial
and independent schools. Three streams of ,

migration will be explored: from the South', from
the Caribbean, and frdm Europe. The study of
the migration experience will stress thelieritages
of the major-ethnic populations of New Haven.

Exciting facets of the program will be open
to the general public in the spring, including a

--Fqlk Arts Film Festival, performances, a
Faces/Plates photographic exhibit, and a
discussion series, as well as a Mini-Museum.

The Teacher-Center is working to narrow
the cultural experience gap that exists between

...teachers anti the children they teach. As,a result
of the "Migrations" project, students will

1, experience contact with real objects, which tiff
stimulate creativity, self-awareness, and
communication. Project Director Jan Murray
_aid, "We hope to celebrate through folk arts and
oral history the attitudes and the experiences that
unite us and those that make us unique:::

FEBRUARY /MARCH 1980
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The Migrations Falk Arts Mini-Museum

Text panels from The Migrations Mini-Museum
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Folk art is a celebration of creativity and skill. Each one of us
can look into °dr cultural background and find folk art lorms that

.

are particularly meaningful. We use a broad definition forfolk
arts: objects made as expressions of creativity by atkisans without
formal training. Some objects may be utilitarian but not neces-
sarily- -they may be just to enjoy. Many of the crafts,people in
this project were self-taught like Other Turner (fife maker). Many
received "fireside training" from parents or relatives like Pecolia
Warner (quilts). There are some artisans whose crafts calling has
been handed down through the family for generations like Leonard

Agenn (dulcimer maker). Some of our arts are very different and
ome are amazingly similar...it seems that people, using the materi-

als at hand, have always created beautiful things to use and enjoy...
things to make life easier and better. Each group tblls stories,
sings songs, makes instruments and plays them, knits and sews, cooks
and budlds, carves and sculpts, makes playthings for children--in
short, 'fellows many folk art traditions.

When we leer out how our 'peoples made baskets or quilts, or told
tales, we lea n to understand each other better. The crafts you see
in the mini- useum are a celebration of the human mind and twine-
tion for us all to shhre-J-made by hand by people who know the crucial
importance of passing knowledge down. Touch Mrs. Warner's quilt and
know that she loves sewing and the color red and tellin'k,stories of
her childhood. Roll Mr. Krahl's,wooden truck and'know that he loves
children. ,Try blowing Mr. Turner's Cane fife and know that he 'loves
to make instruments and play music. Weave the bobbins on Dons Delia's
telarmundillo (lace making loom) and think of the endless hours
and patience it must fake to bring one yard of lace to life. Pick up
one of Mr. Clark's oak baskets and imagine the great big baskets he
makes for harjesting produce. Swing Mrs. Mills' honeysuckle basket
and imagine raiding a hen house for a dozen eggs. Pick up Senor
Avila's santo and feel the fervor that went into its carving. Pluck
Mr. Leonard Glenn's cherry wood dulcimer and touch a family tr'dition.

Celebrate with us. The migrations aren't over yet. They are still
vigorous. In one high school class, for example, all of the students
were born in New Haven, but none of their parents were. Most of the
parents were born in the South. So those small town and rural roots
aren't so very far away. Most of the crafts,in the Migrations

Museum were produced recently by craftspeople in the Deep and Mid-South,
Appalachia, the Caribbean. and the Northeast. They are contemporary
expressions of traditional folk arts. We have been proviledged to,
meet and correspond with many of the artisans and can share their
thoughts and words with you. Mostfolk artists are unknown to us --
but well known in their own regionsand speak silently to us through
their art. The people these things come from are the people that we
come froth, and the artahat they perpetuate and hand down to us are
our heritage, our legacy of creativity.

A

r
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The Faces/Places Photography Exhibition
"Every picture tells a story don't it?" This line from a pop song
holds true for the photographs that we want to share with you in
MIGRATIONS: FACES/PLACES.

The time of major migrations may seem to have been a thing of the
past but actually migrations, especially from the South and the
Caribbean to this area are still vigorous.

Our photographs convey conceptions of the HUMAN FACE that most at-
tractive of configurations. We hope that you'will come to feel some-
thing of the wonderful variety and beauty of the human face. We /hope

that the photographers will succeed in mediating between us, them-
selves and those pictured. Then we will feel the emotion--the
fatigue.or melancholy, the exhuberance and humor, the tenderness
and.love--that their images have captured.

Other photagraphic images convey a sense of place. PeoPle's places
form a k of inanimate portrait. When people leave one place to
live in another, they often want to recreate something0'f the old- -
something comfortable and familiar. Sometimes It's harefor us to
understand another's longing for PLACE; but in a way we all have mental

maps home. Various meaningful objects and ri is serve as guide-
posts. In our mind's eyes we can still see laces from the past as

if it were today. So perhaps we can unders nd how others feel when
they long for the old country or the homet . Sense of place is a
funny thing. Sometimes you will knolorre where you are and
other times you will think you know bu be fooled. By seeing the

HERE that people came to and the THERE that they left perhaps we will
understand a little better the excitement of startinOxesh and also
the loneliness and longing for those root places 'that-,encourage us
to hold on to our customs and cultures and transplant them in the new
place. .

These photos present a.rich'collage: photos of vintage New Haven,

Library of Congress documentaries, portraits and candids, cherished
fatally album ictures, reporters' snaps, and fine art prints. These

images are s ed with us through the graciousness and generosity of
many fine ar sts. Many kinds of photographers speak to us through

their work. here. Some are working professionals, others serious stu-
dents, and others are lovers of the art. They have captured many to-
ments for us to share. Some of the photos seem to catch a split-
second in time, an event that is almost too fast for the eye to regis-
ter. Others have the studied rhythm and rich texture of a painting.
The photographs are often true acts of art, inspired visions meshing
with terical skill.



Instruments

Every culture has its own musical traditions which are an expression
of the character of a people. Through music people seem to communicate
most easily across cultures'and languages. The unaccompanied voice'
and clapping hands were the essence of instruments. Finely crafted
instruments can help people to create beautiful music.- But as far
back as the onestring bow was put to a hunters lips to augment a
song people have alsosmade usic'by recycling other tools. ,Cow bells,.
wash boards, brooms, wire, wash tubs,-jugs and soda bottles, bone's,
combs, spoons and sticks can all be played--they are all music makeeel

Wtth traditions of fine instrument making, we find some iolk"artists
becOming specialists. Mr. Leonard Glenn of Sugar Grove, North
Carolina is a dulcimer maker but also makes other stringed instruments.
Today many dulcimers are mass produced, but people still seek out
Mr. Glenn and others like him because they want an. Instrument that
truly comes out of the experience of grerations. They still want
instruments made one at.a time with ca e.

The dulcimer is the traditional Instrument of the Appalachian Highlands.
Though its'originare disputed--some insist that it was brought back
from the MidEast by the crusaders, others from Scandina.via lnd others
say that it is purely American in origin. The dulcimer is "a quiet
instrument. ,They was.made to by played in a oneroom log cabin...."
Renewed interest in American folklore revived the easily played dulcimer.
Today many dulcimers are still made and still played.

O

The first people to inhabit the islands of the Caribbean were the
Arawakspeaking Taino Aborginees. Although Tainos no longer exist
as a people, their presence is still felt in various cultural
manifestations of Caribbean latids:' ksong the instruments used, by
these people were'the Maracas Asatanb), claves (qua), guiro, shell
bracelets, hollowed out drum andjbe reed flutes. The maracas,

.guiro and claves are still used in th'e folk and popular music of 0
most of the islands. The Taino druehowever, has long been replaced
by African drums. .

t
.

I

Tbe guiro is a Taino instrument more common to the folk and popular
music of Puerto Rico than of most other islands. It is considered
the backbone of Puerto Rican mountain and coastal folk music. It
transcends racial deft)tions.' The guiro is just as much a part of
the Seis (a dance ford deri d from the European musical heritage)
as it is of the Bombe (a d hce fors derived from the African
musical heritage). / \\

Woodwind instruments lade of cane are found in many cultures.
The ,pine to cut and hot,lowed, then holes put in for notes.

Ofterthe:process of noiing is one of experifnce learnedwfrom
trial an error. **,-:01harTurner says 'Dont nothing make a
failing /but a try. ..IC4ou think you can do it, and you believe
you wide it, try ft. Well, I started making and blowing a
cane when I was.:13 years old. I just kept a tuning and tuning
and blowing and turOnj. The more you do a thing, the more

.
perfect it comes to ynu."

\
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Toys

-

Dolls, wooden toys and models to- amuse the children and the young
at heart have alw4s been a prime inspiration to the folk artist.

Even today when,we hear that a new baby is on the way we want to

:make something special-- a quilt, a sweater, .a doll o4Aloth ball.
Tfirgift symbolizes friendship and love and the.ne0d th't people

have to pass down what is good to the next generation.

Models and playthings teach about the values and roles of the group.
Models and miniatures, especially, put the human being in control

of an environment. That feeling of "being in the driver's seat",
of creating and controlling tiny worlds has always made people feel

...stronger and more confident in. an uncertain world.

O

Folk artists can also indulge their sense of fun with toys. kith

the revival'of interest in folk arts and lore, dolls and toys by
folk artists are available even in our urban/enters. The imagination

of the artist, can turn scrap into art. Dolls and toye are ingeniously

born from nuts, cornipbs, husks, fabric, cotton and wood. These toys

find their way to the hands of waiting children and sophisticated

bollectors.
Pft

"Its been a great pleasure to me to have,been able to work in my
home, making things with my own hands and supporting myself. I've

always liked doing hand work, particularly working with native
materials--making something out of nothing."- ps. Lila Johnston,

St. Paul,'Virginia.

27



Basketmaking,

kit

The basket maker art involves transforming various fibers--
grass, reed, wo d, vines--into woven containers. Fine baskets
are prized the orld over as many cultures have basket leaving
traditions. U it comparatively recent times, baskets were used
for.all manner of storing, gathering and carrying and many
specialized baskets were made, from tightly woven ones_for
carrying seedef to loosely woven one(for carrying live poultry to
market. In earlier days people used baskets to carry,"their
taters and apples and eggs and their fish when they went fishin'
cause, in those days they had nothin' else to put anything in",
says Mr. William Cody Cook of Luray, Virginia. But the basket
makers art.is now followed by only a few craftspeople. As Peck
Clark says, "I'm about the onliest.one now who's making them
around here."
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Needlework
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Needlework is the area which is an exuberanj tribute to the work

of women. They knoy the value of every, scftp of cloth and thread.
They created magnanimously on the theme of "making extensions"- -
piecing together small to make large, finishing to make the plain
fancy,- attaching their own special signatures and feelings.

Nany a hope chest has been filled. Many an object has been adorned
and given new life out of necessity, out of caring. What may at .

first seem so fragile in form is a declaration of strength and

endurance. Skill in crocheting and tatting, embroidery, smocking

,and quilting is everywhere. Here we see an age of pee' irk cross

the waters of the Atlantic and Caribbean to the and North to

be touched by us.

2'9
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-.Embroidery is the process of applying all kinds
of threads as stitches to 01 kinds of cloth:to
outline, to ffll in, to art out, to paint in
stitches, fo,make texture core evident.

Tatting is the art of knotting. It was popular
in Euftpe in the seventeenth and eighteenth
.centuries. The lace is made by working a basic
stitch with a fine crochet hook and sometimes a
simple shuttle to hold the thread.

Crochet is originally a method of making very
line lace. The pattern is formed by pulling a
loop through,a loop to make the infinite chain
stitch. Crochet uses the least materials--a

. hook and thread.

Smocking, uses familiar embroidery stitches to
gather or pucker cloth. InEnglish smocking
the

aatefial
isgathered in pleats first and

the patterri ,added. In regular stocking the
-gathers are made as the pattern is being
completed.

JBobbin lacemaking,-the art of tiisting and weavi j threads together.,
first arrived in Puerto Rico ivthe early days of olqpization.
The craft originated in'Europe and was brought to th 'island by'Spanish
aristocracy. Bobbin lacemaking was considered an appropriate art
form tobe learned by young ladies from good families. However, °house
slayes" weft also taught the craft so they might,assist the young women
in making the lace to trim clothing.7camisoles, petticoats, blouses
and bpd dressingspillowcases, canopies and bedspreads. The cities of
Roca and Aquadilla were important mundillo lacemaking centers that '

"",eupplied the mothercountry with much of the better quality lace.

. (Bobbin lace is very expensive because the dotal ed work causes Such a
strain on the eyes that.women could often baco e blind from years of
lace making. This was especially'trde in the after. part of the

. nineteenth and earlier part of the twentieth O ntury as the Puerto \\

7ican economy changedhands.

s.
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A quilt is a bedcovering havUlg three layers, a dicorativIt top sheet
a middle layer,of fluffy filling and a backing. The stitches that
hold the*layers together is quilting.

American quiltmaking is a living tradition with a fascinating past.
Piecing quilts has a necessity,in American households fr k the
earliest colonial times un'Tii0he end of the nineteenth century
when manufactured bed linens bircaie plentiful, "American patchwork
quilting is a craft with a soul, engaging not only our eyes and hands
but also our.imagination and our sense of history."

Quilting could be both an individual creative pursuit and a communal
experience. For women seated around a quilt frame the activity was
as much social as it was creatili and utilitarian. '

The quilter's art requires the combination of a number of skills;

precise cutting, color sense, sense of pattern adds design, even .

stitching. As with other artists, you can sense a particular
person's style as you see succeeding pieces of work. The quilter,
like the,painter, develops an individual style, sometimes almost
intangible and sometimes very obvious. These styles operate
individually letting us know whether we are looking at Mrs,eitcolia
Warner's work or Mrs. Amanda Gordon's. Culturally, by observing a,.
quilt we can make inforoed guesses about the cultural tralittiog,o4'
the quilter--whether Amish or AfroAmerican.

ti

V

Our quilt'was made by,Mrs. Pecolia Vakner of Yazoo City,Miesissippi. -

Mrs. Warner's favorite color is red ant she uses it often in her
quilts. She learned the art from her sober. Mrs. Garner is-a
prolific quitter., She makes traditional patterns like the Friendship
Ring Guilt that le have here. Fn this Friendship Ring Quilt she makes,
offbeat rhythmic accents in'the traditional patterns by modulatiqg .

colors --a technique often used by AfroAmerican quilters. She also
loves the collision of high affect colors. Mrs. Warlier also creates
her own iminative quilt patterns from incidents, memories and images

"a.4--etrile her imagInatto0.

"I been. wanting to make quilts ever since I saw'my mother doing ft.
I wanted that to grow up in me--how to make quilts. That's my talent;
making'quilts is my calling. It's a gift from God to be abli to do
this. It's hard work; piecing, se'ing them pieces together; and

quilting them. But I love to do it. Of course I been doing it since
I was a chil4, so it don't go hard of h me nowt"

31
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Wood &Clay
t I

Wood and clay are some of the most abdndant and useful of natural
materials. They both come in miny.varieties and can be corked many
different ways.

Wood--the hard fiberous sibstance found beneath the bark of trees,
can be cut and dressed foTaany thinge.fro building houses to
fuelling furnaces.

Clay--fine glained earth containing aluminum silicate which can be
moulded and shaped to produce bricks, pottery and sculpture.

Wood and clay are well suited to creating three dimensional forms.
These form; can be purely-visual expressions, like James Thomas'
clay sculptures or they say be utilitarian objects like the hickory
walking stick. All of the objects are useful--whether'for purely
intriguing the imagination as ritual objects or tools. the folk
artist uses materials that are at hand--like Dolt gumbo clay, native
woods, recycled tires and bottles. The folk artist teaches us
lessons about avoiding waste and living in harmony with the environ-
ment.

..\

The religious fervor of the Puerto Rican people is very deeply rooted.
During the seventeenth century, Spain almost forgot to communicate
with Puerto Rico. The peasant folk ante4 statues of their favorite
or patron saints for their hone altars. Since none were being ,sent
by Spain to PuertoRico, unschooled men who felt 4-spiritual need
for the saints, began to carve the beautiful, crude statues that we
n Puerto Rico call "Santos de Palo". Santos are also popular in
Mexico, Columbia, Peru, Paraguay, Brazil and even in the Phillipines.
However, the Puerto Rican "Santos de Palo" are among the oldest and
most "pure" and are collected by serious museums all over the world.
This is a craft most common to the mountain peoples of Puerto Rico.
Along the most popular imagery in Puerto 'Rico are the three wise
men, the Virgin of the Immaculate Conception, St.Anthony'of Padua,
St. Francis And Christ Crucified. Here we see the inoculate Conception
made bAntonio Aviles in Orocouis, Puerto Rico in 1974.

Today., there are few santosmakers. Antoni6 Aviles, however, comes from
4 long_ tradition of santosmakers that go back to the eighteenth century.

'
1
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The Display Portfolio

Sheila Etzkorri
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The essence 'of the mini-museum was that it was to be a portable dis-
play.' We needed a modular syttem that could be organized in many
combinations to fit many kinds of spaces. After researching display
carrying cases we realized that designing our own system to fit our
specialized requirements would be the most creative --and economical- -
solution. What we worked out was a system of canvas portfolios and
covered boxes to hold our exhibit panels and folk art objects. They
turned out to be, both utilitarita and handsome. Following are di-
rections and diagrams for our display portfolio:
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From the Advisors' Journals
r

_

Telav'Mundillo, Lacemaking Loom, Puerto Rican
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On-Going Feedback
People Oriented Evaluation

Sharyn Esdaile

.It was not left to chance t Migrations would be a people ori-
ented project: people pr ing services and expertise to each
other; peoplelooking at ives of people; people conjuring up
memories and feeling rgottan; people being interested in
oiigins and exte n this kind of situation, communication
in the form of fe k is not just a necessity but is both the
spine and spirit of- the work, the tradition of folklife. Specif-
ically, feedback is the process of recycling, solidifying, and
strengthening ideas after they have been tried or experienced.

Facilitating this process meant, in the
e

words of an old spiritual,
that there was a whole lot of talking going on, going on; a whole
lot of shouting Coming up from that (our) place....

"There were many things to be figured out and it seemed as if they
all had to be done at once,at the same time. We Fust find good
crafts; the films nesd to be ordered; the format bf the mini-museum

.is a crucial consideration if it is to fit properly into our e5c-
'

isting space; the core teacher Workshops are scheduled; the ad-
visory council should receive the fir* invitations to the Opening
of the Exhibition; we need to confirm the dates and sponsors for
Son Thomas' visit. And of course, the budget --we must remember
the budget."

Project advisory staff met regularly with the participating class-
room teachers to focus activities and to assess student reaction.
In addition the advisors and,project director met we kly, to aug-
ment the work being done in the classroom. f4re i no d ubt that
this process of sharing perceptions and making impr ent is,a-
major factor in the success of people projects. k',

"I guess I was trying to solve the problem of what do udth mf
classes all by myself. After I talked to Barbara I got so many
ideas that I now have begun to plan for next year. What I really *,/
needefwas someone to help me sort out my own thinking. II

It worked: There was purpose to our activity ;Mich developed out ,

of a personal understanding of the part played by each person iinz_
volved.

"I've broadened my own awareness 'of the importance of pride in
one's own roots and I've,developed ways to share that with the
children in my class using many leaeEng modalities: 'art; music,
writing, research, mapping, fstorytelling."

"It all clicked for me with the showing,of-the first films; It!),
made me feel close again to my southern background."

We didn't stop with the talking part. We di the shouting and the
doing. Furthermore, we maintained good recor s of project activi-
ties. We made lists, kept notes,and journals of things as they
happened and things we wished could happen:

"Jan and I want to go South. For years Si4e the first-411mm we met
we have talked about the Sea Islands. Now that she's been to Mem-
phis she shares :Clot of my images of Opelika. We plan a three ,

month itinerary. Charleston, Savannah, Bailie W,alker Creek, Sweet

I



Hope, Tuskegee, which are all around Opelika, Memphis, Leland,
Pascagoula. We'll eat muscadines and scub'n'dines (scuppernongs),
pound cake; figs picked at dawn, Mrs. Calloway's pound cake and
Mrs. Miller's rolls. Augusta's fresh caught and fried fish. And
s.t on the porch and wck in Nannie's chair's."

We kept dreams and we kept files. About half way through the year
we began to see that our material had accumulated. We had a col-

, lection which was impressive. This documentation had begun to
shape itself. First of all it meant that we had a body of material
for evaluation purposes and equally important we had the beginnings
of our,Source Book which you are now reading. '

In this way ongoing feedback can and should serve the project whiles
it very much in progress. We uses our records and commentary .

for our own internal organization providing a structure linking the
various elements Oa our Project. Since our staff was small and
might be assigned different tasks which were carried out simultan-
eously, our simple pioaedure of meeting, discussing and recording
in some way what had taken place was, also a way of connecting us as
people to all the tasks.

Tw addition to these informal methods of gathering feedback, we
used several more formal measures such as ;he one we used with our
teachers. Developed by our evaluator along with a staff member, the
"questionnaire (which follows or which can be found on Page ) was
used as a preparatory outline' for end-of-year discussions with the
teachers, the staff and the evaluator. The questionnaire is ar-
ranged chronologically which serves Ito spark the mpmdry of the in-
formant. Each section consists of Irvery pointed response in the
form of the checklist as ell as a more elaborate space Tor comments.
Probably more than anythi th questionnaire easily documents
everyone's accomplishments.

"I certainly have grown this year. I have learned so much."

"While my cless.was very heterogeneous, they seemed to appreciate
both the common thread behind all their life-stories and their own
uniqueness."

"The Latino dinner was an eveneZhere many new friends were4made
while the people had an opportunity to taste different ethnic
foods."

"I'm more aware of the wealth of materials, books, objects and
films available"on ethnic history So that I've learned ways of
hancing my own curriculum. I am also more aware of broadening my
own personal history as I live it."

"Migrations has d ated a multi-cultural approach to learning

within the classro It shown me that cultural differences
can be an effecti e learning t ol for teaching standard academic
requirements."

"I am so such more comf table with the concepts of oral history
and I now see so many ys to involve parents in this study."

"The Son Thomas Cancer was very stimulating. The songs were

beautiful and told a gory."

t
"Going to Ellis Island was-a very s ious journey for me. Although

my \ancestors did not come throught t place I felt a connection -

to those people who had. I remembe d. There were those in our

group whose grandparents had been there. They remembered too."
. , AP

"Each person has a personalhistory -apd-each person has a contribu-
tion to make in the history of the community and the society at
large?!'

a lot of successes this year. We've mode a good start." 33



On the Road
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-Tennessel & Mississippi

MS.
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It started
with a longing for places...
places that I knew
Utt had never really seen...
Highway &l South from Memphis...
Down into Mississippi...
to the very 'wart of the Delta...
hot and dry,liong low skyline...
rice.fields and soy... -

passing pick-up trucks
.on duly roads

r
Finding the other side
of the. railroad tracks

and waving to the children there

,MMILts .11117A
in front of shotgun houses..,.

OTCBTTB?-'frZK,rj-asam---at--t-q-e-rh--eYo. .

3.
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Meeting old'friends again
on their home ground...
Mrs. Warner, Judy, Son,
the essence of southern hospitality....

Grits and-eggs for breakfast...
Mrs. Warner's fried chicken

. and cake from scratch
'for supper...

Quilts and Blues
where they live....

'41
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And that most mysterious,
ubicquitous, wide '

brown Mississippi...

A pilgrimage
a.journey for the sake of journeying
to walk those.rbads...

Yes with my'own feet and
see, for sure, with my own eyes...

Indianola, Clarksdale, Greenville,
Leland, Rosedale, Belzoni, Yazoo City,
Como, Oxford, Chulahami, Terry, Senatobia,
Gravel Springd, Bearwater, Rose Hill

Jan Murray

4
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The Flexible Advisory
Bringing Ethnic Heritage Into Focus With Curriculum
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Barbara Henriques

As a classroom advisor in the Migrations Ethnic Heritage Project I
was involved in a variety of educational settings. These settings
were representative of the variety of educational situations pres-
ent within our schools--especially our urban schools. Two of the
five teachers I worked with team-taught in a middle school sixth
grade, another taught in a self contained fourth grade, and one
taught remedial reading-to third and fourth graders in a parochial
school. This diversity necessitated my being familiar with appro-
priate activities for various grade _levels and specific subject
areas, as well as an ability to select activities which could most
effectively incorporate Ethic Heritage Studies into the exist,ing
curriculum. My role as a classroom advisor demanded personal flex-
ibility in order to achieve the goals set by the project, the

chers and myself.

Fl ibility is an important and necessary characteristic for any
t cher. It takes on even greater significance when you are
de ling with other teachers and their students in an advisory
ca a ity. With such-a variety of teaching styles, grade levels,.

s izesi skill levels, personalities and the crucial time fat-
,44,,tors, flexibility was'an essential in the development of the style

and content of my advisory activities. After meetings conducted
'-by..,our technical advisors, preliminary research medhanisms were

PI( designed by our project staff. Following initial meetings between
the advisors and their teachers, a plan of activities and /or %ro-
jects was developed. This was followed by a classroom visit to
meet the students, observe how the class functioned, and assess the
feasibility of thelroposed activities and projects. An itt-depth

0' look at selected classroom advisory experiences with one of the
teachers and her students will illustrate the development of.the
advisory relationship--its content and style.

Audrey Young, an experienced elementary teacher, taught fourth
grade class at Helene Grant Elementary School. Helen rant is a

public school in New Haven. It draws its stude om a low in-
come, predominantly Black neighborhood. Mrs. Young had a self-

0 contained clasarbOm of twenty-four students.

On my, first visit to the classroom, I observed the teacher and her
students during wlaath lesson. Following the lesson I was able*
to meet many of the students as they_shared_their zetiv_iltietv And
projects with me: The students were friendly and welcomed the
opportunity to share their school experiences with a new adult.
I sensed a feeling of great pride in theii accomplishments and an
enhancing relationship conducive to learning between Mns. Young and
her students.

In a subsequent meeting-with Mrs. Young, I shared my observations
of that first meeting. We planned a follow-up activity which
would proville us with additional inforfaation concerning the pat-
terns of migration represented by the students and their families

and any special traditions or customs maintained in their hools.

11.
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"Mrs: Young discussed the form we had disi need with her students and
asked that they take it home and discuss t with their parenp or
-grandparents in order to complete it..

On my next, visit to the classroom, the students were_eager to allow
me an assignment they had completed:for:Mrs. Young. :The assign-
bent pertained to ancestry. Mrs. Young had asked the students fo
"trace your family back as far as you can go." "Tell where they
lived, what they did to make a living, the kinds of clothes they
wore, etcr" This information was then irritten up on:leaf shaped
pieces of.cOlored construction paper and mounted on a tree shaped
fore. The completed family trees were then exhibited on a bulle-
tin board ip the classroom.

. .

t

Although deny of the students, were exciled and interested in The
Family Tree Project, it was evident from their work that they
did not have a solid understanding of basic ancestry: To develop'
a greater.undgrstanding of ancestry, I worked with a small group
and used the ideas suggested in My Backyard History Book by David
Weitzman entitled "WOW have you got ancestors!" The students used
the eraser end of a pencil and a stamp'pad, later this was changed
to a carved eraser-stamp figure. One figure was used to indicate
themselv We talked about each .person having a mother and
father. s discussion was rather lengthy in order to include
all the questions and comments which' reflected the numerous family
situations represented by the group. It was evident that the std.-
Le.nts welcomed the oppor lok

tilt
to taabout their'particular

ituation and to see otter students shared a similar situa-
on. f, .

'' kany of the students did pot live with both of their.' natural
pirents but all of them knecistheir natural parents. When the
discussion was completed we stamped two figures rbpresenting our
parents.0 We en moved onto a discussion of grandparents. The
students enjoy!d sharing information and stories about their
grandparents: lie stamped four figures ,to indicate oyr maternal
and paterGal glandparents.. I asked' ft' anyone in the 'group knew
their parents grandparents, four of the"students did. The stu-
denti.were delighted to share,informationetoncerning-their greit-
grandotrants. It was a very special word for them. They were
eager to/get on to great, greatgrandparents. We stamped eight,

ores Ito Adicate our great-grandparents. It was time.to'talk,'-
habout the work we had completed as a whole now.

tits children itPLthink about the numbers we had worked with.

One or me, twq6.for our parents, four for our grandparents and,
4 ,e,eighttfOrt4 great-grandparents--one, two, four, eight. Did they

see any pattern to these, numbers? Could they think about a numbez
;rule which would help me figure out the next number. They thought,

` about this very diligently, then the hands started to fly. We
upited until evtryone had an idea. One student said we could add
the previoui number to itself to get the next'number. I askeeif
anyone another idea. One student said 'we could double the
1pre%1 *her to get the next number. We talked about addition
and mul plieation. Some of t4e children .thought adding would be
easier since it involved only two addends otters liked multiply-

o Ang by two, they worked out the next number. 'One student commented

"
tter WiriWrtfired; we would still

) geE. the same - number.

AfLthis.point I could see the excitement building in the stu-
ff dents. They knew I would soon be askingthem what we would,call
these parents of our great-frandparentsgreat-great-grandparents
they' shouted when the quest on came. One student told us that he
had a great-great-grandparent still living. We then called to-
gether/the entire class and the students explained what they had

. done thus far. We wanted them to help us complete our ancestry
work. We.sontiYued using the doubling rule and adding to our great-
great-grandparents,. Their enthusiasm and delight at being able
to figurethe number of ancestors pn a previous generation was
contagious. Each student eagerly tried to, work out the previous
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generation before anyone else, When we had the correct number,
we sung out in a great chorus--great -great-great -grandparents.
It was difficult to stop the activity. Finally, time won out,
we had worked back 15 generations. The students were eager to go'
-home and share their new information wAthtttheir families. Going

. back 15 generations we had 16,384 great-great-great-great-great-
great -great -great -great -great -great -great -grandparents.

.on ireto 51111/410116AS
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I was delighted with the way the activity had progressed. The
students in addition to becoming completely immersed in the process
had utilized previous skills, discussed their ideas with each
other, gained a. greater understanding of ancestry and enjoyed a
productive and successful learning experience.

Mrs. Young and'I prixs11 subsequent project which would build on
our ancestry study, ut e the information we had gained through
the questionnaires the students had completed and also re-inforce
geography skills the class had previously worked on. I brought in
a large map of the United States and talked with the students
about how we, ould identify state boundaries and the sizes of var-
ious cities fr the msp. We then took turns locating the birth-
places of our par and placed small colored dots on the map lc
indicate those places. We identified the 'state and tried to find
the specific city or town. The students were surprised to learn
that some of their parents had come from the same state, city or
town. Interesting questions evolved concerning how their parents
had met if they came from different places,where their grandparents
were from, why they came to settle in New Maven, etc. A few

of the students knew the answers to these questions, the others

more about their family history. As mu h as the statistical

were keenly interested..in questioning heir parents and learning

...-figures had indicated this pattern f migration the project
staff, the completed mapping activi vi illustrated the
Stream of migration from the South ven to the students.

The class wanted to visit the Mini- Museul and the Faces/Places
Photographic Exhibition at tireTeacher Center. Mrs. Young made
the arrangements for the following week.. The trip had to be re-
scheduled due to fain. As the group arrived I asked them to sign-
in and to sit 4`ithe "rainbow area." We talked abqkit folk art--

...- what it is, what we can learn from it, why people.fteate it--and
people we know that create folk art. Most of the children knew
someone who crocheted, knitted, quilted, etc.in their own fami-
lies. I was surprised to learn that many of the students, both
boys and girls, were personally involved in needlecraft projects,
themselves.

After our general introduction to the museum and photographic ex-
hibition, we formed small groups and.toured the displays. The '

students were jnquisitive and asked pertinent questions about the
objects How had we acquired them?. How were they made? What were
they used for? They were delighted that the objects could be han-
dled and used. In the musical instrument display each group formed
a small band and played familiar tunes. In the folk toys display,
they enjoyed learning how to use the toys. The Faces/PlACes.
Photogluphic Exhibit/6ff 8-U=91a-fa-still more discussion about
how people used to dress, places we could identify and how places
had changed. The visit provided a hands-on experience which built
upon our study of family history and utilized high-quality folk
art objects and photographs.

Activities such as these, While designed to encourage the incorpora-
tion of Ethnic Heritage Studies into the exisz.ing curriculum, also
serve to involve students and their teachers in effective and
meaningful curriculum development. The delight students felt at
being personally involved in their,own learning heightened their
enthusipsm and self-esteem. The teachers welcomed new opportuni-
ties to enrich their curriculum and to learn more about the stu-
dents they teach.

4,3



, Blues Diary,
NotessOn An Artist-in-Residence

t ,

Jan Murray
ti

Saturday, April 26, 1980
It's such a long way from LelaneMississippi to New Haven. I
worried all day--about the flight, the food, the limo,, everything.
James Thomas is staying at Timothy Dwight College.. The generosity
of the college Master, Robert F. Thompbon,in hosting Son's stay
helped to make the trip possible. 1'4 met games Son Ford Thomas--
known affectionately as Son, last year in Memphis. "I'd hoped even
then that one day he would Be able to sing and sculpt with the
children of New Haven. As the artist-in-regidence for the Migra-
tions Ethnic Heritage Project it'd really happening. We will have
Son Thomas in New Haven for one week.

Ai we armed at the limosine we'could see him. He s standing
with his guitar case in one hand and his suitcase lea against.
his side. He was really HERE!! We went et ht home a good
meal and relaxation after the trip. Theowpa her was cold and very
damp...not at all like home and Son was feeling the chill in his
bones, so we sent for extra blankets and extra heat and he settled
in for his first night in New Htven. r

Sunday, April 27, 1980

My boys are Son's alarm clocks--every morning one of them goes down'
to tell him the time and that breakfast is in half an hour. He
seems to really enjoy having children around and talks to them at
great length. We all went to church together. Son even sang the
Blues in church. He'was so amazed that.he had to get it all down
on tape. This evening was.the free concert at Timothy Dwight
Dining Hall. I do believe that every Blues guitarist around was
there--with guitars hidden under their coats, There wan a fabulous
Ian session after the covert and then a little reception at our
house. So far--so good. Tomorrow into the schools!

Monday, April 28, 1980
Breakfast seems to be his favorite meal. Son eats very little and
he has a tooth bothering him. 'I hope that we don't have any
tramioft rbia %mot.

.

Ourtfirst workshop was at Beecher School in the morning. The
children were very excited. Their teachr lad been preparing them
for the visit. They uld be working in clay--lomething that most
of them hadn't done for a long time. Soncwalked in quietly sat
right down and began to work. He was making a small bird. The
children sat down, watching. In a minute you could hear a p
drop--Then he began talking quietly. After listining and watching
every child got two small balls of clay to work with. By the end
of the hour there were 32 unique birds. Son often makes rice
birds--a small sparrow-like bird that lives in the rice fields in
Mississippi. The children from liew Haven made birds that were

familiar to them like sparrows, ctows and parakeets. By hands-on

"t.)
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exAbleence they learned that one task of the folk artiseis docu-
menting and recording the birds, plants and life in general around
them. The children are very moved by Son's gentle voile and man-
ner....With the big concert on the same day I was concerend with .
the importance of pacing Son's schedule...It's tiring just being
far from 'home, so I was careful to schedule in rest periods between
workshops and to stagger light and heavy days. The concern was a
tremendous success! There were over 200 people in the Teacher
Center. That in itself was quite something. This was the single
largest event in our history and the outreach to segments of the
community that weren't aware of us otherwise was very great. We

have a multi-purpose space and for the first time it was used as
a concert hall. During the intermission we staed Colors, Shapes
and Memories, a. slide/tape program frqm the Center for Southern
Folklore that shows Son Thomas,'the Folk sculptor. The Presenta-

tion delighted the audience,-they actually applauded. With ex-
quisite color and a very moving sound-track it showed another

facet of this master Blues Musician's personality. The Blues
lives in New Haven Connecticut!!

A'

Tuesday, April 29, i980
Today's schedule was lighter. I spent the morning pnotographing
Son at.the Teacher Center. The whole process was recorded step
by step. Later in the afternoon he taped a radio show called
Heritage, hosted by Roger Heflin at WYBC. It's scheduled to be

aired next week. Roger said that he would make.extra tapes for
Son and the Teacher Center.

Wednesday, April 30, 1980
It was the first warm, sunny day. Son was delighted. He felt

much better. The whole day was spent at Choate-School in Walling-
ford. It's a real country setting complete with duck pond. Reggie

Bradford, chairman of the Art Dept. there, helped to arrange the
workshops and concerat Choate. The collaboration between our ,

two groups helped finance the trip. It would-have been impossible
for either group talhOord the residency alone. I hope that there
will be mucb more of this type of. cooperation between arts and
education coded groups in the future. With funding sources con-,

stantly cutting back this may be a way to maintain vital and
imaginative programming.

In thecimerning Son worked with slay in the art studios. The after-

noon was free for rest, talking and walking and enjoying the sun-
shine. The concert, sponsored by the music department, started
at seven in the evening. It was at the student union ding

instead of the concert hall.' This setting makes ier to

understand the convivial and social nature ues performance.
Informal and buzzing with activity, the student union had such the
'same atmosphere as a louse party home in Mississippi.

Many of the students stopped by Reggie and Irma's house for the
reception aftet the concert. Son loved being with these young
people and answering their quesebns about singing Blues, playing
guitar and life from his point asview.

Thursday, May 1, 1980

4k

coo .: we were x : hool-eing-ing-zand-

talking Blues for the sixth grade classes of°Lynn Addams and

Jimmie-Lee Moore. The kids knew a lot about the Blues,' Theit
teachers and our Migrations Advisor Sharon Esdaile spent several
sessions specifically on the Blues experience and this advance work.
helped to create a knowledgeable, warm'and very eager audience.
They cheered and clapped to the beat and risked many questions. How

was it when you mere in school? When did you first start playing

the guitar? Were any of your relatives slaves? His answers fas-:'

,cinated them and led to more questions.- They were amazed that

children had to chbp.wmod to keep their schoolhouse warm. The

kids requested a special song. Son obliged by singing a very

spirited Bottle Up and Co. Because they had studied the,song on
a slide/tape program about the Blues, the children laughed and
cheered and got all the punchlined.

0



Our afternoon workshop was the Foote School with Nancy Thompson's
1st and 2nd grade. A guitar came floating 'across the room on the
shoulders of three six -year -olds and the class begged Mr. Thomas
to play just one song before they all. got to work on their clay
figures. Son, charmed by their enthusiasm, sang two songs. Then
to work. This was a very busy daybut'we still managed to squeeze
.2n a trip to the dentist,

Friday, May 2, 1980
We made a visit to Dwight School and played Blues in the Music
Ropm...what a waytto spend the m6rning! Son rested in the after-,
noon for the BIG ONE this evening at the Educational Center For
The Arts. ECA had a real stage and all manner of electronic equip-,
went. The floodlights were so bright that James Thomas pulled out
a pair of ssses.

Watching him as have all week I can see how he carefully struc-
tures a perfbrman e by playing off upbeat Against ballad, country
slide contrite bottle-neck Delta Blues. He always graciouely
gives credit to his predecessors be it Robert Johnson, Elmore James
or Gene Autry. He lives the Black experience but also recognites
the cross-pollinization that makes for the evolution of styles.
It would be grand to have him come to New Haven again next year....
Hopefully that new grant will come through

.

NOTE: With the shOrt term residency it is really important
that one person be responsible for the well-being and comfort of
the guest artist. Someone has to care about food preferences and

'extra blankets. Schedules must be planned carefully and humanely
with times-for rest and privacy considered. Within these schbdul4s
the artist sets up his own best regimen to help adjust to new sur-
roundings and be able to perform at his best. An important part of
the planning was the careful preparation of the classes wheet,the
workshops were held. By setting up certain situations and passing
on certain information before-hand we had the best chance for ac-.
tive and full participation by both teachers and students.

The short term (one yeek) residency of James Son Thc,mas, Blues
Master Musi n proved. to e the program climax of-the Ethnic
heritage P oject. We came the full circle from folk/ore on films,
records an tapes to folkarts in person, to experience and become
part of our lives. He touched our lives and we hope that he took
back some ng of us with him. He is a master craftsman...his,
guitar i never far from him. He is constantly studying, composing,
playing. Tech ally superb,-he- darred -wittrurvutacetor tie
Black experience with 41 the crWitivity, humor,'discipline and
strength that are the essence of survival.

.
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The Resource Teacher & Startirg.Points

Sharyn Esdaile

brother cousin" brother rr; end
)-,k born were vedwere

both

A resource teacher is very such an outsider 6 the classroom. The
primary tasks are to get started, to find a point of entry and to
discover the peeds as well as-the strengths of the situation. In
this-project the groundwork was well laid as 4e had been meeting
regularly in workshops with the teachers. Everyone knew each other
at least by sight. A few people had worked together before; every-
one wra interested in ethnic studies and conOinced of its place in
the spectrum of learning. There is a natural sequence of events
which can facilitate the point of entry.

GREAT! But the question still remained as to what kinds of experi-

;7

a would be most suitable and most rewarding for each group. As
ne of three advisors I was to work with four teachers.

. .

The first step in the process was meeting with each teacher to exchange

thoughts about what interested us about folk art and ethnic heritage.
This session was followed by a meeting with the students for intro-
ductions. At this time I was able to note the space in the classroom,
electrical outlets, storage, lighting.

...

It was important td get a feel for each class, the students, the room,
the interaction of teacher arid students, and their piece Within the
wholeschool. Each teacher Set a style atilt pace for their classroom. t, -,

Bill's rhythm, Lynne's tone, JitLie's;iat and Jo's magic hold were
apparent and each had a quality of communication with their students.
The kids in these classes got along with their teachers--they were
not in conflict,and learning was taking place.

Next came the subject matter. What was going on prior to my entry?
One group had just completed a unit on poetry reading and writing;.
another on biographies of famous Americana; still another on the Civil
War and one on writing their own stories. In spite of the variety
and age range, there vere some obvious similarities which would have
allowed me to run.the same dog-and-pony-show every where I went.' I
knew that would mean disaster.

4,

At the aeme time, I knew that I wanted the same end results for all
the kids. My objectives were fairly clear: that each person in the
class have a personal understanding of ethnic heritage by having made
a contribution to the project and that each person see their present
as accompanied by a past. and a future. Indeed there are universals
no matter what the age-or subject area...they just have to be treated
in context.

My theatre training reassured me that the way IN was through the per -
son. My focus and ultimately the focus for each student'was:Who am
I? Who are we? Eith class and the students within had to become
comfortable with me. Attaining that level of comfort takes time.
I had to stay open to each class and be able to interpret their
progress with me. So we-got to know each other.

4,9
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I started work wiih Jimmie Lee Moore's and,Lynq,A4ams' classes.

They team-taught game activities and shared reading groups. Both JQ
-wanted a project which would enhance reading and language. In our
early'Sessions which /hcluded a visit with San,Thomas, we reviewed,
discussed and enacted the first lines of his. songs. "Standing at the
crossroads"... and,"After the waltz, I saw Jour. face in the rainbow"...
were favorites to interpret. Doing this exercfsb gave us some com-
mon images to respond to. And as always Blues presents so well the
I perspective which is a necessary element in ethnic heritage. From
this interest in lyrics we drew parallels to a'contemporary form
of expression -- raping.

We were dff. We made a collection of old sayings, superstitions and
their origdns. We did an exercise of Sound passing which shows how
changes occur and,evolve. The studentswere energetic; talking and
listening were ha.pening freely.

We were now ready co begin timelines of their lives which would pre-
pare them for the interviews they would ;onduct with an elder. Several
timelines follow.- Each person's sense of recall is different as it
should be. The students had insight as to how our lives are organized
as their- lists shows:.

Haw lives organized

1. overall feelings
2. trips and MOVfS 1.
3. births
4. tragedies - accidents, sicknesses
5. holidays and celebrations (presents given and.teceived)
6. phenomenon - weather, assassinations, Haley's comet
7. special events: the Olympics, elections, movies, songs
8. separations including death
9. time segments: years, decades

10. other people

(e/e6,1)CemeA444,'
?6Eb tia -

These students then were able to be more responsiue_ta-anckm(pwpliqi-
tive about developing the questionnaires.

In Jo Poellnit;'s'eleventh grade history class, the group also de,
velaped a questioninaire but the activilielwWhich led to this product
%Sere entirely unlike those in'the classes previously described. The
first consideration in this high school class was to make real the
time since 1900. Sze immediately tried to find people in the com- -

=unity who had lived this spa' of years. We sought for contact per-
sons who were born around the turn of the century. The students had
studied in their history book four basictopis-- 1'living
dons, 2.) labor practices, 30 foreign policy', and 4,) the role,of
churches. Our questionnal:e woullrput'sue this information.
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An approach which sgemed to interest this group was characterizing
each decade since 1900 through fashion and clothing styles, music,,
social mores and world issues. We used theatre exercises to develop
the evolution of time by having the students enter a time machine and

r\ act appropriately in that decade. Simple interviews were conducted
in each time period. These interviews also helped classmates to see

cbh other in a new way as the classroom interaction amongst
ool students can be, quite restrained.

Thereatter.we sought examples of oral histories. We used three sources

to great success: New Raven resident Johh Blasingamsos compilation of
diaries, letters, and tnterviews of slaves--
Young Gifted and Black, an autobiographicii antholoyrof Lorraine
Hansberry, and All God's Dangers, the life of Nate Shwas assembled
by Th4odore Rosengarten. I'read aloud and the students listened.
Theyithen wrote "snatches" about their awn lives which they shared
mithithe class. '

We viewed the Center-For Southern Folklore's Colors, Shapes, and Mem -
orifs, a slide/tape presentation of three who spoke easily of their
lives. Speaking easily was our goal. Examining objects from the Mi-
gre:tions exhibition was the final step toward the culmination of our
worik actual:. interviews with real people.

rlA
The dates for the interviews were ,set. 'The people would come to the
classroom. We would meet two women - -one black, one white --who had an

0
intertif in young people and who lead extraordinary lives. The stu-
dents took on various roles for hosting these two sessions. One would

at the school office; another officially welcome
them to he classroom while others would ask queitions. Everyone had
a task based on a rather sophisticated back-up system.

Meet at office - Kathy
Welcome to class -,Dennis
Introduce -
Introduction of person Esdaile
Tyrone 1st questiofi ,Detkild Sub.

Starr 2nd question Carissa Sub.
James 3rd questIpc,... Robert Sub.
Kathy -4th quest Melvin Sub.
R.ginald 5th-question Cric Sub.
Tina 6th question . Tamja Sub.
Arthur 7th question Gerald Sub.

,Celeste 8th question Batti Sub.
Vera Say Thank You Tina Sub.

Still other students reviewed the bsskgiound of the person and set
up the Space in the classroom. Lt 4int well. The students were sur-
prised to meet maverick octagenarians wbo were wariol::xrBessive.

The last step was for each student to conduct his/her interviews with
a person in their neighhorboods.

Each grade level was equally rewarding for me because the students
saw firsthand-a connection through themselves to others. The ul-

limate iccomplishmenewas in the fact that Laz project became their

project. The rough stuff of having a point of entry seemed so far

away. Yet awl thought back I knew that getting a solid start had
everything to do with making a fine finish.

52
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Letterwriting

Jan Murray

The art of letter writing dianit die with the invention of the tele-
phone. Practicing the skills involved in putting together a letter
to a real person helps children to organize their thatights and ex-
press them in written form. "The letters which children could write
to exchange news, to say thank your to request help and information
..present an excellent opportunity for practice"--Peter Smith,

Demeloping Handwriting. Writing thank you letters to James Thomas,
folk sculptor, gave the children the chance to recall his visit- -
which was a very pleasant memory for them--and communicate with
him about their recollections and feelings.

The writing of letters can provide a wonderful excuse for the prac=
tine of beautiful handwriting. The letter can provide a ,format
for creating, in effect, a presentation piece. After the drafting
and correction process, full consideration can be given to esthetic
possibilities. In the finished letter visual composition (layout),
handwriting, top and bottom margins ana7decorative elements such
is decorative borders and illustrations contribute. to the meaning-
ful communication of ideas. In short, the aim is to get children
thinking about both the verbal and the visual content of their let-
ters.

Pollowin are letter texts and facsimiles composed by 2nd and-3rd
graders to folk sculptor James Thomas who visited their classroom
and shared his clay sculpling techniques.

Dear Mr. Thomas, (
It really was amazing how you did the body of the bird so fast. I

never would have made the body of the bird if you did not help me.
And I think you are pleased with your work. Your personality was
very nice. You were willing to help everybody. I really'enjoyed
watching you making the bird.

Your friend, Honors

Dear- Mr. Thomas,

I liked the way you work because you are very relaxed and calm.
I also liked the way you created the snake -and bird. The way you
work-is-so-gracaulAuWLartiaticasofliked the way you are
pleased with yOur work. Thank you for coming.

. Your friend,, Amy

Dear Mr. thanes,

I liked the way you did the bird without messing up. also like

the way you did it so calm arid Tareful.- Did you know that I have
a bird at home?

Your friend, Alison

5
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Dear Mr. Thomas,

I liked the way yOb were concentrating on your bIrd. I liked the
way you made the snake ashtray. It was fun working with you. I
enjoy working with you. Thank you for helping me on my bird.

Your friend, Beth

Dear Mr. Th76,

I liked the art work you did with us. It was fun and exciting.
My bird will make a4nice decoration for my windowsill. I'd like
.to thank you for coming and sharing your artwork with us.

Your friend, Sara Beth

Dear Mr. Thomas,

,,%

I an very please that you came to our class room because you taught
me something. "III also think you were concentrating on your work.
I also think we were lucky that you came.

Dear Mr. Thomas,

Thank you for coming.
didn't get frustrated
and careful. The
us and you showed
nothia& to do and
Thank you..

Dear Mr. Thomas,

Your friend, Tania

You are very creative with your work. You
when you did the bird. You were very calm

part that I liked about you is that you helped
us how to make something fun to do when you have
you found us some clay that's not dry yet.

Your friend, Gabriella

I liked your work because you didn't get frustrated. How and why
did ou get started in this? Your sculptures are pretty nice.
The sn was neat.

Your friend, Frank

May 1980
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Dear Mr. Thomas,

Thank you so much for sharing yourself and your art witlkour
class.

The children and I all experienced your calm attention to your
work. We all felt more peaceful and centered throughout the day.

(

Sincerely,

Helene Sapadin
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Farni ly Trees

laC

The following geneaology is the work)of Arthur Nunes, Jr., a -

college student. It was assigned as part of a course requirement
for a history class. The rest/Arch-methods aid format used in the
report s ved as an example to teachers in the Migrations Project
who want d to pursue family,_ history projects with theixclasses.

Tim9Ahy Beard in his book Ho s To Find Your Family Roots,npoints
out that through the study offamily history you discover more
than names and dates. You also discover information concerning
how your ancestors Hired, what they-valued,.and turning points in

0 their lives.
e.

" You'll develop a new app;- iatidn and undertitanding

° of history and geography if they haven't really
interested you before. . ost exciting historians

OA: Awrite about the'day -to -day e3cperiences of individuals
in miler to make the period in which they lived/come
alive. &the way, as you reconstruct the lives
of.your forebears, places where they lived and the
events that shaped it lives will become very real
to you.,/remote hi ical events wia Bud:X.1y become-.
vivid as yOu gras very personallierm e impact
they had.len1001. s of your ancestors And people
like them.wu"4'

4

4*

9
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.
.

Interviewing relatives provides a unique opportunity to deve4ta
'greater understanding of your family history and to learn fi
'handaboutevents which previously were unexplained, misunderstood,
or unknown to you. Through a project such as this these events, 1
and experience becode part of your own personal history. ob

Tke Oformation in this report was obtained from my memory4apially
only first or second generations), and by interviewing my fiTher,
my father's Lothqr And father, and a-- cousin. on my. mother's it,i4b who

/a fe0 years back researched ills own genealogy. *-7,9%1. /
n fie;
n

I discovpred some interesting ,facts abo0ut my ancestofe.,..pnever
kn.sw that my father bad two brotArs and a sister who Tied as
children. When I asked my fathom why I was never told 'of thekbe-
Bore he said- "because the subject never came up."' All threealed
from pneumonia during the years of the depression. I didn't-pursue
it apy Turther because I Believe the reason for not being told was
because the deaths were-probably traumatic for my tether (he was
six years mld at the time) and randmother, especially due to the
ages of the children when.1

It*

I a'so discovered that my grandfather's (David Nun4) brother
Joseph immigrated to Africa as a young man and was never heard
from. When I asked my grandfather'why his rother left Portugal
for Africa he didn't know.

Both my mother's and fathet'stUncestOrs immigrated to America be-
Cause they believed it to be a country where their family would
have the best opportunity to grow: IP

(
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Interviewing Grandparents:
Gefting Close to Home

William COderi

e

_4

O

The experiencesexperiences my class and I had with recofding oral histories
grew out of a burgeoning interest in folk tales.

I had read, and initially depended heavily upon, the folklore
sections in Beryl Bonfield's book Black Focus on MUlticultutal
Education. The -sections served' as springboards for further re-
search. An unexpected sharing experience evolved: lay new "book-
'learned" knoWledge was meshed with stories the kids remembered
grandparents and other relatives telling. At, this point, Sharyn
,and I changed the focus of our project. -

We had planned on having a few of the'kids interview pfaminent
community members, but the folktale sharing convinced us that we
should literally work closer to home. What would the results be
if the kids spoke with people they were close to--on a level
they'd never approached before?

The simple Grandparent's Questionnaire we devised was much more
intimate--and ultimately more meaningful anoCrevealing±than our
prototype. The films and filmstrips, as well as practice inter-
views, smoothed the way for our novice interviewers.

Kathleen (Sue) and James were pur most faithful-participants. The
transcript of the tape which follows locutes not only on the in-
terviewing process% but also on the knowledge and discovtry gained '
from,the unknown facts about people they were- familiar

To achieve this demanded learning$to talk to people and to take
the time to listen in a more attentive way.

Hr. Coden teaches at Ivy Secondary Educafion Center', an alterna-
tive program for studinte, vhor-may have hivi'diffieulties in other

schodl sityttions/ Bis'Atudents were. young Men and womegr aged
12-17.

Coden and his students areIanalyzing the results of th ,fr grand-
parents' questionnaire. Bill tried t16 elicit interpr ations of
responses from each student and expressions in their vn words.
Through this activity students gained'a sense of th :own present
and future from.their past.

.1

B: Bill Coden J: James, 14 K: Kathleen, 15

4
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B Your grandmother was born in New Yoiik but she moved here as en infant- -
it?

J Sht

B And one of the first places she lived here was the City Point area.

J She'grew up there.

Did she mention anything she remembered about City Point?

J No--not really; Well, by auntstill lies in the same house. It's

still in the family. My grandfather bought her that house when she
moved there.

She's also lived in Virginia. I

J Yes--I guess after she married my grandfather.

Ha's from Virginia? But then they moved back to New Raven?,
J Yes.

B Your grandmother says t was mu growing

she at all specific odrthat?
otter ft-she was owing up.'

, J Yes . . . she said it much easier; it wasn't as
mainly because when she grey up, cars had just come

werent that. interested in'partying,,'

B So she sees that as an easier way of life.

J Yea.

Was

hard as it is today
in. They just

B Did she imply that that was a better way to grow up --or'she didn't make

any judgment?

J She didn't really judge.

B The biggest change that she's seen she spent p.m talking about wea-

ther, right?

J Yeah. She stated that in Virginia it used to be hot and muggy and here if

it was cold all the time. Thits winter we've beem,getting nothing--while

tAirginia gets all the snow! Thingloare changing around. It never snowed

there before: They had moved back to Richmond when my grandfather was

finishing college.

I How did they meet? He was fro, Richmond, and she was up h:re.

J He came up here to further his education.

I And the advice she gave you vas... .

J 'To keep clean and get all the education you can:

They met at

When She says to ka4 clean --what does she mean

a church dance.

J Healthy . . . a clean body. I don't know if she meant a clean wind;

yeah, she want that, too.

B Sue, Minnie is an aunt or a close fringed?

K She's been in the family a long time, but
to us.

She was born in New Haven?

was born in Florida.

Sr)t.1

she's not teally related

4
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She says she had to work hard at everything she's done. How young was
she when she started working?

She said she was about 13. She'didn!t gat_malah ispooling 'cause she
had to work.

So het formal iducatiOn via cut off Pretty early?

X Yes . . . but she seems smaakto me;

B She feels that kids today don't know what their education means to them.

X That's true. Most parents have kids at an early age and dpn't have much
schooling themselves, so what do they care about their kidi-going to
school?!

J Really!

X So I guess what she mean s go td schooliend learn as much as you can.

The biggest change she was iare of was tams.

K Mmahmm. They vent up sky -high. More money' he's on Social Security.
She lives in a convalescent home.

,

IS She seems to talk a lot about the value of education, whether it's in
school or out of school. What do you think she wants the future to
bold fox you?

' Ns - 0 A, }L,

eShe Me to go on ichooiu . ; efie understands that
I have a lot of problems and a snappy attitude, but she also knows that
I can learn and it's not so hard for met° catch onl I guess she feels
with my brains I should 4o something with it --aot let it All gq to waste;
do something I'll value in life so I can help other people... . My older
sister taught me to read when I was in kindergarten. I always catch on
easy 7-like cooking. I watched my mot*. cooking all the time,,seI cook
now . . I Was the only one in my second grade that k'new the times tables.

B This is just curiosity.- Think back`to when you were young; were you
aware of people around you reading?

B Yes.

u

X Yeses -my mother reads all the ttme. 1 1

1'
P.

IS We're talking about examples. 1Whiiher you're aware of it'or not, it's
there. / -. , o-

.

J f can remember my mother sitting at the table. She'd just started teach-
ing and would bring loads of, papers home.

,
B You learn an awful lotlast-by imitation. You abiorb a lot..

P t t,

I learned a lotifrom my oldorwsister --I knOw / didn't want to look
stupid! ,... 1.

B Sue, you did your interviewing on.the phone., I didn't iealite Minnie '
was in a convalescent home. Were there any particular problems with
conducting an interview over the phone? .

a.
X Those long sentences and the static in the phone! Plus, she can't hear

too well so it was hard for her to understaod,..what I was saying.
a

B What did you do about the long.sententes?

SCUi IAX I shortened them and made them make sense to her. /fame don't it Pm!
own Words, the question would be no good. I knew she'd have trouble '

with the words and /'d have. to change,ihttn. .

Ysla's

e u
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B Do you think the interview night have been different if you'd been

.there in person?
-

K Yes. She could've got comfortable--I could've got comfortable. It

would've relaxed her mind. When we were on the phone, I didn't know

what sho vas doing at-the time. She had to stop everything so I could

talk to her.

That's something we have to keep in mind: we want the person to feel

relaxed and we don't want to feel we're interrupting.

1

d

James, your interview was conducted on the phone. 'Whet are your Li-
pressions of this methodi

She vas fine --it's just that I called at phe wrong time. Hy grandfather
vas soon to be home from work, and when he gets home, he likes everything
to be ready! ...I remember one time we were all over there and my grand-
mother had completely forgotten about gettin' up to cook. She was lucky
because he had brought crabs home, so she just boiled the crabs... .

So when I called about the interview, ihe said "Okay, but'I'm cookin'
your grandfather's dinner and you know how-he gets!" So we conducted
the interview. Just as I was getting ready to say good-bye, she said,
"I love you,.but I gotta' go--my greene are burning!"

/5 Did you reword the questions in any way?

J Only a few sentences. It van the last one. I just asked het to tell
me, you know, what I should do as growing up. She said, "Oh, I get it:"

a

"..11V 7. Meletither'of yen Ilitvoms vhdle i'bu were deingrhe interviewl?- ,

J I think no, because I was on the phone. If I was with her, I probably
would've been nervous and not gotten through the inteiview.

B Why do you think you might've been nervous if you were face-to-face?
r

J I've4ever"been really close to ,y grandmother. When my father was at
home, we visited hts mother a lot. When she passed on we started going
to my mother'a mother all the tine. We'd visit my mother's mother first
at Christmas, but um wouldn't eat there.

B So there had been a distance between you and the grandmother you inter-

J Tea, but I'm close to her now. I probably wouldn't've asked her certain

quvtions.

Sue, how about you?, On the phone as opposed to face-to-face?

K I wasn't nervous, just because I vas in my own home. If I was over

,tbars, I probably would've been nervous.

I Can you think of any way, if there was this nervousn ss, that you might

overcoae_it? Would you be leap nervous talking tm r gtandmother7-

or 4 total stranger? -.

J I'd be less nervous with my grandmother, definitely.

I don't really know what I t#ink, because you can fiord out i lot about

a stranger, too.

J If yolimake the stranger feel comfortable with you, they'll let it all

Out.

,it What goes into making a person. comfortable?

I Taikingie him, making himIeel comfortable, like asking him togo sone-

plats with you.

ff
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J Offering him coffee . . . soda or tea. r

I Yeah.

11 So you're talking about easing into an interview, rather than saying,
you're a total stranger, gamea, and can you tell me where you were

borns1/4Icind of thing.

,J That might put somebody on edge, like, "Who is this f 1?" Be could be
some kind of crook or something.

B

3

I

B

I

B

41

And 'what he want his business out in the street for?
4

*
Yeah, really.

irkinds/ curious: did you find out anything about your grandmotheile
that you didn't know before or anything you found interesting?

Yeah-I never knew she lived in Virginia, and lots more.

I didn't % she lived in'Florida or SoUth Carolina.

You've known these women all your lives, yetyou fdund out things you
didn't know before?

Yea.

Yea.

I think that, in addition to learning things about people
to your-things you never knew before, you learned ways to,
ways to conduct' interview= -and I thank you both.

who ire close
relax people,

QUESI,OnZFL
CRANDPARIZT's IKTBBVIE. IItERVIEWER'S SAYE;

SAW
BIBIMPLACL;

If yeere not :orn in New when did you move here?

Date of Interviews

What areas have you lived in injiew Haven:'

What other parts of -the co%.ntry have you lived in?

How do you view growinh pr NOW as opposed to growing up when you V.c.?

111
t .

2. What is the biggest change you've seen which has occufted durin;

your lifetime? . , 1

c ,

"
a

. What is a spemial tradition or story in our family I.:sit you could

share with me? 4
'N 1

,14. Snowing that youtye gone through changes as you grew up, what

advice can yon give ne as I approach adulthood?

414
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Migrations and the Classroom Teacher

Jimmie-Lee Moore

Last year I had the privilege of participating in a unique educa-
tional experience, the Migrations project. The program was de-
signed to promote cultural appreciation through ethnic exploration
and yet be flexible enough to enhance regular classroom curriculum.
A mini-museum was also to.be assembled for exhibition and utiliza-
tion within the classroom.

The most appealing feature of this program for me, as a classroom
teacher was .that my students would be the most integral component
of this learning experience. They would be encouraged to draw
from their own family traditions, folklore, artifacts* and Nandi -'
crafts.

I was asked to'yrticipate as a member of a 'Eore:grotip of teachers
selected from kindergarten through grade twelve. We attended work-
shops which dealt with teaching Multicultural curricula, inter-
viewing techniques for'collecting oral history, examining folklore- -
its conception and diffusiond into other cultures. Films- of "Arts

Festivals" (held arounethe'United States), interviews with ar-
tists from back hills of Tennessee to the Mississippi Delta region
were presented for our viewing. Specialists and performing ar-
tists such as Mr. James "Son" Thomas, a Delta Blues singer and
sculptor, were broug4 in to share their God-given talents.

Shortly before the mini-museum opened, I found ny fascination with
"Migrations" becoming greater than my awn apprehensions. As the
time for practical application of our new found awareness approach-
ed I found myself becoming a little apprehensive. How do you be-
gin to put together an enriched curriculum for.6th graders that
was flexible yet covered all required materials? A vise coordina-
tor, foreseeing this dilemma, had assigned an advisor to each of
the core teachers;.

My advisor was extremely helpful in directing my thoughts. We

agreed upon-a time she would come in to work with the clsss, An&
a project. This project would entail interviewing, writing, and
oral speaking-skills. These skills were adroitly incorporated in
such activities as:

a. composing a questionaire to be used for interviewing senior
/axial members- (preferably) and friends

b. composing autobiographical timelines and charts
c. examining the elements of fol ork and writing samples.

Shortly before our project was to cd6mence, we were ,:ble to have
Blues artist, Mr. lames "Son" Thomas perform for the class. Mr.
Thomas dazzled the children with his forte -- Mississippi Delta .

blues.

'

To prepare the childrsm. for Mr. Thomas` coming, my advisor came in

for several days prior to his visit and presented a lectisre/slid
show and discussion. The children responded well to the presenta:



tion. They were prepared--they would get the, most out of Mr. J

Thomas' visit.

From the moment Mr. Thomas' amplifier was wbeeled'into the room,
an aura of curious excitement Vas created. By the time Hr. T
started singing "Hama caught she a chicktn,, found it was a duck,
put ft on the table with its legs stick'in up" (the oPening vers
of "Bottle Up and Co"), the children were clapping their handsan0
patting their feet. "-Jr ,41,

Thomas was aweilth of knowledge and graciously *hared his'
musical experience with the class. Also while pluyins, Hr. Thomas
used some unusual effects with the aid of some homemade devices.
He pausad between songs to explain the history of the, bottleneck
slide traditiqp and various lyrics. g L

We began our project by having the children think about all of the
memorable events thavhave taken place in their limes. In chrono-
logical fashion,'they 4efie asked to write about these events.
Later, they charted these events along a timeline. They were also
asked to think of symbols to designate the most significant events.
Once their final drafts wera-compfeted, they set about the task of
elaborating on this information by transferring it onto large
chart paper with colorful magic markers.

The second aspect of the project the class embarked upon was
divided into two parts. First, the students created a ques -
tionaire to be used'to extract information from perspective in-
terviewees. This was done, under the-skillful:.guidance of my ad-
visor Sherpa, who started the children off by asking them to
think of questions that couldn't easily be answered with a one
word answer. Next, the children were given the opportunity
practice interviewing - skills on the advisor and e7ch 'other. This
eiercise lot only proved to bi.a lot of fun ror the children,
but provided interesting information, as well as. creating a high
level of enthusiasm for going out to interview others.

Our final project was to examine some examples of folktales
(borrowed from Julius Lester's Black Folktales) for their cultural
significance. Later, students would be asked' to Speak with fe&-
ily members to see if any folklore had been passed through, their
family ranks. If so they were to copy them down and'ahare them
in class orally. A class booklet was to be made from a compili -
tion of these stories.

In general, the reaction of my students towards the filtering ln
of the Migrations program Was favorable. The most exciting two
features for them seemed to be Mr. Thomas' visit to the classroom
as a tie between doing the interviews and my advisor's presen-'
tation on musical instruments from different cultur G. (During
this presentation, the advisor'brought in instrument from the
mini - museum. These instruments the dulcimer, handc flutes,
maracas, guiro, a washboard, were passed out so qat'th tudents
could touch,hold, and play them.)

This program provided me with another route through the sometimU
confusing plethora of ways to incorporate students in their own
learning processes. I found way to successfully use Migrations
to enhance my regular classroom. curriculum: language arts and

social-studies were the best chdices for an exciting atalLsuccess-
-Al merger.

.4"
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Recording Folk-Wisdom

Josephine Poellnitz

A great deal of talking should "take place in a history class. I try

to encourage this open verbal communication by doing and drawing on
events related to my-students' deity expevience. There are many
relevant connections between current events. Our oralthistory pro-
ject proved to be a wonderful way to help students think about their
families and neighbors with a new and deeper appreciation. A survey
on folk wisdom required that my students use recording skills and
interviewing techniques to gather information. Students interyiewed

4//'

parents, grandparents and community elders. These sessions provided
a wonderful opportunity for positive inter-actions between the
generations.

We gleaned some *interesting statistical information through ur
views. Two-thirds of the class was born in New Haven, but a
their parents were born in other placesmostly down south. Stu-
&eats-realised that-nay wars mare conoackad to Sauthera-mural '-

roots than they ever imaginea.

Teacher .fie i!..41,,i.1. SchooliAlNilvirlooka Cam__
DattAa..Aftlit_ Compiler Bot.mei 24400 f44
POLK WISDOM ANECDOTE RECORDING SNEET

This sheet is to compile a record of special customs, traditions,sayings,

proverbs, foodsoltc. tnat we consider signs of preserving cultural_beritage

in our names. Please identify your cultural/racial/background at the end of

each aneodote. Please transcribt laff.rmation carefully and word for word.
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First & Secoad Graders Explore Their Roots

Napq Thompson

My classroom of-first and second graders at Foote School was able
to participate in a unit called Migrations during the academic
year 1970-1980. Our social studies curriculum for this "Mimi Age.
Group" (HAG) consists of a study of the home and the complunity of
New Haven. Through our involvement in the Migrations Project, we t

were'able to enrich and extend our usual projects.

At the beginning of the projet, we had a group meeting of all the
children. We discussed the goals of the project. We explained to
them that each child was going to find out about the history of their
own family, The children had already begun to write in a "Me Book,".
covered in thelefavorite color and listing some of their special

_likes and dislikes. They had drawn a-self-portrait and.a written
description of their appearance. Me now asked them to list the 10

--4--' "Most portant events" in their own lives in chronological order.
a ,

About half of them were born in New Haven, but a significant number
were born in other university centers such as Roston, New York,

! Washington and Princeton. Three were born in England. We discussed
. 1; the fact that at ape point in history, their ancestors had all been

born' outside of the United States, and came here from some place in
Europe, Africa or Asia. Most of them were aware of this, and were
able to mention a country or locate a place on the globe which they
associated With their ancestors. One child had visited Senegal with-
her parents, inspired by Alex Haley's search for his roots; several
others-corresponded with cousins in Italy; another identified himself
as a Cape Verdian-ind'proudly demonstrated his Spanish vocabulary.

At this point we introduced the first Migrations questionnaire, an-
asked the children to take it home and ask parents to help them
fill in family tartbOlaces.

A nusaCter,kf interesting details emerged from these ?irst q estion-
naites.- The mobility of the American family was demonstra
-the high proportion of families who had moved several times dur
the past generation within the U.S.A. Of the 14 children born i
New Haven, only 5 had a parent also born in the New Haven area.
these, only 3, all with-Italian surnemeg, were third generation
natives of New Haven. Of the other children born in New Haven, 2 had
foreign -born parents, one.from Ireland; and another whose parents
had been born in Hong-Kong and Japan:- Several children reported
that their grandparents had come from Poland and Russia and Germany,

a speaking the of those countries, and Yiddish or Hebrew
as well. Foll the return of these questionnaires, the children

each chose a country from among their ancestors' places of origin,
and made a study h t country. We read a selection of.folktales
and praverbs f each ountry, and the children wrote and perforated
their olipke. ,basekl'on the tales. .



We attempted io get traditional ethnic recipes from homes, And to
cook using one of these recipes each Friday. We were eager to in-
volve parents and grandparents in cooking and other ethnic activi-

ties in the classroom, but as the majority of the mothers worked
full-time, and very few grandparents lived in New Haven, we were
not Very successful. The few occasions where parents were able to
come in were, however, wonderful experiences.

Although most of the children bad listed few customs other than the
usual Christian or Jewish hblidays, one child whose parents both
came from t 'he United Kingdom reported the observance of Shrove Tues-
day. Victoria told' us that on the day before Lent began, her'family
always had pancakes.' The family sett in batter already prepared,
complete withlinstrUctions. We read some books about'Lenten prac-
tices and discussed fasting in different cultures. The children
were intrigued at the idea of removing all rich foods, including
milk and eggs, from the house in preparation for Lent as the reason
for making the pancakes (to use ell these initedients up).
torte, usually an extremely shy First Grader, was able to supervise
all the seeking on the electric skillet (one of our purchases from
the grant and it was a splendid experience for4her.

After the successful Shrove Tuesday pancakes, other children worked
hard to persuade even working parents to come in. Tucker was able
to share his grandmother's special pireg,,i recipe with us.

As part of the Migrations project, I attended a seminar on intik
viewing at the Teacher Center., Following this the children began
to work out a form to use in interviewing parents and randparents.
They were very excited and generated dozens of ques ns, which we
eventually reduced to a 3-page questionnaire. were especially
eager to find out about the,childhood and school experiences of
relatives, or any memories they might have had of W.W.II. We en-
couraged them to ask the relatives to fill out those questions which
most interested them, rather than attempting to finish the whole
form- -and then to add any reminiscences which were stimulated by
thinking about the past. We discussed interview technique, and urged
the children not to press family members about issues that they were
reluctant to discuss. The children took these forms home during
Christmas vacation--a lovely time for family reunions.

At the same time they took home the form for their family tree. It
proved quite difficult for most of the families to fill in the names
and birthdates and places of ancestors past the grandparents. A
few children were able to include all the information; even for eye
and hair color, by making numerous phone calls across the country
to older family members. When children were unable to interview
grandparents, they submitted the questionnaire to their parents.
Only about one-third of these forms were completed; but when they
were, a great deal of closeness seemed to develop between the child
and the adult being interviewed. Justin was so impressed, with the
experiences of his mother hnd her mother, that we persuaded them to
come into the classroom. Wethewinterviewed all three generations,
asking each member of the family the same questions in turn. All
three of them enjoyed the humor of the contrasts in their responses,
and the class gained dew insights into the changes in educational
and child raising practices in the last few generations. It was an
'illuminating experience for all involved, and would certainly be
worth repeating with other families.

Of
The visit of the last parent to cook with us was a very unusual
and special treat, whAil; we preserved on film. Ted's mother prac-
tines two cookinCtrantionspanese (her own) and Chinese (her
husband's). We were delighted when she agreed to prepare both a
Chinese and a Japanese dish withthe children. Her dirival, with
all of the food and.utensils colorfully wrapped into an intricately
knotted length of Japanese cloth, was spectular. She opened the

beautiful package t eal a variety of foods of every texture
and color. As T s mom took-out' legoMitem,)ghe described its

purpose to the p ren. They were apellbour b the ceremonial
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manner in which each item was removed, arranged and displayed
its proper order. She explained that they wouldhe preparing
tqaditional Japanese dish of sushi, whics made wi
vegetablea,and spicesincluding some of the more unu
bamboo shoots and ginger roots--each of which. was to b
a particular waysto enhance the flavor and design of the !
dish. .They were stunned at the dexterity with which she demon-

.,

strated each process, and their respect increased as they tempted

t.
to imitate her. The most ex 4 c part of the sushi wa de h

1 nerd., sheets of lacy dark gr enipaweed, which were wrapped arrld)ind
a roll of cooked rice, coo and- colorful vegetables, a
then sliced into ropnatha ed tiny mosaics. The arrange-
ment of each ingredient, br .colored and cut in a special
way, on the platter brought a leve of artistry-tolood preparation
which the children had never exp= fenced. They were awed. Akthough
mAyle them were initially rep led by the idea of eating seaweed,
they became increasingly adven roux y participated in the
creation of the sushi, and ma repo t they liked it even
better than the more familiar hines friedlrice (which they also
helped to prepare). This exper ehan any of the other

i visits, opened` the children"s eyes to preciatiok of unfamiliar
. cultural contributions.

;

. Our last visitor was not a parent, bUt he may have contributed more
to one child's joy in hii"own cultural heritage, than any parent

cs.
"ti coulthayg.done. The TeadberCetter brought James "SOn";ThoMis to

ggew Haven to play Blues from Mississippi, to talk about hisflife
in the Black South and to share his knowledge of clay sculpture.

,

1 His visit to the class, with his guitar and an ample supply of
clay, was the high p6nt of the year for many of the children, but
most especially for Tony. As the only child in the class who, had
specifically described himself al."Black" in his He Book, Tony
,quickly identified with Son. Fatthis child,- who has.suffered a
great deal from the death of his mother when he was 5, SOn was wel-
comed hnmeidately as if. he were a relative whom Tony could proudly
share with the clasal The children were enthralled with Son's
Mississippi accent, and inspired by the life-like bird which he
rapidly produced from clay. Following his systematic, step-by-st
instructions, even the most timorous of them was able-to produce
a small sculpture o'f which they were able to be proud. The art
teacher, who had come todsliserve, was much impressed with the re-
sults, and made arrangements to display the finished work.

The project wasa valuable educational expet4ence for this group
of predominantly white middle class children who had little aware- ,

ness of ,their own ethnic roots. They also became increasingly aware'
cOf the cultural variety of byr country, and more eager it learn about

unfamiliar customs and to try new foods. Those who were able to
share a familo, tradition with the class showed marked gains in fend-

ly pride and self-confidence. Although their interviewing skills
this age were rudimentary, their respecr for the knowledge of:.

/ the itiht, possessed by their relatives, grew, and will helpkthem
to continue to explore family history in increasing depth ah,tbey
mature., It was a rewardtpg project on which we will contiflue to

drai, in t4 future.
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Education That is Multi -Cultural
Why? What? How?

I

Beryle Banfield

J.

0

Ours is a multicultural society and has been so since its incep-
tion. The growing acceptance of this reality has led to the recog-
nition. that all students must be prepared to function effectively
in a society of diverse cultpres. This means, then, that they must
be-given the k 4 d of education that will:

(1) help t o develop positive self images,
(2) incre e their respect for and appreciation of theft- own cul-1

titres,

(3) increase their respect for and appreciation of other cultures,
(4) enable them to fudction effectively in their own and other cul-

tures,

(5) alert them to the inequities in bur society created by such
anti - humane attitudes as racism, sexpm, handicapism, and agism.

In short, throughout their entire school career, children should be
involved in education that is multicultural whether they attend
schools in monocultural or multicultural settings.: Education that
is multicultural differs significantly from the type of education
implied by the terms "multicultural" or "multiethnic" education.
,These approaches rely heavily 'upon the infusion of multiethnic -

materials into the curriculum and the celebrations of particular
cultures during specially designated days or weeks. Helpful as
these approaches are, they simply de not go far enough. Education
that is multicultural, no the other hand, is intended to be Tier-
vasive4permeating every aspect of he entire educational environ-
ment: staffing patterns, school-c pity relations, instructional
practices, administrative,procedures, and curriculum. This means
that wherever possible staffing patterns on every level should re-
ilect the cultural and racial diversity of our society. School-
community relations should indicate sensitivity to the cultural
patterns, values, and life -sty es of communitY'residents. Recog-

. nitiod of the many different ways in which community members can
make positive and unique contributions to the school program should
&Also be reflected.

Education that is multicultural requires the'selection of instruc-
tional materials that are bias-free and that do not inculcate or
perpetuate such anti-humane-values-ea raciamy-sexiamr haidicapisa-
and agism. It also requires curricular adaptations to insure that
materials dealing with the life, culture, and historical impaWf
various culturaltAnd racial groups are utilized in several cu u-

. 'lum areas. Admiffatrative and classroom management procedures are
important indicators of a commitment-to education that is multi-
cultural. Testing and greapipg procedures which tend to place negate
tive labels on children who are racially or culturaW different
have no place in a program of education that is multicultural.

Education that.is,multioultural isonot easily achieved. It involves

new ways of perceiving the total educational process, blew approaches
to insuction, recognition of differencesIn learning styles, ac-
quisition of information concerning the life culture, and history



e
helps dispel the notion of a single "dfficial versOn" of history.
By stressing the importance of going to those who experienced events;
oral history allows children to view history as a professional his-
torian dies,-throdlh primary first hard sources. Finally; while the
tendenc to see history through a glow of nostalgia - -a simplistic
view of. the past as a golden age --must be avoided, folklore and

oral history help dispel the oppositer,mytig...of constant progress.

Children laearn tOvvalue the past tot because it waeperfect, but
because it offers options and alternatives, new ways of thinking
and seeing. Media included fads, the cult of youth and progress
and modernity, all, lose some of their power as children learn from
their elders about roads previously taken.

Of course,\it is easier for teachers to have students do individual
projects thi3-t0 coordinate one or a few group efforts. Especially
for 'young children, the biographical approach is best. A good .
basic project for a fifth or sixth grade clams, for'example, might
center on the childhood of grandparents. Students might try to
obtain old photographs, while the teacher provides guidelines for
questions, (e.g; describe your home, your school, your neighborhood;
who were your best friepds when you were my age; did you play much
with brothers and sisters; did you fight moth; were you ever in
trouble; what'did you do for fun; what games did you play; what
toys did ypg have; did your parents discipline you--how and why;
did you woik when you were growitr; upi etl.?) Of curse, each of
these questions invites a string df others. Together, the answers
which chAldren obtain and share will give them new insights into
their pat.

Older children would be better able to supplement their knowledge
of American history with oral interviews. Moreover, adolescents
can take responsibility not Only for their own work but for organ-
izing group projects. An entire class, for iexamplet couldee cen-
tered around recollections of the Great Depression. Or agarin
topics could be centered on the social history of youth--education,
work, recreation, qourtship, dating, marriage, etc. Special at-
tention might be paid to how social roles'have changed, exploring
the nature and meaning of work, examining changing perceptions al.,
parenthood. Migrations, the labor movement, wars, the mass media
all are su ject to exploration. How did people fill their time
before tel ision? Describe the labor struggles you've been in.
How was the amily fed without refrigeration?

. Doing good oral history and folklore interviews actually is not
terribly difficult, "and students always come away surprised with
how much they learn frod tbe experience. Before assigning projects,
teachers should select a subject,Ao eome:preparation, then conduct
an hour or so of interviewing. Ninety minutes,,by the way, is the .

maximum an interview should ever run tithout risking fatigue and
poor quality. Indeed, teachers can have ongoing projects to share
simultaneously with student efforts. Although professional folk- .

lorists and oral historians might,apprbach subjects:Somewhat dif-.
ferently than school children, one very important rule applies to
all: No matter' what your subject is, try to obtain details, not
generalities. The greater detail one uses to describe a past event
or tell a story, the surer we are this person remeMbers accurately
and conveys information.well. 7

.

Basically, a good interviewer is h gogd listener, one whOadoesn'T .

interrupt the flow of conkrersation, but is always ready with
pf various cultural groups, acceptance of lanaoge patternsmes dif-
ferent rather than deviant, and new ways of rerTting to the communi-
ty. In short, it requires a complete restructuring of the educe-

% tional process. This restructuring can be best achieved by setting
a definite time limit by which the entire program of education'that
is multicultural should be in place. Attention should then be.
focused on certain key elements such as teacher reeducation and cur-
ricular aWtatioos. Impo ant as it.is to have administrators
and supervisors who are c itted to a program of education that
is multicultural, it is even re important to have teachers who

I
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are fdlly equipped to implement such a program. This means that
teachers must be provided with the type of education not usually
obtained at schools of education. Teachers need to be taught how
to recognize different learning` styles and how to6make the necessary
adaptations'in their own teaching styles. They Aso need'to be
given information concerning the value systems, cultural patterns
and family role relationships of various cultural groups. This is

of inimense importance in selecting instructional strategies. A
tattler who is aware that hit or her students belong to a culture
that values cooperation over individual competition will not employ
instructional techniques that stress competition rather than cooper-
ation. It is important also that teachers be given the opportunity
to confront their own biases and to recognize how these biases may
affect their classroom functioning. Skill in the evaluation of .

instructional materials Dor race, sex, age pnd disability bias also
needs to be developed by teachers. At the same time, teachers
should be helped to develop the skill of using potentially destruc-
tive materials in constructive ways.

Many of us acquired distorted perceptions of other peoples and
races both as a result of whit we were taught and what we were not
taught. Curricular adaptation then becomes a critical element in
any program of education that is multicultural. Important as it
is to note the contributions made by various cultural and racial
groups, this alone will not suffice. The "stuff" of a people's
culture the folktales, proverbs, folklore, favorite stories,
music--Imust be incorporated naturally Into all areas of 'the cur-
riculum. These should be ,explored in historical and social con-
texts to develop understanding and appreciation of cultural values
and the way they operate within a particular culture. Materials
dealing with the life, history, and culturt of a particular group
shou d present this information from the point of view of the
grow involved.

A c n worry is that ths-infusion of "all of this new material"
wil mean that insufficient attention will be paid to the develop-
me of mandated skills. Nothing could be farther from the truth.'
Lang e arts"skill can be effectively developed through the use
of fol tales, proverbs, and folklore. SocialtStudieeskills cap
be as ectively developed through the use or material that more
adequate re is the impact of various groups on our society as
by the use o `material that ,omits this information. Students
will have the opportunity to develop the vital skill of crieical
thinking as they learn to. evaluate their instructional materials
for bias and to assess historical infolition presented from dif-
fering points of view.-

'

Education that is multicultural is the educational hope df the
future. For teachers, it provides the opportunity to work in new

and exciting ways with new and more challenging materials.4 It
also offers the opportunity to function at a higher level of teach-
ing. For students, it offers the opportunity for a more fully

rounded education. More important, it offers them a chance to
grow up into healthy adults free of the crippling effects of racism,.
sexism, handicapis0, and agism. This is the only type of educa-
tion possible in the twenty-first century. It's pot too late to
begin planning:

4
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Folklore and Oral History In the Classroom

Elliot-Gom

Folklore and oral history provide some ofithe most accessible
materials for students intsograms sUich as Mfarations. Precisely
what do we mean by these terms? Folklore is the distinct cul-
tural expressions of various diverge groups. Folk refers to any
group sharing common characteritstics, such as miners, children,
farmers, millworkers, as well as racial, national or religious
groups. Lore encompasses cultural forms handed down orally or by
example, such as ballads, legends,,jokes, superstitions, crafts(
and tales. Oral history is a bit less structured, referring to
self-conscious remembrances of one's own life, onets family, neigh-
borhood, town or even nation. The cornerstone of both folklore
and oral history is the taped interview in which one asks guestiou
of a person considered a good source of information.

It should be obvious that by encouraging children to learn about
folklore and oral history, we bring them into contact with people
as such as books. Indeed, these subjects are especially important
in helping children establish new connections:with their families
and communities. As schools promote bueh studies, they reverse the
historical trend in which public education,'especially around the ,

turn of the century, actively sought to sever the children of ethnic
minorities from their cultural roots. To put, children in contact.
with the old stories and ways of their elders, to show them history
'acting through known people and familiar communities, helps restore
this birth right. Simultaneously, it makes them better citizens by
encouragilg responsibility for one's family ani neighborhood.

When children study the folklore of tbeir;etheic group or the his-
tory of their family, they implicitly'leaft important values. Such
subject matter gives children heightened appreciation for verbal
abilities, demonstrates the importance of work in people's lives,
reveals alternatives to he easy gratifications thethe mass media,
presents them with knowMdge of old but valuable skills. But by
bridging generations and gibing children a better understanding of '

their family and'community, it must not be assumed that sold his-
torical knowledge is sacrificed. On the contrary, doing interviews
with living informant's supplements their understanding of the his-
toricaltorical process in whys which a textbook alone could 'never accom-
plish. Properly taught, oral history and folklore reveals to
children that the past is not dead, that distant, seemingly abstract
events had real impact on the Ayes of people they know. War, de-
pression, nftural.disaster, mechanization df industry all take on
new meaning for children when they hear how those close to them ex-
perienced these social.forces.

Moreover, the study of folklore and oral history provides children
with a way to see some of the problems of modern society. The
media's false gods are a little less compelling when contrasted to
legendary culture heroes, while mass produced goods lose a bitof
their glitter in light of the skill and devotion a craftsman brings
to his labor. .Because it emphasizes lived experience, oral history

rip
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pertinent questions which neither bias an informant'nor invite

generalities. For example, instead of "Was the family more re-
ligious y(en," try, "Bow often did the family attend church?6
Sometime nu cannot really establish important information with
simple straight forward questions. "Were you rich or poor?" is
likely to elicit a rather meaningless "We were as poor as church
mice." Far more useful would be establishing how many rooms a
family lived in, how many slept to a bed, what peopleje on a
daily ilasis, etc. Similarly, "Everyone was f e ter back then"

has much less meaning than specific examples o how people inter-
acted--on the front porch, at the union , playing cards, sing-

ing hymns,at fraternal organizations -and how frequeq,tly. Above

all then, a good polite listener wit an ear for detail makes the

best interviewer.

Using a cassette tape machine is certainly the easiest and most
accurate way to record an interview. But more important than
equipment, students must know ahead of time what they want to
talk about. This does not mean having a list of specific ques-
tions, but rather, some general categories around thich open ended
questions may be asked. The best interview situation are com-
fortable and naturalkitchen tables are especially good. Flexi-

bility is all important. Unless he or she is really going iistray,

follow an informant's lead. Above all, students should recognize
that they are seeking information, not giving it, that their own
.opinions should be kept to themselves in this context, that to be
a good interviewee is to be a good listener. Thus, Hike Wallace,
a fine journalist, would have to drastically tone down his style to
be 11.-good collector of folklore or oral history.4

I began by noting how the study of folklore and oral history helps
bridge generations, giving us self-insight by acquainting us with
our ancestors. A couple of years ago I did several hours of in-
terviewing with my father, in which he talked about his childhood,
family and working .ife. Tapes and transcripts are poor substi-
tutes for a human being, yet when he passed away several months
ago, I could take some small solace in feeling that for myself and
my children, the ties with the past were not completely severed.
This is the most important benefit of collecting family history
and lore. It gives to each participant a sense that he is not
alone, that his life reaches back to others, even while it stretches'

toward those yet unborn. It returns history to individuals, fami-

lies and neighborhoods. -
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Scrap's of Cloth & Worlds The Art of Pecolia Warner

Ramona Austin

The Teacher Center of New Hav'en is fortunate to own this magnificent
quilt by master quilter, Pecolia Warner. Hrs.6Warner is also, of
date, the ;oast researched quilter in the United States (Wahlman,
Vol. I, p. 171), and is fast becoming one of the country's most
famous American and, especially, Afro-American quilters. (See
note.) Mrs. Warner's work is especially important not only be-
cause she is a great and prolific artist, but because the discovery
of her art happens at a time when the study of Afro-American art
and culture is reaching new heights and striving for new methodolo-
gies. Scholars are trying to understand how the African peoples

*brought to the continental United States adapted their artistic,
ethical and religious beliefs to a new and restrictive cultural
context, and what contributions they made to the forging of a unique
American culture; We now know that those contributions have been
profound in many areas'of American life: language, music, theatre,
gesture, furniture, costume, iron-working, architecture, pottery,
ba eke try-5, -I ood f paint ing and --textiles-. It ie in the -work of ars"

tists like Mrs. Warner, whose body of work is very large, well ar-
ticulated also well discussed by the artist herself, that we
are offer a precious, and rare opportunity to study the transition
from the original African to an Afro-American At form.

Of course, quilting is also an Anglo-American art form, brought over
by the first pilgrims from Europe. However, the African slaves had
a quilting tradition, an applique tradition, and a highly symbolic
weaving tradition of their own. While they borrowed from the Anglo-

* American quilt tradition, the aesthetic was often uniquely theirs
,(Wahlman, Vol. I, pp. 53-78 and 202-14). Pecol4a Warner, like so
many other American women, white and black, over the centuries

I
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...prominence of the red grid...

...white segments of the
rings and squares...

70

learned quiltmaking from her mother. Born on March 9, 1901'or4903,
in Betonia, Mississippi, Mrs. Warner was about seven years old
when her mother set her to "piecing" glints. Her first guilt was
a string quilt, pieced from finger-sized strips of cloth from her
mother's sewing basket (Transcript, Four Women Artists, p. 6).
There are, basically, two kinds of American quilts, the'appliquea
and the pieced quilt. Very few known Afro-American quilts were or
are appliqued, Harriet Powers' Bible quilts being the most magnifi-
cent examples of the latter. Appliqued quilts, because the Materi-
als were not saved scraps of cloth, were associated with wealth.
Few blacks, slave or free, were well off. The pieced quilt; for
economic and aesthetic reasons predominated Afro-American quilt -
making.

All through American history, quiltmaking was also a social occasion
for women, white or black, re ieving the monotony and hardship of.

their lives with the camarade e of other women. Such occasions

are vivid memories for Pecolia arner. She relates, "...Mama'd go
there then and help them put up quilts; she wou help them to
quilt. Go first one house then the other, quilelbg. g'm a little
girl. I'm following them 'cause I want to learn how to do that.
I say, 'If ever I get grown, say, I'm going to quilt myself.' I

say, 'It's fun.'" (Transcript, Four Women Artists, p. 8).

Over the course of her_long quilting career (the oldest surviving
Warner quilt titled, Broken Stove Top, is from the 1930's) the
quilts Mrs. Warner has sold since the late 70's display an aesthe-
tic more akin to the Anglo-American tradition. These are the
quilts that she feels her market wants. The quilts that she has
kept for herself are in the Afro-American tradition. It is the
aestiAtic that she obviously and consciously prefers (Wahlman,
p. 194-5).

The quilt awned by the Teacher Center of New Haven is from 1974,
before the most Anglo-American elements, especially predictability
of pattern and color entered the work Mrs, Starner sells. (A mag-

nificent example of this trend is The Flag quilt of 1979. Though
of a different aesthetic, it nonetheless shows Pecolia Warner's
masterful sense of color and design. See Wahlman, Vol. III, plate
36). The quilt is titled Friendship Ring or Dresden Plate.' Mrs.
Warner prefers the former title, and as we shall see, her manipu-
lation of the design is based on the imagery the title Friendship
Ring evokes. This quilt is a blend of the Anglo-American block,
the kind of quilt the original owner requested (Taped Interview,
Murray, Summer 1980), coupled with a thoroughly Afro-American of
and asymmetry in the handling of design units. Afro-American quilt- '

ere are typically concerned with high color contrasts, with light
contrasted against dark; and Pecolia Warner is masterful in this
quilt making the colors "hit" as 8114 calls it. She has chosen an
intense field of color to work with: several shades of green,
several intensities of orange, a light blue, a bright red, an off
white. No use of color_happens in the same manner on any vertical
or horizontal row. When one first looks at the quilt there is a
sense ofregularity created by the prominence of the red grid in
the design, the regularly placed white segments of the rings and
the white squares, the repetition of the blue centers of the rings,
and the repetition of the rings in all 16 blocks. But it is what
Mrs. Warner does with-the background color of each block, the colors
orthe segments of the rings, the slightly irregular alignment of
the strips of the grid, and the slightly irregular size of the squares
at the, intersections that displays an Afro-American aesthetic. This
aesthetic is concerned with high color contrasts, unpredictability
in the way colors and patterns fall sequentially, and an unconcern
that the design elements should match with mathematical precision.
The visual effect of Afro-American quilts is often highly evocative,
highly abstract and, yet, also highly emotional. There is more
concern with the whole_rather than the parts, and the effort, cOn-
sciously or unconsciously, is to achieve an immediate and visceral
impact. Paradoxically, this is achieved by t e often elegant manip-
ulations of the various elements which make up e ilt.

lti
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iNa%malls-at rner's quilt is examjme0 we find it measures approx-
imately 7 ' hide and 75' long, almost a perfeCt sqUate. The stitch-
ing is unimportant. It is achieved essentially by a basting stitch.
Made on a quilting frame, this'is a summer quilt pieced from scraps'
of store bought cloth. The t is of 'thin cotton cloth of medium
sheen; the fill or interlining a layer of cotton or polyester;
the backing is of a Single material, an almost off - white -gauzy cot-
ton. This material also forms a 3/4" border for the quilt top:
which frames, the block design.

'1''

,.

The design of the.quilt can be seen in units: 'Were
.

are basically
three units of color which fofm the tightly controlled design ele-
ments; the unit formed by the regularly repeated light blue centers
of the friendship rings; the unit formed by the off-white border,
segments of the rings, and the squafes at the intersections of the
grid itself. The grid can also be seen as a less controlled design
element when considered with the red segments of'the-rings. Other-
wise the use of color is varied rom choice of hiCkground of the
blocks, how a sequence of color lows another, And:to whillNisifect
it is used. ,

S. 4

NMrs. Warner has grouped her dark red color to the extreme left and
center rows. It is the center of the quilt which reads most in-
tensely, especially at a distance. To heighten this effect, Mrs.
Warner chooses the two brightest ireens'to contrast sharply 'the"
red and deep oranges. If Mrs. Warner had alternated the white seg-
ments of the rings with more than one color choice, or more than
one color choice in grouped segments, the effect would have been
quite differetit. But no colc:r is allowed to wither like a flower
91' the vine, all the colors are "hit"; various greens against veni-
al% oranges and deep red, and the light blue.hits intensely the
spectrum of deep red to light 'orange. An off-white, for instance,
at the center of the rings would not appear as the blue does, the
central points of gravity for circles th4. appear to be turning
across the quilt in the light. This is the ultimate effect of
Mrs. Warner's use of the deep red and the various oranges from-very
dirk to very light. The very lightest orange is:used only in the
final block, a wonderful culmination to the effect of light and
dark, like the facets of a ring catching the light of the sun.
The final ring stands poised and softened in the final frame, its
segments,almost dissolved in light. Mrs. Warner works are full
of concrete meanings (Wahlman, Vol. I, p;.216). This quilt can be
read for what she achieves philosophically, as well as for what she
achieves coloristically. For are not good friendships tested in
the light of life's joys and sorrows as the ringof friendship is
turned in tho sma to catch fight and shadow? And in the end, when
time has tested the commitment of true friendship, do not the
"spiritual selves of aood friends dissolve into each other and be-
come almost one? Mrsi, Warner is a deeply religious woman. She is
also a great artist:- And as a great artist, she-can take a scrap
of cloth'and piece worlds that speak to her beliefs, her history,
her vision, and her origins.

NOTE: Mrs. Warner's work and life have been the subject of adis-
sertation by Maude Southwell Wahlman of Yale University. The recog-
nition of her name will be second only to Harriet Powers, another
great Afro-American quilter, whose two famous 19th century Bible
quilts are exhibited by the Smithsonian Institution in Washington,
and the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston. Mrs. Warner also has been
the subject of exhibitions. Three of her quilttoreft includest in
a 1977' traveling exhibit, Folk Art and Craft: ThUeep South
compiled by the Center for Southerh Folklore for the Smithsonian
Institution's Traveling Exhibit Service. William Ferris, who was
then co-director of the Center for Southern Folklore with Judy
Pi'Ser, was the first to recognize the significance Of Pecoliets
,work. In 1979, five quilts were included in an exhibit organized
by Maude Southwell Whalman titled, Black Quitters, at the Yale Art
and Architecture Gallery. Mrs. Wahlman will, tour five different s

s
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quilts of Mrs. Warner's in the same exhibit retitled, Contemporary
Afro-American Quilts; 1981-1983, to be traveled by t e Smithsonian's
SITES program, and will organize a 1982-84 exhibit a catalog of,

30 of Mrs. Warner's most exciting quilts. Mrs. Warner was also a
subject for the film, Four Women Artists; made and istributed
across the country by the Center for Southern Folkl re.

In May of 1979, I was sent by the Center for the St dy of American
Art and Material Culture at Yale University with Ma de Southwell
Wahlman to Memphis, Tennessee to attend The First National African-

* American Crafts Couference 6 Jubilee: Maude and I Were both eager
to go, we knew this conference would attract black crafts-persons
and many scholars from all over the count*. I me there again

i g

black artists and scholars.I had not seen for yea
and artist,

and both Maude
and ! were introduced to that wonderful human be
Mrs. Pecolia Warner. 'I was able to tape many tal including the
lovely one that Mrs. Warnet gave. £he stole the how. Young
artists literally sat at her feet to'hear ,what she had to say.
Later, I was able to see much of her work:at The Center for Southern
Folklore, in Memphis, as I helped Maude to sort 4nd photograph many
of Fecolia's quilts, as well As listen to parts pf a long interview
she gave to Maude..

Why has this woman moved me? Because she dips snuff like my great-
grandmother, and keeps it neatl4 in a jar. Because she reminds me
of gettinemy hair wrapped, of sleeping safely Under my great-grand-
mother's quilt. Because she reminds me that I gave black-strap
molasses in my veins.

Ramona Austin
New Haven, August, 1980

Austin, Ramona. Taped Interview With Pecolia Warner. First
National Afro-American Crafts Conference and jubilee.
May 1978

Center for Southern Folklore. Four Women Artists, Transcript (Mem-
phis, TN. 1977)

Chase, Judith Wragg. Afro-American Art and Craft (New York,-1971)

Fine, Elsa Honig. The Afro-American Artist: .A Search for Identity,
(New York, 1971)

Fry, Dr. Gladys Marie. "Harriet PoWers: Portrait of a Black Quilter,"
Missing Pieces: Georgia Folk Art 1770-1976, catalog by Anna
Wadsworth (Whittet and Shepperson Publishers, U.S.A., 1976)

Holstein, Jonathan. The Pieced Quilt: An American Design Tradition,
(Greenwich. Connecticut, 1973)

Murray, Jan. Interview with Pecolia Warner: Summer 1980 (taped)

Orlofaky, Patsy and Myron. Quilts in America, (New York, 1+
Thompson, Robert Farris. Lectures, History of Art Department, Yale

University, 1978, 1979

Vlach, John M. The Afro-American Tradition in Decgrative Arts,
Cleveland Museum of Art 1978.

*

Wehlman, Maude Southwell. The Art of Afro-American Quiltmaking:
Origins, Development and Significance, Dissertation, 1980,'
to be published
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An Introd ction to Traditional Puerto Rican Crafts

(
Mario Cesar Romero

The tradi ional Puerto Rican crafts, dust like the crafts of any
nation o culture, represent the que#t to make objects of practi-
cality u ing natural elements found in the local geography. How-
ever, be ause Puerto Rico, like most other nations in the Americas,
was nolo ized and settled by Europeitns and Africans brought over
as slay =s from West Africa; the fops of these crafts were greatly
Europea. and African in form and ofigin.

The Pr Columbian influence althoOgh present is not as strong as
in othe cultures in the Americal. Most of the Aborigines left
the Is .nd shortly after the colonization period began in 1511.
Thus t e development of Pre-ColuObian Taino crafts does not evolve
into t e piesent day but are objects discovered by archeologists
and ex ibited in major museums throughout the world.

Intere tingly, however, many contemporary artists in Puerto Rico
are fi .ing inspiration in the forms of traditional Taino crafts
and a creating new objects for contemporary use from these forms.
Early n the 1900's Matilde de Silva wrote a book on how Taino
motive could best be used in embroidery and other needle crafts.
She wa= a visionary woman, way ahead of her time.

.1
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Today, El Coqui workshop and aller,Alacran directed by artist
Antonia Martorell have used Et form for which Puerto Rico isi
Internationafly recognized for its superior technical and exciting
aesthetic qualities--silkscreen ng, to create fabrics with Pre-
Columbian (Taino) motives. Articles of clothing as well as house-
hold objects are made with these beautiful fabrics which also try
to approximate the colour relationship ommon to the Ta peoples.
Although stylized to app m r sibilitiest these OUT S

also define much of the Puerto R an/Caribbean/Latin-Amer n
aesthetics.

There are many objects of archeological significance Where these

.11
tives may be found such as jujos (seats), yugos (yokes), sepos.
ay Stamps), and pottery. These pieces, too numerous to detail

"'", .4 here are found in major museums in England, Spain, France, Germany,
and in the United States at the Smithsonian Institute in Washington,'
the American Museum of Natural History, and the Collection of
Primitive Art of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City,
as well. as in various museums in Puerto Rico', the DoAnican Re7
public-, and other Caribbean nations.

s r

Musical Instruments

The most authentic crafts of Pre-Columbian origin to be found in
continuous use in the Caribbean, in particular, Puerto Rico, are
certain musical instruments used in the jibaro (Country folk or
peasants), music'of the island. The maracas (rattles), guiro (the
backbone of all Puerto Rican traditional folk music), and the qua

or claves, as they are now called, are instruments that can still
be found in folk and popular music.

The maracas are made of small, hollowed-out gourds with seeds or
pebbles inside, a stick is placed through the holes and upon.rat-
tling this instrument, mulAcal time is kept. These instruments
were also common to the Mayans of Southern Mexico and Central
America. The Pre-Columbian maraca differs from the African rattle
in that the African rattle is made of a large gourd with the beads
woven loosely around the outside of the instrument. The West
African rattle is called a che-cheri and is more common to the
Afro- American music of Cuba and Brazil.

The guiro is another instrument which is made from gourds. The
shape of the gourd must be long. After the substance is removed
and the f9it is dried, incisions are made half way around the
piece. Sound is achieved with a fork-like piece that is rhythmical-
ly scratched against the incisions.

The last of the Pre-Columbian instruments in continued use in Puerto
Rican folk music are the qua or claves. The claves are also an
instrument used today along with the maracas in music of African
origin.

The gourd and coconut trees are often called the "Trees of Life"
in many cultures because so many objects, fbod and medicines are
derived from both. For example, the Taino use of the gourd was
for kitchen utensils which were popularly in use in Puerto Rico
untir years agO.1tTbe- Most-66fidbii 'o'f these' were the ditia T-

(gourd dishes) and the jatacas--a scoop spoon made of assail
gourd of coconut. (The example in the Migrations exhibit is made
of coconut.) Interestingly enough, the coconut palm tree was
brought ta-PuertgrRico by Europeans early in the 16th century.
One craft developeal"-the peasants of Puerto Rico from the coco-
nut was the "copita de coco" tiled to drink coffee. The country-
folk of the Island still say that coffee tastes better in a
" copita de coco." The "copita de coco" is made from the she'll of
the nut which in turn is held by a larger section of shell. Can
you name some products that can be derived from the coconut tree?



From the large leaves of the coconut tree, grass dwellings are
made; from the meaty substance coconut rice, coconut candy, coconut
drinks; from the seed and shell jatacai,, scoop spoon; ditas,
dishes; coconut jewelry; pins, brooches; earrings, bracelets, and
much more: Other objects made from the coconut and gourd are the
Vejigante Masks of the Loiza Aldea Festivals, which are made of
coconut, and the candungo, a water carrier, which is made of gourd.

Santos de Palo (Wooden Hand-Carved Saints)

One of the most beautiful expressions of folk art that has de-
veloped in Puerto Rico, are the Santos de Pals. Today Santos de
Palo ere collected by connoisseurs the world over. Some very
famous Oople such as the Kennedys and sculptor, Louise Nevelson,
collect santos. Santos de Palo are found in Museums throughout
Europe and in the most important museums of the United States. Two
of the most important collections can be seen at the Museo del
Barrio in New York City ard the Smithsonian Institute in Washing-
ton, D.C. ,

The hiscOry of this craft and how it developed in Puerto Rico is
quite interesting. It attests to the deeply ingrained religious

tt fervor of the Puerto Rican people. During the l7tl, 18th, and 19th
centuries, churches in Puerto Rico were few and far ape .-

sants in the mountain areas began to make altars at ho e an
(fidconsequently there was a need foOmall statutes of one av rite

or patron saints. By the 18th century certain families developed
unique styles of carving and these traditions were passed from
father to son.. The Espada family of carvers lived in the 19th
century and account for four 5o six generations of carvers. The
last of the great traditional santos carvers died in the early
1960's when he was well over 1Q0 years old. His name was 2oilo
Cajigas y Sotomayor.

Among the most popular saints were La Virgen Del Perpetuo Sucorro,
St. Anthony, St. Francis of Assisi, the three wise men, the Holy
Trinity, the Virgin of the Miraculous Medal. Native wbods were
used by these unschooled carvers who put something of their own
personalities into the pieces carved as well as expressed the '
belief and aesthetic values o4rtheir counffy folk. After carving
the statue, the piece was covered with gesso and then painted in
the appropriate colours. The hands df these statues were sually
separate inserts andosometimes accessories were also ma* separate-
ly, e.g. the staff of St. Joseph.

One of the problems in the preservation and curate documentation
of the santos is that for hundreds of years th peasants who ven-
erated these statues would paint them at the end of the year so
they would be presentable for the coming year. Collectors and
mus um restorers have had to remove as many as 20 coats of paint
fr these statues. Today, Santos de Palos are considered national
treasure-.- .

Mundillo Lace

During the 16th and 17th century Spain was the largest and most
important producer of mundillo (bobbin) lace in the world. At
the beginning of the 17th century, Spain had taught the art of
mundillo lacemaking to the colonies. It was expected that all
aristocratic young women preparing themselves Tor marriage would
learn the art. By the end of the 17th century and throughout the
18th and 19th centuries, Puert; Rico became an important mundillo
lace supplier to the Spanish Crown. The cities of Moca and Aqua-
dillo soon gained a reputation for being important lacemaking
centers. In the homes of the wealthy even the "esclavas domesticas"
(house slaves) were taught how to handle the bobbins and help in
the production of lace to embellish persona; garments and household
items suchsuch as curtains, bedspreads, etc. The feeling for lace and
its use in the he reached Baroque proportions. The aesthetic
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idea that in simplicity there is beau$y was the antithesis of the
irogue exiiession where "more is more beautiful."

e lace is made on a small self-cIntained loom with a cylinder
ere the particular pattern for the lace is pinned. Hundreds
pins. are placed in Specific spots and aroundithesespindicotton

thread'is woven to form the particular designs. .The workmanship
Is very intricate and requires much concentration. Making the .

.

lace is very strenuous to the eyes and many lace makers would be-
ome blind after: years gjmaking bobbin lace. In Puerto Rico
oday, there are very f women:10e know haul to make mundillo lace
nd still fewer who continue to make it. These women feel that

hip hp little job security and a lack of sensitivity towards the
ealtb'hazards presented by this work. In relation to "job-sec* rity"

the women cannot fdnancially cOmpAt with machine - made -lace. This
is truly another ok the disappearing traditional crafts of Puerto
Rico. c ^

i'l frican influence .

.. .

Although not all the blacks.that arrived in Puerto Rico were
slaves--e.g. Juan Garrido who was a wealthy land-owner; the most
significant history was,related to blacks brought over as slaves
from,the Portuguese, English and French colonies of West Africa.
Traces of these rich cultUres may be found in the coastal areas
of Puerto Rico. Many eleMents of the African cultures in Puerto
Rico relate to the Yoruba Religion of modern day Nigeria although
elements of Fulani (Sepegalese) culture may be seen in the
wr ps of coastal black women. Certainly the rich feeling for in-

head-

i

to... an-

te sity of colour in the coasta4%areas is of.African origins.
Le us look at how important colour is to the Yoruba people so
that we might better appreciate the use of colour in the Caribbean.

The eaequesor collares (bead necklace) each symbolize a specific
diety or spir tual force. although there are over 140 dieties in
the Yorub theon of Gods--reference is usually' made to the
seven most important or popular of these diefies. They are
called les Siete Potenciap Africanas" (The Seven African Powers),.
Each of these dieties istsymbolized by a specific colour, food,
drink, drum beat, dance, hdastyle, etc. Some examples: Shangof
God of.Unbridled Masculingir red; Obatala,.Facher of Creation,
androgenous white; Yemanya, Patton of Motherhopd, light blue;
Elegba, Keeper of Paths and Doorways, brown; Oshun, God of Fer-
tility and Beauty, gold and yellow-orange; Oya, Keep* of the
Cemeteries, blackwad Ogun, God of Iron and Weapons, dark green.

Each "collar" makes reference to d specific event in the life of j)

the didty add that is why tour our combinations and the specific
,separations of colour, e.g, and red beads as opposed to
five white and two red. .

.

These,bead necklaces a worn by believers as a protection against
malevolent forces ve m ch in the same way that Roman Catholics
wear scapularies.

Some other crafts bf African Influence in Puerto Rico thalrare in
our Migrajons Exhpii are the Vejigante masks and the candtingo.

.
:' 2'

The patron saint of Laza is Stuipatrick, but in'the 19th Century
the residents of this all black figahing, village (Loiza Aides)
felt that they were given omens from God to 'acknowledge St. James
the Apostle '(Santiago Apostal) the'Patron Saint of Spain and the

....... saint who is attributed with having brought Christianity to Europe.

j , colourful festivals which combines Chriatian beliefs with African*

# 'Each year the neighbors of Loiza Aldeafglebrate one of the most

. 4 music andance. In t)e festival the wire meshsmask and costUme
symbolizes Santiago of the forces df good, and th,Vejigaite (coco-
nut mask) which is worn only by men, signifies the forces of, e41.1.

. ' # In reality the, Vejigante is a:prankstsrriotp plays tricks on young

i
. and old al&e, There are many styles ofailisks common to thip slily

t

0 festival of Santiago Apostal. .1 . e
w .
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In the city of Poncf, during the month of February, just heft
the Lenten Season", carnivaidis celebrated where the most beau-
tifully Irotesque masks gtdebf papier mache are worn. These masks,
whiChr...tre of strange amalgamations of animals not common to Fuerti
Rico, have been used for hundreds of years in Ponce. /although the
costume is s ilar to the Vejigante costume of Loiza Aldea, the
'Ponce costume s an abundadce of ruffles uncommon to the Lorza
Aldea cost e. In he Ponce Costume, the "alas" or wings are
eliminated'

1

Some carnival and Vejigante chats are:

4. Vejigante a la bolls
Pan y cebolla

2. Vejigante comit, manfo
y hasth lass slips lamb16

.3 De amarillo y color oro
Vejigante esta pintado.

4.. Toco, toco, to
Vejigante come coco

VE-HE-GAN-TE A LA BOYA
PAN Y SE -BOYA

VE-WI-GAN-TE O-MEO MAN-GO '

E ASTA LAS U-NaS LAS LAMB -YO

D A-MAR -IL-LO Y CO-LOR 0-R0
VE -HE -GAN-TE ESTA PIN-TA-DO

Sdifers. TO-CO TO-00 TO-CO
VE -HE -GAN-JTE CO-ME CO-CO

Thesg chants are part of an oral tradition that has been kept alive
in tha coastal
be imYgin

The candu

is an AfricArrimm in the Spanish language of Puerto Rico. The,
craft howerir is common to the coastal efga peasants who spend'
long hours cutting sugar cane. The candungo is a kind of canteen
f.illlewwith water V) that the worker would have a daily.supply of
water while in the fields. The craft is made of gourd around
which thinnedtree strips are woven. A handle is placed on. the
top to facilitate carrying: The candungo in the Migration Exhibit
is from the Southern part of Puerto Rico.

eas of Puerto Rico four loin

hundrigof chants

ailed an African craft beca

eds of years. As can
ng to the festilials.

e the word candungo
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Preserving the South
Recording a Region &

4
Ittl0

It's People

Kini Kedigh

Judy Peiser

.1)

a

People still sit do .-front porches and talk the evenings. Men
still sing blues at highway cafes. And fried chicken is still the
staple for Sunday dinner. But time is catching'up with tradition,
and a deeper look is required intd these disappearing traditions to
get a true picture of Southern culture.

And that is why the Center for Southern - Folklore was founded - -to
capture a rapidly vanishing way of life before it's gone and fox,
gotten. --But-W-VDIV-That-doing-this would tare more than a tape

'recorder and camera. So we've based our resaArch on undetitanding
' the people and their identity within the reglOn. And by looking at

411$1P ,
we've begun to understand ourselves a little better.

In the eig t years since our founding in Memphis, Tennessee, we have
developed 1 ocumentary films, three slide-tape programs, a semi-
annual magazine, 0 books and a number of rebords, exhibits and
educational materials on southern folk and ethnic culture. But we
hue only just begun to,set down this legacy for future generations..

To do this,. the Center has developed multimedia materials-on each
tradition we have documented. Blues; storytelling, religious ex-
pression, and artistic endeavors have been closely researched and.
developed for classroom instruction. -Media transcripts and illus-
itatOd study guides accompany each film and record, enabling users
to eQter lives and landscapes that may be geographically and cul-
turally miles away, but only a stone's throw away in personal rr

understanding and'enrichment. 4
Many.of our multi-media studies have been extended over a long
period of tithe, deepening, our own 'Understanding of the cultures we
are documenting.. Our early visits with
have developed into lasting relationshi
tionships that have becode moat importan
and women unierstand our goals and havg
their communties whose traditions also

folk artists and musicians
. And it is these rela-
in our work. These men

irected us to others within
to be preserved.

, This has not only established an affection etw us, but has !Tao , t

I 4,

given these artists and musicians new ident within thei own

about ViCksburg, MissilltpipsAuctioneer and storyteller R y Lum,
1
`

communities. At the ere of ,Bay Lum: Mule Trader, ou film ..

a standing-room-only Crowd gairered at the lOcal movie thea re.
---'"--/*That afternoon the community as a whole discovered Mr. Lum fo ,....,

+aiaelves as a ialuable and important historical resource. Anyone who it
1:had.ever traded Nith Mr, Lum or had been out- traded by him left the

theatre with an abtogiaph in 'his back pocket as well'as new admires- ,j.

Lion and appreciation for their hometown raconteur. I.

41.
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Each community, whether_th the Delta of Mississippi or the streets'
of view Haven has its OT471 Lum or someone like him who has a Story
to tell or a talent to share. To awaken interest in community
identity.,-and instill curiosity and a fascination for the practi-
tioners of tradition, is the special significance of our work.

Before his death,, Mr. Lum told us, "You live and learn, then die
and forget it all." At the Center for Southern Folklore we're-
working to makg sure that this learring is not forgotten, and that
the words of Mr. Lum and oAtemos like him will live for generAionsto come. "

4.

For additional'fnformation or a catalogue Df Centelateiial,
Center for SOUthern Folklore, P.Q. 4010,Memph , TN 38104,
(901) 726-4205.

0
Judy Peiser is a co-founder and Executive Director of the Cehter
for ,Southern Folklore. Kini Kedigh is an Associate DirectoVand
editpr of the Center for Southern Folklore Magazine.
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An Interview With James 'Son' Thomas,

ti

Roger Manning

WYBC
New Haven

4,

T: Well, Blues comes frpt, It' say hard work and hard times-7,
that's the.Blues. When you broke and you ain't got no money,fyou

ain't got notn but the Blues. If you get hungry you got the

Blues.' If you %fife quit you you still got the Blues. So there's

more than one way you can have the Blues.

0

M: Anato, anybody really, can have the Blues.
%

T: Right: The Blues'for anybody. Some people haye the Blues

and don't know it. They d n't know what's,dhetatter with them

r and they go to the doctor. They think they're sick. They just

got the Blues.

M3 When you're playing the Blues,"that kindi helpi,,huh?

T: Right. It a'wears your feelings off you.

You know I would go'to Cairo*
But the water too high for me,
You know I would go to Cairo,
But the water too high for me.
The girl I love, she got washed- away,
The girl I lOve, she got washed away,
You know that woman got drowned
Swimming along afteY me.
Cairo, Cairo, water running all over town.
Cairo, Cairo, water running all avcr town.
YOU know get the girl that'I'm loving,
She have put ma down.

*town' in Mississippi

M: Well, Son, Bow you like New Haven?

T: Oh, I like' ft fine...if I Could just catch on to the town
where I could get around by myself.

M: You"ve been pla§ing around Yaie. I understand you played at

Timothy Dwight....

T: Yes. I've been here three or four' different times.

. 1

M: Oh you have. What do.you think of the fantastic architecture?

T: That's what I can't understand. Ill the buildings-7.47h n I
went back the firstM:ripcl made up here.:.I told the.people all

these buildings looked like churches on the campup!

M: The first time I dame to New Haven myself I saw this big
building. I could havirtworn it wad a church, I walked in and
it was a library!

6 .

4



H: What do yip think about the future of the Blues? Is it getting .

more popular?

T: I think it is. By having these festivals all over the country
every year. That's making it'a whole lot better. You see a lot
of the young people, they never heard no Blues. '

H: A.lot.of young people listen to Rock and Roll, but it's based
on the Blues. I usedto like the group Lead Zeppilin. Theyere
from England, but'they stole a lot of Willie Dixon tunes and their
guitar player stole a lot of kobevit Johnson licks (
All this time I didn't realize that I was listening to Blues. Now
when I' hear Robert Johnson or Willie Dixon records I can see the
similarities. The Rollin' StonesAre you familiar with that Rock
group?

I've heard 'em on records.

"M: They've taken some Blues songs and ddne them directly: They
sound exactly like the Blues singer because the lead singer, Hick

,'''Jagger, has copied the voice. I think when I saw you last night
you mentioned something about how the White people used to play Si

.amore or less of country...a country strumming. Now the people
imitate the real Blues player. What have' you seen as you've gone
around? You've seen a lot of college students, perhaps, trying 0 !
to play Blues as they were, originated? 4

1414,

4,

T: Right-. See, they used to have...the White didn't play nothing.
'but the same chord alX the time..,but they would sing different
songs (JT strums the chords to demonstrate.).

Littlaried shoes my darlin' wore
Just before she died,
She called me to the bedside,
Willed me her little red shoes.

But they doh't play like that hardly, now. Mightily seldom yOU
find boys wantin' to play that type of music...They on thiAlluis
beat '(JT demonstrates the Blues bass line)

Going out in Virginia,
Honey where the-green grass grow.
Going out in Virginia

Honey, where'the green grass grow.

Well
I'm all wrapped up and I

give no place to go.

Well my pocket's filled up to the top.with gold.
Up to the top with gold,

My pocket's filled up to the top with gold.
Well I'm all wrapped up and I
Have n o \p lace CO go.

Definite dtefferen41

T: Lei's see. You don't have yourguitar, with you?.

. 2

I think actually I have a guitar that I can get.

T: Let's me and youlilay one together.

4

!

a.4

4. .

01,
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o H: I'll try. OK, Sure: Before up play I wanted to ask yo i itome ,/
Wing. I noticed before it sounds like you're playi lead/1(it'
then you have the bass going at the same time.

A
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T: Right.

4

M: It sounds like two guitars.

T: Right. By yourself you have to play your bass and lead.

Come on, Baby take a little walk with me.
Come on, Baby take a4little walk with me.
Back to the same old place
Where we long to be.

64

Came on, Baby don't you walk too slow.
I want you to walk where you can walk some more:
Came on, Baby, take a little walk with me,
Back to the same old place where we long to be....

llomma Don't Allow

Well, Momma don't allow no guitar playing in here.
Momta don't allow no guitar playing in here.
Well, we don't care what Mamma don't allow
".'re gionLa play that guitar anyhow.

WA, Mamma don't allow no jumpin' around in here.
W ,Momma don't allow no-jumpin' around in here.
We don't care what yo' momma don't allow. J

We're-gonna jump around anyhow.

ham-,

M: That's too much! Sounds lila I hear the roots'of rock and roll
in thert7----- .

T: You got to play yous;bass and lead when You by yourself all the

same time. That's why I can go to all of these different places -

and play by myeelf....and then I can play with somebddy. 'Course

it's a ..ot easier playing with a group than it is playing by your-
self. iou got it all to do by yourselft Playing with a group you
can just take turas. When your time tomes you take your turn. Then

you let them take their turn. ,

..fnotice that you play without a pick....

T: Right. My fingers is toughened up to playing.. .and p don't use

a pick or nothing. The only thing i use on my fingWls a steel
slide. I'm gonna get you one of my steel slide. But I'm goiwaa

re-tune it first.

You said you'was hurtin,
Almost lost your mind,
The an that you're lovin'
he hurts you all the time,
lJhen things go wrong, go wrong with you
It hurts me too.1.§114;

You said you was hurtin',
Almost lost your mind,
The an that you're lovin'
he hurts you all the time,
When things go wrong, go wrong with
It hurts me too.

Y.Pu

He love another woman,
And I love yO4,
Bu,t you hove him,stick to him like glue,
When things go wrong, go wrong with you,
It hurts me too.

v it I
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You're on my mind,
Every place I go,
The way that I love you,
Guess you will never know,
When things go wrong, go wrong with
It hurts me too,

That's what I expect to hear. When somebody says, The man
is from the Delta. I listen for that slide. We appreciate you
coming over. Is there anything yoU'd like tt say to thecfolks°
out there.

T:, Well ;., hope they enjoy this old country Blues singing A
lot of people' an't understand the B ues, but if you listen to
Jamps Son Ford Thomas' music you'll nderstand the Blues. Well
some people may have the Blues and t 4 don't know it. When you
get broke you got theBlues. If you wife quit yout'your.girl-
friend...you got double Blues on you then. So, everybody under-
stand the Blues one day...when they sthrt Navin' troubles.

M: JYou talk about country Blues. Now that's the kind that you
play with a guitar that'doein:t have electric or a folk guitar.-
That's my impression of Country Blues. 'Is that what you'd call
Country Blues?

T: No, well, what I mean by Country Blues...That's where 'the
Blues comes from--the country. See, the people in Mississippi,
the men that recorded records, they left Mississippi and moved
to Chicago, where they could r ord and make records. In the
South they couldn't make no rec ds. There wasn't nothin' going
on there but work...So they'd° to-Chicago where they could
make records and do something th their talent. Now they got
studios all over Mississippr, but at that tide, long time ago,
when people was playing the Blues they. had to come North to play.

M: Now I hear of Chicago Blues, too. Blues that developed, Per-
haps, from country Blues,after they moved tp Chicago. That in-
cludeslmore of a band approach...

i: Right. See a lotof those men that you hear on records, some
of the older musicians, like Robert Johnson, they didn't have

e.)electric.
Acoustic guitar that's all they was able to play....

There wasnk nothip' else to play.

o you like the acoustic guitar?

I love it. The first guitar I owned, it was a Gene Autry
guitar. It had Gene Autry's name on it and it cost.$8.50.

M: Those were the days!

T: V I owned that Gene Aurty guitar now it fight be wh some
money. .

M: We reallyippr late you owing down herefand playing us some
.reaZ country Blues.
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Coin' away to leave you
Worry you on my mind,
Well you keep me worr.lecr,-

Bothered all the time.
Beefsteak when I'm Hungry,
Whiskey when I'm dry.

Beefsteak when I'm hungry and
Whiskey when I'm.dry,
Good lookin' woman whilst I'm livin'
Heaven when I die.

'Sound like I heard that old
Southern whistle blow.
Sound like I heard that old
Southern whistle blow,
Well now,,it blows just like it ain't gonna
Blow the Blues no ma;e.

Some folks say don`i worry
Worry, Bluediin't bad;
Well it's the worst of feelin'
That I most ever had.

Get up in the mornin' 7.4)
I'm gonna do, do like ry Ford,
Get up in the mornit! and
'm gonna do, 'do like Henry Ford,

Gonna eat my breakfastshere

T: This place got h good sound to it

f



woke up this morniri'

t

. ina blue bed
. wrapped n a quilt of tears

alone in a bluebell
R.

covered with quiltecttears

day,calls me to rise
night echoe's in my ears

sit

mary hdpe lee

yl
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Oral Traditions A Bit on the Blues

P Jan Murray

"The Mississippi Delta was transformed in the nineteenth century
from undeveloped, forest and bayous to one of the riches cotton-
producing areas of the Deep South. Just as the Black laborers
transformed the land so did they cultivate the Blues out of the
fertile soil of work chants and gospels. This began a musical
tradition which would produce the likes of Robert Johnson, Elmore
James, Charlie Patton and later Muddy Waters, Howlin' Wolf and
B.B. King."

William Ferris, Blues From The Delta

James "Son Ford" Thomas of Leland Mississipd plays Delta country
Blues in the tradition of Robert Johnson and Elmore James. A
Master guitarist, composer and philosopher, Mr. Thomas shared his
music and world-view with the New Haven community as artist-in-
residence for the Migration olk Art and Oral History Project.
James Thomas' uncle taught how to play:

"He showed me two ot5three.chords and he would charge
me to play his guitar. But after he'd leave home his
wife would let me play and I didn't have to pay nothing...

I'd play 'ill noon when he come in for dinner. then at
one o'clock he'd go back to work and I'd play 'til
night. That's how I began to learn how.

Then after I leatnt I used to go and play for dancesi
frith my Uncle. He'd Rey me a dollar a night. oh, I
had a hard time learning. I've got some work tied
up in it...." Blues From The Delta, Wm. Ferris

,

The primal, image of a lone Bluesman accompanying himself on a
guitar survives...even today. The Mississippi Delta has. produced
an uninterrupted musical tradition which is still being performed
by musicians whose fame is largely regional, like James "Son"
Thomas, Louis Dotson and Sam Chatmo *. Delta Blues were played at

use parties and jock joints - -small pubs with music and dancing.
oBlues forms evolved in this setting. Although store-bought in-

a struments were scarce, in the right hands inv-strand
-on.;the-wall

ented instruments
01;ecould create the essence of Blues sound.

mimicked a guitar. Washboards substituW for snare droms when
. played with thimbles. Jugs, spoons, com'ind bones--all pro-

A duced music.

9

0

James Thomas learned to play the bottleneck style. Black musicians
would break off a soda bottle and use the neck to apliraximate the
steel slide used by White ountry guitarists. (When we asked
children to describe the,s and they`` said that the slippery sliding

from note to note sounded iian.) As a young boy Son played



t

his bottleneck liter with such Blues greats as Sonny Boy William-
son and Elmore James.

The Blues Feeling

Blues begins with a feeling. It is difficult to find simple de-
finitions. Dictionaries and music books try, but the players
themselves can best-explain the Blues and the special world-view
that goes with it:

"We kept that Mississippi sound...I don't know myself how many
bars we do. You don't count it out; you feel it."

Muddy Waters interview with Pete Welding.

You know the chords and you can count the bars, but if you don't
have the FEELING yOu still don't know the Blues. Having Son 1ere
with us we were able'to experience that Blues feeling at its tap
root and from a master. What has become known as the blues is in
reality, the traditional secular-folk music of Blacks in America.
Its influence, however, has strongly affected many musical tradi-
tions including folk, jazz, and rock. The Beatles, the Rolling
Stones - -'who named themselves after a Muddy Waters tune--Jimmie

.Rogers,'and El9is Presley are just a few of the White musicians
whose styles have been influenced by the Blues.' Perhaps the most
direct heirs of the old Blues pla3'ers are today's jazz players.

Jazzman Dwight Andrews, a tusician based here in New Haven, has
described his own jazz style as the expression of the carefully
nurtured absorption and synthesis of his Blues inheritance.

Blues Verses, Blues Themes

$ .s
The Blues Oral tradition is an influential and vital poetic force.
Beginning in the rural areas, the Blues sound moved to the citAes
along major migration routes like Highway 61:

I walked 61 Highway
'Til I give down in my knees
I ain't found nobody
To give my poor heart ease.

Nighway'li the only road I knows
I say, 61 Highway's the only road I know,
Run right down from Chicago
To the Gulf of Mexico....

°James Thomas

The way out and up to a "better life" in Memphis, 9t. Louis,
Chicago or New York was the highway. The Blues philosopher sings
about finding ways to survive, about exorcizing the pain that
enters every life, and of the particular world-view of Bleak

Americans., The individual poitic voice mirrored the life, times
and struggles of the whole community.

There are recurrent themes of love and lost love, local historical f

events, work and living conditions, natural catastrophes, and
racial realities. Changing and develop* along with the people
who play it Blues forms embrace both the more intimate sounds
that mark country blues and the rich, full back-ups of the urban
Blues sound. Blues lyrics -- vibrant, jivey and full of double mean-
ing--are the very soul of poetry. Many Blues songs haye become
standards, with many different local versions, likellootchie Kootchie

lian",a song rich.in Block folklore, numerology, and herbal medicine.

Hootchie Kootehie ALn
Gypsy woman'told my mother
Befor I was born
"You Tot a bo);_child-comin'
Gonna,be a son-of-a-gun..:

9
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Gonna make pretty women
Jump and shout
And the world wanna know
What it's all about-- "
But I'm here. Everybody knows I'm here

' You-know I'm the Hootchie Kootchie Man
And everybody knows I'm here.

On the 7th hour
On the 7th day
On the 7th month
Seven Doctors say
"He was born for good lovin'
chat you see"
I have 700 doll*.
Don't you mess with me...

Other songsare so connected to a partiedlar artist that they be-
come almost a signature, like B.B. Ring's "The Thrill Is Goneg"

Blues verses can conjure up'hilarious images:

Bottle Up and Go

Noma caught a chicken
Thought it was a duck
Ilut him on the table
With his ticking up...

In the very next verse images of ever-present racial tensions
surface:

Nigger and a White man
Playing seven-up
Nigger beat the White man
;Scared to pick it up.

The children:in our sixth grade classes were extremely aware of
the racial tensions in their own environment and the candid Blues
lyrics were the catalyst for excellint discussions. Blues poetry
can be double-edged and biting, but it can be sensitive and tender
too:

When things go wrong,
Go wrong with you,
It hurts me too

You're on my mind
Every place I go
The way I love you

Guess you'll never know.

When things go wrong,
Go wrong with you,

It hurts me too.

He love another womeh
And I love you

But you love him--stick to him like glue.

When things go wrong,
Go wrong with you
It hurts me too.

James Son Thomag

Grounded in life and survival, Blues verse has influenced many
Black artists. Through thelle poets, writers and painters die
Blues feeling and beat affects trends in Americamareand litera-
ture. Romare Bearden, master of painting collage and art history,
shares some of his thoughts on the Blues and his own work:

.

()



"I paint out of the tradition of the B es, of call and recall.
You start a the and you call and r all...
I'd hear Bessie Smith or some other inger. What they sang
would usually go like this:' I woke this morning and my man
left me a note. He said he was leavi nd I'm feeling so ,blue,
so blue. I'm goin' down by the river and'if I feel as. bad as
I do now, I'm gonna jump in...fiere she's talking about a poigna t
personal event...But behind her the musicians are 'rifting',
changing something tragic into something positive and farcica
This is whyI've gone back to the South and jazz. Even though
you go through these terrible experiences, you come out feeling
good. That's what the Blues say and that's what I believe--life
will prevail."

Art News Dec. 1980

The Blues rhythm and perspective profoundly influenced Mary Hope
Lee, a poet and linguistics scholar we were priviledged to have
among us for a little while. Here is one of her Blues mode
pieces:

Outer Rission Blues

markin,time markin time
til the,good time come around
if it dpn't come soon
gonna haf e this town

been in this town long enough to know it's cold
been here in this town it sho nuf dd be cold
way the wind blow how the fog creep got me

feelin so old

payin dues payin dues
til the good time come around
if it don't come soon

this widen gon hafts up and leave town

when the sun come out the air so warm and sweet
the stin come out turn the air so warm and sweet

gettin harder and harder to control these
travelin feet

markin time markin time
til the good time come round

if it don't come soon

you ain't gon see me no more no where around

01979 Mary Hope Lee

Blues lives! The'triumph of the Blues is the victory of sheer
life force and will to survive in an often hostile world:

"...kook is my pillow and the cold ground is my bed.
The Highway is my home, Lord I might as well be dead."

James Son ThoMas

The Blues sing otit as the archetypal oral expression of the
Black experience in America in this century.

Goodbye, everybody,
You*know.we got to gO.
Goodbye, everOody.>
People, you know wegot-to go.
But if you come back to Me.- Shelby's place
You will see the same old show.*

f,

1.

*This last verse in memory Shelby 'Pappa Jazz' Brown (1903-1974).
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Photographers on Photography Personal Perspectives

I

9

111111,_

Artftts' world viets are conditioned, in part, by their'experi-
ences and the slisPiplines imposed by their media. The photogra-
pher's world view is conditioned by the lens. It is the means of
capturing the image...TheAct of Seeing...that essential ACCT of
arc. Timing, chemistry,. exacting craftsmanship- -all are involved.
in bringing that initial act of geeing to completion in the form
of a meaningful image.

What photographers say about what they see can give us insights
into each one's special world. Understanding their priorities
can help us to develop a keener sense of visual wonder. Their
choices in images can deepen our appreeiation of the people,
places, objects and other living pings in our world.

6

4 Sarah Heath and Robert Jones were major contributors to the Faces/
Places Exhibition. Coming to photography from very different 1

backgrounds,Heath and Jones share an especIal love for capturing
the essence and image of people. In these interviews "theyshare
with us thoughts on life and work.



Sarah Heath

Q: How and when did you start getting interested in photography? ,

SH: From the moment I first saw the inside of a dark room, at
age 17, I was hooked on photography. Everything about it seemed.
like magic, and still does. The photography course I took in my
public high school certainly changed my life.

Photography seemed to combine all the elements that had,made me
interested in art'even as a child. With my simple camera I cotild
stop time, capture the faces of strangers, and create mysterioOW
images out of perfectly ordinary objects. I began to look more
carefully at the world around me. At the same time I realized that
I could use Photography to express feelings and landscapes from my
own imagination.

Q: What kind of images are you trying
t

to
/

create or capture?

SH: This is a hard question to answer. Sometimes I have a defi-
nitg idea of what I want om14.1m, to the point where I will arrange
people and props to get acertain effect. These usually turn out
to be serene, surrealistic images from my dream world. More often
I am not at all sure of what I am after in a. specific way. When
I go out to shoot it is a kind of hunting expedition. I may have
a feeling for what I want, but I won't know what it looks like
until I see it, and then I better be ready or I:ve'lost Qt! I

most interested now,in images which are Mysterious, which sugTest
feelings and places, but do not completely define them.

When I work as a portrait photographer, it is a different matter.
I must be Completely alert for those brief moments in which the .

subject is aware of the camera but not bothered by it. I must have
the person's attention, because good portraits are_the result of ,

a certain element of relationship. Without this, a picture may be
technically or composifionally just fine, but stillAPP ear lifeless.
It is also true that most people are almost in pain when they feel /

a camera looking at them, and their true selves disappear complete-
ly. Getting a good pqrtrait involves a lot of attention, discre-
tion and shutter speed- -

Q: Do you feel you are in any way a social reformer? or critic? or
reporter'? Are you consciously trying to produce ART? Do you feel
your.work has social or educational implications?

SH: While I haVe used photography in the past to expose what I
felt were injustices or cruel ironies in our social system, I now
feel that such use of the camera is manipulative and even.exploitive.
It is much easier to photograph a starving family than it is to
feed one. Behind the camera, a photographer may feel that he is
somehow helping the world by photographing the pain and misery he
sees there. More often, he does injustice to ktis subjects. A
photographer is always a detached observer, protected and c3eparated
from what is before his camera. I doubt that all the photos we ..

have seen of the ugliness and unfairness in our world haye helped
to change it. Such pictures only seem to add up to the flood of
images we leaf through all the time, making, most of us feel that
we are completely helpless to change anything, or that the suffer-
ing we see is more than the world can bear. Such pictures mike
the viewer feel defeated, oyerwhelmed and do not inspire any real
social change. The photographer always gets a lot more out of it
than his subjects do. There is also the problem of a photographer
misinterpreting what he sees. He may wall( down a street and see
nothing but poverty and degradation, completely missing the fact
that those who live there do not see it that way at 'ill. h pho-
tographer's,cultural values are always expressed in his pletures
no matter how unbiased.he may try to be. Be may return with a
photo essay of dirty feet, broken windows, and crying children,

9 c,L)
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condemning and defining the chaitcter Of Place through his

e'"dltpictures. His feelings appear to be the tr th since he shoots
only the kind of pictures which back them up. In fact, another ,

photographer might have seen it completely differently and would
have come back with pictures of situations and faces designed to
make you feel as he did. Pboto phl "lie" when they attempt to
report or criticize. -

1 ..

"Q: When working with people how do you establish trust? so

that your photos convey a valid sense of personality, sensitivity
and indivtduality.

. '

SH: /When I work with people I either shoot in their own environ-
ment or go to a neutral place, lie a park or forest. I spend time
with them finding out who tkey are and what they do, just by
sharing conversation and really listening. If I am nervous or' -

worried I share my feelings and try to make thein feel they can do
the same. This clears the air. I try to find out how they would ,

like to see themselves and take As many cues from them as possible.
I never rush inriiithst pre-conceived idea of what I will do. It

should be a spontaneous discRvqry between photographer and spbject.
I try to help my subject feel involved in creating something, not
being forced into looking or behaving a'certain way.; Most a the
time during a session is spent talking or movi around --very
little time is involved in the actual shoot self. ...

Q: How have the people you 've met and the places you've been af-
fected your sense of who you are and-what you want to do at this
point?

SE

i
Good grief! In every possible way .

Q: It a young person said to yob, "I want to take pictures," how
would you suggest they begin/ -

/ . .
. ,

.
. '

SH: Mymaily always epcouragedise'to go ahead with photography
and they helped me buy my first camera. But don't think any-
thing is as important to a beginner as an all consuming', interest
in doing photography. I've seen young people with $600 cameras

'become quickly bored, turning out far less imaginatpe pbotos than
other kips with humble instamatics. Equipment.is tot,as important
as interest and creative seeing. Anyone who pares enough'about

. photography will someday be able to get more sophisticated equip -
meat, ,bdt if £young person doesn't have a genuine interest and
fascination with the whole visual process he will never take really
great pictures. .1 learned all the basic skills I needed right in
my public high schodl. From there on I was almost entirely self -
taught, constantly lookiag,at other people's work at the libraries
or bookstores, and trying all kinds of .experfments.with my camera
and make-shift darkroom. Eventually friends asked me to photograph
them and even paid me for it.' In this way I could afford to set
up my own darkroom after a while and get all the supplies I needed
to go on taking pictures. Now it's been 11 years since my first
experiments and I am just as eager to learn new thi.ngs as I yts
when I first started. . --)

1
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Robert Townsend Jones

Q;

`S.

a

,How and When did you"stert getting interested'in photography?

RJ: I was stationed in Japan froac1970772 white serving in the US.
Army. During my first week there I tilok a service club tour. _I
took along my Polaroid land camera to get scxgkpix'Sar my scrap

-0', book. Aftei the tour and looking at the,pixs I-had taken with my
camera I realized then that I needed a betteicamera to captuKe

. the moving scenes I had experienced., It was then I found out that
iwas in the camera capital ot_the world. After talking to no less

than 30 experts (anyone who hi7 a 35,mm and had shot more than 10
rolls qualif4ed) and looking at about the same number of cameraa I

( ,. bought my first 35. The more,I learn about my'camera and photogra-

, / phy the more interesting it got.

a

Q: How old'were you ?. What vas the fascination that ydu felt--the
att ction to this particular form of expressiod and communication?

It.11 I was 22 years old wben I gbt to Japan - - ,At that time it was
the high point of my' life. During high school I had a strong in-
terest in drawing and painting. Following graduation and timbre
going into the service many were the times'.1 wished 1 'could,fully
-express some of the things,' would see tbrOughdrawing,but not
having developed that talent beyond high school / was at a loss.

*
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I was fascinatedby he fact that through photography you could
capture a piece of time, thought ard'feeling on film and have it
reproduced on paper and it would seem as real as if you were there.
I began to realize that human expressions and feelings could be com-
municated through photography.

Q: What kind'of images are you 'trying to create oy capture?

RJ:..I try to' capture those images of America's people, places and
feelings. The things that make a country, its towns and communi-.
ties-- ges that can stand as a lasting testament to our past and
future. Also one of my concerns is to capture those images of the
Bla icon that has always been there but is seldom shown in
its ntirety. )1 want to show the pride, dignity and passion of a
grou of people that has withstood the testof time.

Do you feel you.are in any way a social reformer? or critic?
or reporter? Are yott consciously trying to produce ART? Do you
/eel your work has sodial or educational implications?

RJ: (1) I feel that if you go through each day knowing that'you

are living now and will have to face life's problem and not try to

avoid'your responsibilities for dealing with them, then you are a
social reformer or critic.or reporter in the oral or visual sense.
I feel that I am a strong Mixture of the.$hree.
(2) I am not consciously trying to produce art. Although I con-
sider photography as an art along with painting, etc. with me Jet
photogrdphy first and art afterward. I feel that a lot of the
problems now with some photography is the emphasis on ART and not
on the making of the work itself.
(3) Yes. I think my work has social and educational implications
and it is an important part of my work. I look upon my work as
having social and educational importance to America and to Black
America in particular. The bulk and main interest of t*y work is
of Black America. To show how it is., was and how it is changing.
I feel it's part of my duty and responsibility as a photographer
and,too,I've lived through somerof the changes that we as a group
of people are going through. Ilfeel it's part of my duty and
responsibility as a photographer to make a record of this for our
children.

Q: .Bow does who you are--and how you were reared affect you as
an artist? Do you feel, in any way, that you owe something to
your community? racial, religious or"ethnic group?

RJ: By me being aware of myself as a Black American has aUted
me as an artiat'in a really positive way. Black Artists in
America have long been kept out of the mainstream of American Art.
A lot of Black,Artists' work will reflect their environmental Li-
fluences. In general Americans are unaware of Black perspectives
on reality. They can't relate to it so they are not willing to
support Black artists or recognize'the validity of their work.

I feel that all Black artists owe something back to their communi-
ty. Once we as.artists, businessmen or whatever leave our com-
munity behind, we become lost and it is hard to relate back to the
people we left behind. We owe it to our sisters and brothers, our
kids, our mothers and fathers to share our experiences, Whatever
education or skill have we should give some of it back to the
community, through..tdiching, the arts or iii some form.

Q: Do you see yourself in any way as a chronicler or documentor?
If so what communitror scene does your work document'?

,J: I see myself as a documentor. At this point in my career a
lot of my skip as a photographer was'developed docdmenting Memphis
scenes and its people. With the emphasis on the Black community
and those things that relate to it. To some this might seem biased
but perhaps first, they should consider that America* has shelves. on
shelves of hooks on White America and if they look they will find
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povery few on Black America'. I don't deny
Black life in America.-
elf the pleasure of any

icture, even subjects not at all related t
jt I feel that it would undermine my integrity as a photographer to

miss a good shot--it's still photog aphy first. I see.nd'limit
to the range of my subject matter.

Ot

One of my'favorite photographers is Walker Evang. After looking
at the documentary of Evans and others I began to look up some
Elect photographers.to see what they had contributed to photogra-
phy, Looking at the work of Gordon Parks, James Vander Zee, P.M.
Polk andlev. 0. Taylor helped me decide_ to devote my energy to-
ward documpnting America during my lifetime. -

I.

Q: When working with people how do you establish trust so that
your photos convey a valid sense of personality, sensitivity and
individuality?

-People sometimes tell me I look real serious when I an taking .

pictures. I've con to take this as a good sigh because I am al-
ways trying to convey this (my serious attitude toward taking
pictures) regardless.of where we are. SometiMes if possible I
tell them something about myself and why I take pictures--and why
I want to take theirs.' I am sensitive to people's feelings and
how they see themselves.. I show them that I respect them and I

6 let the picture be respectful too.

CI! How have the people you've net and the places you've been an-
Nfected your sense of who you are and what you wantto do at this
point;

.RJ: I've met a lot of people with positive ideals that helped me
to strive for-Ward to accomplish my own gqals. Meeting other
photographers that helped and believed Jame was also important.

My travels around America and overseas helped broaden my perspec-
tive on life. The time I spent'overseas let me look at myself
and America not as a participant but as an observer. My four years
working at the Center for _Southern Folklore and'also earning my
bachelor degree in Photography have contributed a great deal in
retting me see my own potential as a photographer.

Do you-share your photos with your subjects? How? Have their
responses affected the way you photographed others?

RJ:. .I try to give all my subjects. a copy of the photos I take.

Their responses aven't really affected the way I photograph others.
A lot of the pix would not be a shot of them in their Sunday best, qk
but it shows ? part of them that they like to see.

,Q: If a young person said to you, "I want to take pictur how
would you suggest'they'begin?

RJ: If a young person asked me
phy I would suggest'they enroll
that are offered throughout the

many adult ed programs at local
:-ed.,notel,

about getting started in photogra-
in one of the Community Ed. courses
city (photography is offered in
high schools and community colleges

While stationed in Japan I met two brothers that were serious pho-
tographers. They showed me some of their work and I b an'to rea-
lize bow one could control how one's work looked. We h d a serv-
ice club on post with a well equipped-dark room and fu -time in-
structors:to help you. I began to read boobs on photography and

started hanging in the photo'lab. It was during those two years
in Japan that I realized f wanted to pursue a career as a photogre-

.pher.' Also, meeting people like Roland Freeman really was helpful
in' my early years.
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Films
DELTA BLUE SINGER: JAMES "SONNY FOOD" THOMAS
45 minutes 16mm, b&w, Center for Southern Folklore, 1970.

FANNIE BELL CHAPMAN: GOSPEL SINGER
45 minutes, 16mm, color, Center for Southern folklore,
LCC# 76-7000021.

FIXIN' TO TELL ABOUT JACK
25 minutes, color.

FOUR WOMEN ARTISTS

,25 minutes, 16mm, color, Center for outhern Folklore. '
'LCCO78 -77004134977.

FOXFIRE

21 minutespolon, McGraw, The Film Co perative of Connecticut, Inc.,
1973.

,

GIVE MY POOR HEART EASE: MISSISSIPPI DELTA BLUESMEN A.

,c 20 minutes, 16mm, color, Center fdi uthern Folklore, _

,LCCO,76-700022, 1975.

. GRAVEL SPRING FIFE AND DRUM
10 minutes, 164!, color, Center for Southern Folklore,
LCC# 73-700878, 1971.

-"sorrow*

HUSH HOGGIES HUSH: TOM JOHNSON'S PRAYING PIGS/
4 minutes,* 16mm, color, Center foi Southern Folklore.

I AIN'T LYING: FOLKTALES FR SIPPI
20 minutes, 16mm; color Pr for Southern Folklore,
LCC# 76- 700024, 1975.

JARMILAWA
10 minutes, color, DeeDee Halleck, The Film Cooperative of
ConnecticutInc.

LA PLENA
25 minutes 16v., color.

RAY LUH: MULE_TRADER
18 minutes, 16mm, color, Center for Southern Folklore,
LCC# 74-7019110, 1973.

MADE IN MISSISSIPPI: BLACK FOLK ART AND CRAFTS
20 minutes, 16mm,'"color, Center for Southern Folklore,
1CCO.76-700025.

NATURE'S WA/
22 minutes, 16mm, color, Appajahop Films.

QUE.PUERTO RICO?
16mm, color, Tibbr Hirsch, 1963.

SANTERO
40 minutes, 16mm, color,.1951.

SOURWOOD MOUNTAIN DULCIMERS
Appalshop Films.

.
TWO BLACK CHURCHES
20 minutes, 16mm, color, Center for Southern Folklore,
LCC# 76-700026, 1975.

0

YONDER COME DAY` ,

26 minutes, color, McGraw Mili,_TheTilm Cooperative of Connecticut,
Inc. ,
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Slide /Tape ProgramS
COLORS, SHAPES, ANDMEMORIES: 'THREE FOLK ARTISTS
9 minutes,, Slide -Tape program, Center for Southern Folklore, 1978.1

Gift, SOMETHING TO TELL YOU: SOUNDS OF THE DELTA BLUES
15 minutes, 111ide-Tape program, Center for Southern Folklore, 1977.

Records
ADVENTURE& IN RHYTHM
Jenkins, Elle. Folkways SI 7682. LCC# R60-909, 1960.

P
AFRO-AMERICAN ,DRUMS

Courlander, Harold. Folkways FE 4502 C/D.

THE APPALACHIAN DULCIMER
Ritchie,.Jean. Folkways FI 8352, LCC9 R3-938: 1963.

, 4 CALL-AND-RESPONSE RHYTHMIC.GIUP SINGING 4
Jenkins, Ella. Folkways SC 7638, LCCO R57-1454, 1957.

CHILDREN'S SONGS AND GAMES FROM THE SOUTHERN MOUNTAINS
Goldstein,..Kenneth S. Folkways FC 7054, 1957.

DANCE OF THE WORLD'S PEOPLE
Lipner, Ronnie. Folkways FD 6503, 1958.

-FOLK T SIC OF PUERTO RICO
.

The Library of Congress Music Division Recording Laboratory,
AFS L18, Lea 2036, 1946.

FROM THE SKY OF MY CHILDHOOD FOLK SONGS FROM'LATIN AMERICA SUNG
Paz, Boni. Folkways FW 8875, 1979. .

THE IDE TO THE USE OF STREET/FOLK/MUSICAL GAMES IN THE CLASSROOM,
Hill ry, liable A. Interdependent Learning Model Follow Through
PrograM, New. York, 1974.

LEADELLY TAKE THIS HAMMER
Lao*, Alan. Folkwayd PTS 31019, 1950.

RAW wipti SONGS 6 STORIES
Rounder. Records 0061.

,MERRILY STRUM: MOUNTAIN
McSpaddi y Cath''ez,in

,THE Akr

Clyne, R

OF HAMPER McBEE

DULCIMER FOR CHILDREN
, Records Folk Crafts Books

R l'ITRUMENTAL ALBUM 41
Folkways FS 3570, 1977.

RAY LUM: SULE TRADER.: Record, Transcript, Essay
TenteiNfor Sbupern Folklore, 1977. .

SKIP TO MY ibu TRADITIONAL SONGS AND SINGING GAMES FROM
SOUTHEAST TN'

Pine Breeze Center, Hamilton Avenue, Chattanooga, TN.'37405

TRADITIONS OF A TENNESSEE FAMILY

Pine Breeze Center, Hamilton Avenue, Chattanooga, TN 37405

WHO GOER FIRST? QUM VA PRIMERO?
Hill, Kay.' Folkways FC 7857, 1978.
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& Resources

401

AKWESASNE Notes
via Rooseveltown, New York 13683
Phone 518 -358 -4697

Native American NewsliCer. The Mohawk Nation.

AMERICAN ASSN. FOR STATE AND LOCAL HISTORY, pamphlets and books
on exhibitidn techniques and administration. 1400 8th Ave., So.,
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

ANTIQUES AND THE7ARIS WEEKLY
The Bee Publishing o., Newtown, CT

APPALA IAN FIRESDE CRAFTS.
Box 27 Booneville, Kentucky .41314
Catalog of crafts, quilts, toys

-*/
APPALSHOP FILMS CATALOGE 16mm DOCUMENTARY FILMS
Appalshop is "about the business of speaking to people about life
in these hills,",through documentary filets, drama, recorded music,t
literature, journals and photography. Box 743, Whitesburg,
41858.

ART TO ZOO
The Smithsonian InstitutiOn, Office of Elementary and Secondary
EduCation
Washington, DC 20560

ARTS INC.

32 Market Street
Ne,F York, N.Y. '10002

Cfiinese and Spanish, English Resources
Books by kids

BATE? BILINGUAL MEDIA INC.
80 Fifth Avenue
Room 906
New York, N.q. 10011
Books, records, games, posters, ethnic materials.

BEREA COLLEGE STUDENT CRAFT INDUSTRIES
Berea, Kentucky 40404
Catalogue of crafts

BLACK ART AN INTERNATIONAL QUARTERLY
137-55 Southgate Street, Jamaica, NY 11413. Ph.# 212r276-7681

BLACK QUILTERS, Wahlman, Maude. History of Art Dept.'Yale U. 1979
Brochure various quilters cited plup bibliography.

CENTER FOR SOUTHERN FOLKLORE MAGAZINE
Semi-annual with occasional special issues. 1216 Peabody Avenue,

P.O. Box 40105, Memphis, TN 8104. Ph.# 901 - 726 -4205

CHINA BOOKS & PERIODICALS IN .

East Coast Center *

125 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10003
From China and Vietnam: --rooks, pamphlets, posters, records.

CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN LITERATURE BEFORE COLUMBUS FOUNDATION
CATALOG I
Contemporary American Literatyre-Third World Writers
1446-D Sixth Street, Berkeley, CA 94710. Phi 415..527-1586
Books, anthologies, childred's books, periodicals.

O
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COUNCIL ON INTERRACIAL BOOKS FOR CNILDREN
Room 300, 1841 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10623

THE ELDER
292 Orange Street* New Mayen, Cr
Senior citizens' newspaper

THE-FILM COOpERATIVE OF CONNECTICUT, INC.
'49 Church St"et, Seymour, CT 1979

FOLKWAYS, RECORDS

43 W."61st St., N.Y.C., NY 10023

GAME, INC:
314 West''54th Street
New York;;I.Y.:10019
Resource eenter Publications

GOLDEN LEGACY' BLACK HISTORY MAGAZINE
527 Madisnp Avenue
New iork;, 1.Y. 10022

Bios of famous Afro - Americans in comic book format.

GRAY OWL INI4AN CRAFT MFG.'CO. INC.
150-02 Beitvcr Road

Jamaica, Queens, N.Y. 11433

Native,Americdn crafts, tress, books, records.

4h%k_
INFORMATION CENTER ON CHILDREN'S CULTURES
Service of Ole D.S. Committee for UNICEF
331 East 38th Street
NeV York, N.Y. 10016 /

Books, mini-oaf:its, bibliography.

MISSISSIPPI BLACK FOLKLORE

Ferris,William R. University and College Press of :Mississippi
Southern,Station, Box 5164, Hattiesburg, MS 39401, 1971.,

0

k

MOUNTAIN DULCIMERS IN THE OZARkS
Drawer E - Highway 9 Noith, Mountain View, AR 72560.
Ph.# $01r269-8639

Records,,folk crafts, books.

RATIONAL ASSESSMENT 6 DESEMINATION CENTER
385 High Stieet

Fall River, MA 02720

Books, poIXers,- films in Chinese, French, GreekoPoriuguese,
Spanish. ,

THE NATIONAL'ASSN. FOR THE PRESERVATION AND PERPETUATION OF
, STORYTELLING. They sponsor an annual conference, also a resource
center and newsletter...their goal: "to keep the colorful oral
tradition of storytelling alive and relevant." NAPPS, P.dli Box 112,
Jonesborough,Tennessee 37659

RED BIRD MISSION CRAFTS., Traditional Appalachian crafts
Founded in 1921,, it is a project of the United Methodist Church.
Send for their Catalogue. Beverly, Kentucky 40913. (606)337 -5957.

1

THE TEACHERS AND WRITERS COLLABORATIVE
84 FifihrAvenue

New York, N.Y. 1004
Poetiy,, prose, ethnic traditions resources catalogue.

WFSTON WOODS
Weston, Connecticut 068881-

Multifiedis children's Literature (bilingual editions available).
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Folk Art Collection

-FOLK ART OBJECT MEDIUM . ARTIST/PLACE

BASKETS

Coil Basket Wool. rope Jan Yatsko, No. Car.

Gullah Basket w/ Sweet grss Mary Ann Bennett, 0

Handle
.

So. Car.

Covered Gullah Sweet grass
'i

Mary Ann Benifett,

Basket .4 So. Car. ,

Egg Basket Honeysuckle /isabeth Mills,
vine Kentucky

4

White Oak Basket
..-----....

Oak splits Leon Clark, Miss.

Square

White Oak Basket Oak splits Leon Clark, Miss:
Rectangular

Viite Oak Basket Older, oak Tennessee

Rota splits

Candungo Fibre and Puerto Rico
coconut .

Banasta Fibre Puerto Rico

DOLLS AND TOYS

'Acrobat Mechanical Toy Wood Massachusetts
sit

Baby Quilt Calico cotton 40'Appalachian

Corn Cob Dolls (2) Corn cob Kentucky

. .

.loth Dolls Brother Clot yarn Appalachia
6 Sister

Cloth DollsNative
Am. (2)

Cloth Doll--Harriet
Tubman

Cloth Doll

oth, yarn

Cloth, yarn

Cloth, yar n

Senior Citizen, Conn.'

Jan Murray, Conn.

Henan Oaorio
Puerto Ricp



FOLK ART OBJECT MEDIUM ARTIST PLACE

11.

Cradle w/ doll

Chair for doll

Raggedy Ann

Sock Kangaroo '

Sock Mopkey

Slate Board '

Spinning Top

'Truck

Wood Machine

Wood, findings Appalachia,

Wood, fibre Haiti ,

Cloth, yarn Senior.kitizen, Conn.,

Red heel sock Sduth Carolina

Red heel sock Appalachia

Slate PortUgal

Wood, string Kentucky

Wood C.A. Krahl, Conn.

Wood, hardware Saul Fussiner,'Conn.

a

INSTRUMI:NTI:ND MUSIC MAKERS

Appalachian Dulcimer Cherry wood Leonard Glenn
North Carolina

Cane Fife Cane Othar Turner
Mississippi

Guiro & Comb Pick GoUrd, wood, 'Puerto Rico
petal

Maracas (pair) )Coconut, stones Puerto Rico

-Panpipes Reed Peru

Reed Flutes Reed Bolivia, ru

-Whistles (2) Clay . Brazil

Wooden Flutes Wood
tr

Yugoslavia

Washboard Wood:metal Tennessee

Cow Bell Metal Tennessee

MASKS

Mache Mask ' Painted papier- Puerto Rico
niche

Coconut Shell Mask Coconut, fibre Puerto Rico

NEEDLEWORK

Altar Cloth w/ White linen & Portugal
Crochet crochet cotton

Baby Dress w/ Blue, baptiste Puerto Rico
Embroidery

iBaby Dress w/ White baptiste ConneCticut
Embroidery

Crochet Serving White crochee" Portuguese-American
. Piece cotton

k

. Crochet Serving
Piece

Tea dyed cotton Portuguese-American
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FOLK ART OBJECT 'MEDIUM

NEEDLEWORK (coned.).

Crochet Edged linen Red Crochet
Handkerchief cotton

white linen

Cross Stiti
Runners (2)

Beige cotton,
color 1

embroidery

Cross Stitch White cotton,
Runner ,rich color

embroidery

Embroidered Linen Linen, blu
Bag cotton,

ARTIST/PLACE

Ii

Portuguesel-American

vlitp

Alabama

Lazy-Daisey Stitch White cotton,
Runner color embroidery

----Right Gown for
Trousseau w/
Crochet Em-
broidery

Tatting Serving
Piece

Tatting Serving
Piec,

Telar Mundillo w/
Lace

'Top Sheet with
Embroidered Border

Smocked Dress (child's)

r

Sunbonnet'

QUILfMAKING, RUGMAKING

Friendship Ring Quilt

Baby wilt 4

' Hooked Rug

WOOD CLAY &

#

Appalachian Carved
Houma Dog

Pointer ibk

Rooste

4

Santo De Palo

Maculate COnception

Santo De Palo

Milagrosa

White crochet
White, cotton

Beige cotton

Beige cotton

Wood, cotton

44

COttall

Cottoh print, red

smocking.

Red calico

A

Cotton cloth,
batting

Cotton, poly- ,

ester batting

Wool, monk's
cloth

good

Wood, malles

Ceramic

Carved, painted
wood

Unfinished wood

Portugal

Alabama

Martha Taylor
West Indies

Puerto Rico

Puerto Rico

Delia Molinary
De Velez
Domingo Velez

Portugal

Connecticut

Kentucky

2,7

a

Pecolia Warner Miss.

Appalachia

ethia\. ertson, N.Y.

Kentucky

' Kentucky

Portugal

AntOnio Avilk
Puerto Rico

Puerto Rico!
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FOLK ART 'OBJECT !WHIM ARTIST/PLACE

WOOD CLAY E. (cont'd.)

Twig 'Roosters (2)' Wood Kentucky

Turtle Wood Kentucky

Walking Stick Cedar, gloss Lester Willis, Hiss.
finish ti

Ukrainian Egg Wooden, painted Ukraine .

Ukrainian Egg Egg I, Connecticut

Walking Stick Hickory limb Kentucky

Worry Beads Glass Claudia Basel, Conn.

Rice Birds (2) Delta clay James Thomas, Hias./r-
,

Skull' Delta clay, corn James Thomas, Miss.

Photograph Collection
Migrations FecesiPlaces

Photography Exhibition Catalogue

NO. TITLE PHOTOGRAPHER/
SOURCE

.1. Ct. Black Regiment Spanish American War c. 1900

2. Wooster Square Park, New Haven

3. New Haven Couple c. 1900
ft

4. Savin Rk, NOW Haven

Savin Rock, New Haven''

6. Samin Rock, New Haven

7. Welcome Hall Oak Street Comnunity. New Haven

8. Yetvliforker c. 1900 0,

9. East Rock Park Pittway

10. Mary 6 Adelaide Fonseca

11. Chapel opposite the Green

12. Sharecropper

13. Migrants oft The Road

14. Arnoldo Henriques

1S. Mr. Mrs. Sebastian Listro's Wedding

16. Nunes Featly 1 Friends

17. East ck Park, New Haven

18. 1,T. 6 Hr . Samuel Adolphus Tailor
eby Ce tits

19. jZe.N my I Grandm64f

* 10.

21. Asti Family Portrait .: Tht First Store
ft. c. 1900

22. Broadway c. 1900 . Id

23. Chapii i State c: 0900

X

0

C.A.C.H,S.

H.H.C.H.S.

C.1.A.H.S.

N.H.C.H.S.

N.H.C.H.S.

N.H.C.H.;.

B.W.C.W.S.

'C.A.A.H.S.

N.H.C.H.S.

Unknown .

N.H.C.H.S.

L.G. Walker Evens

Mydans

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

N.H.C.H.S.

Unknown

Adelaide Henry`

Bonnie Bdrakis

N.H.C.H.S.

N.H.C.H.S.

I

.1

t
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24. Edgew"s8 Park

45. Adelaide Mendes t gat' Mother t Daughter
N .

26. Fami'Vy Picnic Wallingford

27. Connecticut Shade Tobacco Growers

28...F,Ield Hands

29.,frele yn1versity Sweeps

30.. City Point Oyster Man
* *

31,, Sharecroppers Daughter

M.H.t.H.S.

N.H.C.N.5.'

Dasothea Lange

Walker Evans

i.H.H.S.

i Walker Evens

: 32. Westbrook, Connecticut N.H.H.S.

3,3. Seated Couple. Mississippi David Peabody

,14. Grocer; Store, Mississippi Walker Evans

35. ,Mrs. Pepe and Grandson Tony Unknown

36. Suffragette N.H.H.S.

137. Seated Man, Mississippi David Peabody

3P. Dwight Street. New Haven N.H.C.H.S.

39. FIlley House Interior, Whalley Avenue M.H.C.H.S.

40. Ghost Trees, MephtS, Tenn. Robert Jones

41. Mississippi Railroad Crossing David Peabody

42. Women of 103 Sarah Heath

43. 'Mr. Burrell basket Maker 8111 Ferris '

44. Founders of,..the Hannah Gray Home A.A.H.S.

45., Crossing the Neu Haven Green Jan Murray

46. Lollipop Stephanie
Fitzgerald

47. Studying at Yale. Jesse PhInes

48. View of the Green

49. 2 Men Stated. Mississippi DaNd PeabOdy

50. PaterpaIntIng on the Sidewalk David Levine

Sarah Heath51.. Portrait of a Yowls Girl rah

52. Ft. When Hale Peek - Seaside 8111 pay

53. Couple 411.7.C. David Googol's

54. .Shopkeeper David Peabody

55. %istets Lizzy 6 Jenny Sarah Heath

56. /Raking Cha1r Sarah Heath

57. Couple 8111 Ferris

58. New York Couple 1978 .1f:rob/nig

59. Can't Stay Here/to Long

" fttgeold

';Atkert.JUones

60. 'Day Street 46 Haven Jesse Rhinos

JVAIn1a 81firdell

62. 'Lire been go Robert Jones

0 61. 627

63. Little Child Robert Jones

64. Swimmer Jesse.RhInes

ti

,
65. M1ss1ts1ppi Laffscape 'Plowed field' David Peabody

66. Interior,* - David Peabody

David Gonzales (:(1

'67. '8 ter' Memphis Tenn. 197P Pobert Jones.
68. On the Stoop



rw

69.

70.

72.

Friends

Fttldtrip (Hew Haven)

More Friend:

Young Man with Bat

David Gonzales

Stephanie
Fitzgerald

David Gonzales

. Stephanie
Fitzgerald

73. Cup Buddies Lori Levin

74. Nursery School Children i Teacher WPA David Levine

75. 4fiter/Roots Anthony Finlayson

76. B ter Robert Jones

77. Beak Street 1978/Memphis,.Tenn. Pobert Jftnes

78; Child Stephanie

79. Three and Three (composition)

Fitzgerald.,

Dpvid Gonzales

L
10.

C80. Driving School David Gonzales

81. Still More Friends M.Y.C. David Gonzales

82. Boy In Baseball Jacket David Gonzales

83. Water Guns A Y C 'David Gonzales

84. South Memphis 1978 Robert Jones

85. British Art Center/Under construction Jan Murray

86. B ter 1978 Robert Jones

87. Brothers 1975 Jan Murray

88. Aqueduct Edgewood Park Stephanie
Fitzgerald

89. Alley Jan Hurray

90. School Yard 1975 Jan Murray
091. New York 1978 Stephanie

Fitsgerald

92. Circle Jesse Phines

93. Couple Dancing at Street Fair N.Y.C. David Gonzales

94. Parade 1978 Stephanie
Fitzgerald

'95. Kids 69 New Haven Sarah Heath

96. Row of Houses David Peabody

97. 4th of July 78 William Grego

98. Shirt on Fence David Peabody

99. In Her Garden Misiissippi David Peabody

100. Friends on Park Street 1979 nthony Flklayson

101. Smoke), Mountains Robert Jones

102. Porch, Mississavi David Peabody

103. Eliine 1978 William Grego ,S

104. Kids at ?spade New Haven Stephalliv
Fitzger

9
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Throughout the course of the project year, the Migrations staffs'
documented our networkinveffort in the hope that it would not '

only serve as a record a our work but would also prove helpful
to other Ethnic Heritage Projects,

The following.appendix AniKudes perpons, associations, institu-
tions, organizations an soheties contacted during the project

year. The expertise and assistance these groups provided in 10-
Citing materials and resources, sharing their exper epees and
general support to our project was invaluable. ,1

We urge anyone undertaking similar projects to network with local
and regional groups in. their area and to utilize the resources of
national organizations whenever possible.

NETWORKING DURING THE PROJECT YEAR--l979r1980

*American Committee on Italian Migration, New Haven Chapter

American Folklife Center, Litzary of Congre7, Washington, DC

*The Black Coalition, New Haft, CX

The Brooklyn Museum, New York City

The Center for Southern Folklore, Memphis, TN

The Center for the Study' Of Southern CUlture: Oxford, MI

Choate-Rosemary Hall School, Wallingford, CT

Concilium on International and Area Studies, New Haven', CT

ConneCticut Afro-American Historical Society,.Ne* Haven, CT

Connecticut Migratory Children's Program, Hamden, CT

CommFity House, New Haven, CT'.

The Educational Center for the Arts, New Haven, CT

Ethnic Heritage Studies Clearing House, Boulder, CL

Ezra Academy, Woodbridge, CT

The Folklife Institute, Washington, DC

The Foote School, New Haven, CT'

'Hartford Public Library, Hartford, CT

Media Design Studio, NOt!Haven, CT

Mississippi Sate Historical Society, Jackson, MI

New.Deminsion Theatre Company, New Haven, CT

New Haven Colony HistOrical Society, New Haven, CT

New Haven Free Public Library, New Haven, CT,'

*New Haven Serish Foundation, New Haven, CT

ti

1,1
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NETWORKING- -PAGE 2

NewlAaven Public Schoo ystem, New Haven, CT

Beecher Elementary School
East Rock Community School
Helene Grant Elementary School
Hillhouse High School
Ivy Secondary Educational Center
Richard C. Lee High School'

- Sheridan Middle School
Welch Annex Elementary School

Curriculum Development Office, Dr. Jessie Bradley

*The Follow Through Program, Stephanie Fitzgerald

*Instructional Services Center, Charles Twyman

Special Projects Office, Sam Nash

Staff and Organizational Development, Charles Deafenbaugh

Talented and Gifted Progrim, Rhoda Spear

Peabody Mas(ium of Natural History, New Haven, CT

Portuguese Consulate, Waterbury, CT

*Span.ish'CUltural Association, New Haven, CT

St. Aedan's Parochial §chool

St. Thomas' Day School

The Teacher Center Exchange, San Francisco, CA

University of New'Haven, New Haven, CT

Yale Uniyersity,

Department of Afro-American Studies
Department of American Studies
Department of Art History
Department of Graphic Design
Department of History

r` *Members. of the Ethnic Heritage Project Advisory Committee.

0
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migrations the leacher amter. Inc ethnic herrtago protect
42 C01190 it new haven. et 011 m mi 4847

Folk Art identification Card

- OWE ID#

ARTIS

ADDRESS DATE RECD / /
PHONE

DESCRIPTION

SUPPLIER/
DONOR

PURCHASE 'PRICEY
COMMENTS (OVERT .

DATE MADE / /

migrationS st now haven. et oasts m
center. ine ethnic tap protect

Photograph Identifilcation Card

TITF=2.2,

ARTIST
ADDRESS.

a

ID#

DATE
PHON

CDL_L_

w -

DESCRIPTION DATE MADE / /

SIZE X B411 COLOR PRINTS FS NFS

DONOR

migrations :=.1-z.tcv. crzt-itrarizt

FOIA(ART RESOURCE IDEe ION CARD

NAME h *D#

ADDRESS

PUB DATE j

AUTHOR

PRICE

COMMENTS*

ti
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TALLY SHiET,

/1-

OUR SUIT:PLACES

. Please list specific countries if not listed.
lk.

MUTED STATES
ALABAMA MISSOURI'

ALASKA -MONTANA

ARIZONA BRASKA
III

ARKANSAS ADA
CALIFORNIA NEW HAMPSHIRE

.COLORADO
'4

1 NEW JERSEY

CONNECTICUT, NEW MEXICO

DELAWARE NEW YORK

DISTRICT OP COLUMBIA NORTH CAROLINA

FLORIDA 1 NORTH DAKOTA
GEORGIA OHIO

HAWAII OKLAHOMA -
IDAHO 'V

OREGON

ILLINOIS PETNSYLVANIA
INDIANA RHODE ISLAND

IOWA SOUTH CAROLINA

KANSAS BOUTHDAKOTA'
KENTUCKY TENNESSEE

-.

LOUISIANA \ t TEXAS 0

MAINE UTAH

MARYLAND t VERMONT

. MUSACHUSETTS VIRGINIA
-..\ ..._ ' --

MICHIGAN . WASHINGTON

' MINNESOTA WEST VIRGINIA
MISSISSIPPI WISCO)IN

WYOMING -

EUROPE

GREECE PORTUGAL
ITALY OTHER

POLAND

OARIBBEAN

'PUERTO RICO JAMACA_ '
11101i4ST INDIES OTHER

VIRGIN ISLANDS

ASIA

OTHER

A"
'J
(JI

I

This era if ' , .L.1hplacot of
par "tor

125urveys

1,

4A,

a
SoBool

Tesqhar.

Date Compiler,

PLACENAMES TALLY SHEET--Important Cities and Towns
WritelState on dotted line. List cities & towns under their state.

sit

migrations MIIAK PO WC
CI WM fa 7*

MO.

123
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MIGRAT1001
A

NAME

SCHOOL

SEAMIER'S NAME

I a. VNERE HERE TOO EOM.

D. PLACE OF FATHER'S SIREN

K. PLACE OF NOTNER'S SIREN

d.100LACE OF GRANDPARENT'S SIREN

NOTNEa'S PARENTS

'AMUR'S PARENTS

4. INERE NAVE TON LIVED,

D. PLACES NT PARENTS NAVE LIVED

3 4. NAT LANGUAGES DO YOU SPEARS

D. LANGUAGES NT PARENTS SPEAK

K. LANGUAGES NT GRANDPARENTS SPEAR

4. SPECIAL CUSTOMS OR TRADITIONS IN OUR NOME ARE

Teacher School

Dat( Compiler ,

POLK WISDOM ANECDOTE RECORDINC SHEET

This suet is to compile a record of speoial customs. traditions,say:alc,

proverbs, foods.etc. that we consider signs of preserving cultural heritage

in our homes. Please identify-yolir cultural/racial /background at the er.i c

each anecdote. Pleas transcribe ifformation carefully and word for wore

group/culture

GROUP/CULTURE

group/culture

."'".

0 1

4

a
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- Cover Photos

1 James San Thomas 1980
& Mary & Adelaide Fonseca 1920
Wedding of Mary b Sebastian Listro 1929
Samucl & Henrietta Taylor, Baby Cecilia, 1909

4.4
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